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ABSTRACT
This thesis identi fies a collect ion of ceramic artifa cts excavated from a mid·to- Iate
nine teenth centUtv seeseeenv occupied site on Saddle Island tn Red Bav. southe rn
l abrador. Each type is examined within a context of ctvono logV, manufacture.
distr ibution and sale wit h partic ular re ference to the acquisit ion, use and discard of the
objects on Saddle Island.
The ceramics are ident ified end quan tif ied by type. form and functi onal group . When
possible, compar isons with other archaeologica l date are made. The mate rial is used to
interpret several aspects of the nineteenth century use of Saddle Island. The historical
record provides an organizat ional frame work in which the ceramic material is analysed.
The ceramic ty pes and shapes recovered from Saddle Island replicate the range of
wares available in nineteenth cent Uty North America. The analysis shows that in
comparison t o sites of similar age and socioeconomic stetus the Red Bay assemblage is
8 product of several unique factors associated wit h a seaso ner fishery-based
cccuneucn. Apart from this, the evidence shows that ceramics used by the residents of
Saddle Island w ere similar to the ty pes and decorat ive sty les acquired by their economic
peers ttvo ughout North America.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduct ion
The most remarkable of ... illusions is the belief that
... surv iving written records provide us wit h a reasonably
accurate facsimile of past human act ivity (White 1962 :vl.
Recent excava t ions on Saddle Island, at Red Bay. Southern Labrador IFiguro
11 uncovered mate rial evidence of several historic period occupations . The most
widely known and reported of these is the Basque whaling stati on occ upied from
the mid·six teent h t o the early seventeenth century (Tuck 19 82:83·841. For half a
century afte r the 1713 Treaty of Utrecht. French fishermen conduct ed a ship
based cod f ishery along the "French s nore" and like the Basques berore them,
used Red Bay as their shore base (Innis 195 4:231. A t hird period of occupation is
represented by arti facts and structural remains of eighteenth or early nineteenth
century Msealing ovens" or tryw orks (Tuck 1984 :721. Follow ing the demise of
this and afte r 1830 , Red Bay w as again occupied, tbis t ime a result of a
Newfoundland-based Labrador fishery. In the locat ion dO'iignated Area G (Figure
21, excavat ion revealed a large rect angular sto ne foundat ion and associa ted post
moulds (Tuc k 1984 :731. This feature and several thousand artifac ts recovered
during the excavat ion are associated wit h the use of Saddle Island as a seasonal
residence in the nineteenth century .
The majo r goal of this th esis is to describe and analyze one class of arti facts
recovered fr om the excava t ion of Area G. The primary subject of the thesis is a
ceramic assemblage of 7,283 shards that were acquired, used. and discarded by
occupants of the Area G structure. The ceramics are used to interpret several
aspects of the nineteenth century use of Saddle Island. A basic premise of this
research is that seasonal occ upation of Saddle Island will be reflected in specilic
FIGURE 1. Red Bay' s Location on the Atlantic Seaboard
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patterns of ceramic acquisition, use and discard.
Because the assemblage incl udes an almost complete inventory 01nineteenth
century fine earthenware types, forms. and decorat ions, t he ceramic description
will have applicability to other sites. Our knowledge of ninet eenth century
ceramics from excavated sites in Atlant ic Canada is derived for the most part,
from those in military and urben contexts. There are few sites of comparable
date or location. An analysis of t he Area G ceramics may cont ribute to a broader
underst anding 01 nineteenth century artifac t trade, availabili ty, and use
throughout Atlantic Canada.
The ceramic analysis is presented in several sections. This chapter presents
an overview of materia l cultu re analysis within historical archaeology . This is
followed by the research design. Chapte r 2 presents an out line of events relating
to the h istory and material culture of Red Bay. Chapter 3 includes descripti v e and
comparati ve inf ormation wi th int erpreted ceramic date ranges. The interpretation
of Area G ceramics is presented in chapter 4.
Material Culture. Historic al Arch aeology and Anthrop ology
Archaeologists more than ot her academics have been tradit ionally conce rned
with art ifacts. Throughout th e development of archaeology , inference and
explanation, w hether oriented t o descript ion, reconstruct ion or explanation of
culture change were derived primarily from arti facts . Althoug h the use of
artifacts has remained constant, t he ways in wh ich archaeologis ts int erpret these
data have changed. In 1955. J .C. Harr ington w rote that artifacts should be
recognized as histor ical data and limited to chronological interpret ation
(1955 ;1127). Since then others have suggested that archaeology should be the
science of material cult ure (Clark 1968; Deetz 1972 ; l eone 1972 1. The changed
role of artifacts in archaeological interpretat ion is a consequence of
developments in the profession over the past several decades.
The fundamental change in histori cal archaeology in the past 40 years is
reflected in each decade's answer to " what is historica l archaecloq v." In 1952.
it was defined as "Colonial or restorat ion archaeology;" excavation of a site with
a specif ic value to the histor ical record and significance in histo ry (Harrington
1952). By 1970. the "w hat " of btstodcel archaeology was the study of material
remains from any historic period ISchuyler 1970;B41. In 19BB, Kathleen Oeagen
responded to the question by asserting that historical archaeology is;
the study of the processes and interrelationships by which human
social and economic organization developed and evolved in the
modern world (1988:8).
These answers parallel the shift wit hin historical archaeoloDYfrom a tec hnique
used in the recovery of monuments and relics of the Colonial past to a
sub-crsclcnne of cultura l anthrop ology that is committ ed to the interpretation of
broad cultural processes. This development was init iated by change that
occurred throughout the social sciences .
Between 1900 -1950, archaeology of historic period sites had little or no
regard for the excavated material culture . Datable artifacts brought chronological
authent icity to a site and in t ho service of reconstruction programs, histo rical
archaeology dug for facts on w hich the reconstruc tions were based.
Underlying the particularistic bias a debate occurred regarding the profess ion's
identity. Harrington (1952 ; 1955) and others (Noel Hume 1964 ; Walker 1967;
Dollar 19681 f irmly believed that historica l archaeology belonged to American
history. An opposing group argued that historical archaeology was anthropo logy
(South 1955; Griffin 1958; Deetz 1963; 1965; Cleland and Fitting 19681.
Regardless of viewpoint however, archaeology with few exceptions port rayed
itself as a technique to fill " the gaps left amid the documenta ry evidence"
(Schlereth 1980:16). Consequently , artif act reports generally presented
descripti ve information or typologies .
Several developments In the 1960s combined to move historica l archaeology
beyond its "crisis in identity " (Cleland and Fitt ing 1968 ) and "handmaiden to
history " INoel Hume 196 4) role. The first of these was the influence of Lewis
Binlord and his students. The second involved the advent of state sponsored
cultural rosource management polic ies. This brought many anth ropologically
trained archaeologists into the discipline at a time when the public both sought
and encouraged awareness of the Colonial past .
As a profession, historical archaeology began looking for acceptan ce wh en
prehistorians wer e aligning themselves wi th anthropology. Wh ile histori cal
ercbeecrcatsts debated whether they did histo ry or anthropology, prehisto rians
debated culture history versus culture process. In both, howe ver, th e discussion
represented a single quest ion: should archaeology concern Itself w ith particular
or general processes of culture"1 The latt er view was championed by Binford who
introduced Leslie White's concept of culture to archaeology. The princ iple
statement argued that culture is the ext ra-somatic means of adaptat ion for the
human organism (White 1959 :8) . For Binford, this imp lied that culture was
adapt ive; a continuously changing and modify ing system composed of
inte r-related parts {1962:219J. It followed that artifacts as element s of a
culture's sub-system could revoal evidence of socio-cultural dynamic s (Binford
1972 :2 1-2).
Binford 's posit ion that artifa cts should be used in w ays beyond chronology
was not original. Two decades earlier, Kluckholn (1940 :84) admonished
archaeologists to be wary of the hunger for facts and to explain culture change
th rough the discovery of law s. In 1948, Taylor argued that since culture was
integrated, artifacts could only be explained in the context of the w hole system
ITaylOl' 194 8). Ideas like this, howeve r. had only a minor impact on a pt'olession
dom inated by toe intellectual stance of particularism. Although anoth er plea was
mad e in 1955 to reject the " acasren shell of ' act gathering R and accept the
evolu tionary principles of Taylor and MOl'gan (South 19551. it was not until the
19605 that White's concept of culture began to have an impact on a new
generation of prehistorians.
The underlying assumption of the new archaeology insisted that th e prima ry
goa l 01 archaeology w as the explanation of culture process. That is, to
demo nstrate how it changes. adapts and modifies it s technological . ideological
and social environments <Binford 19621. Binf ord put fort h the idea that th e
archaeologica l record should be read as a by-product of cuhUfe pl'ocess and
individual facets of the record must be referred to components in the system
(Binfo rd 1962:24 1. Most archaeologists accepted the concept that ar tif acts had
mult iple functions. but the new archaeology stressed it as a matter 01
im portance. They argued that changes in one sub-system of culture would be
obsorved in other contexts. The tra ditional interpretation of tM arch aeological
record as a stat ic source of data could be understood as a record from w hich
dvn amic change between cultural sul"o-<;ystems wou ld be observed in the patt ern
of art ifacts (Binford 196 4: 42 51. James Deetz made explici t use of this concept
in a study of Arikara ceramics. In this analysis, Deetz (19651 sho wed that
ch ange in the style of pottery design was a direct result of social and economic
change in Ar ikara society as they moved from a Iarm-besed to a trade brokerage
eco nomy.
Archaeological studies like these imbued the profession with a sense 01
excc ctencn for the material data. A new emphasis upon maleria l cult ure and t he
accepta nce of material culture as a sub-system wit hin a cont inuously changing
cul tural context aided the profession in its shift 'rom an historical to an
anth ropologica l model. This occurred dur ing a period of expansion in the fields of
preh istory and historical archaeology and many anthropologicaiiy trained
archaeolog ists entered the pro fession at that t ime.
The most vocal advocate of "new" ideas in historical archaeology was James
Deet z. He w rote "cot s ••. are products of cult ure, not culture. but they are linke d
to culture in a systematic manner land] the archaeolog ist's ta sk is t o discove r
cult ural behavi or ... in its products" (Dee tz 19 67:71.
Stan ley South. w ho defended this kind of approach in the previous decade.
imported other major tenets of the new archaeology int o histo ric sites analysis .
He advocated quantifica t ion analys is of material culture f196 2 :11 and
dem onstrated the relationship between patterned human behaviour and patterned
mat eri al rema ins (1977 ). He imported the scientific mo del of hypothesi s testing.
In it s applicat ion, South urged the avoidance of particularist ic probl ems and
suggested t hat archaeologists concentrate on the explana t ion of universa l
cult ural systems. Histo rical archaeology is not an extension of history, it is:
a search for broader goals involv ing the understand ing of the
evolut ion of forms in time and space as t h is develop ment relates
to a broa d range of cultural and hi s torical data (South 196 8b :101
In practice , these concepts forced archaeologists to abandon a tempor ally and
spatially sta tic view of art ifacts. Inst ead, arc haeolog ists were admonis hed t o
com pare data for example, from an eightee nt h century British site to d ata from
similar sites . In this situation, materia l cult ure analysis w ithin a
non-par ticularizing framework had the potential to disc over evidence of Britain's
expo rt of cult ure, capita lism and behaviour during th e Colonial per iod. T he
transit ion from an historical to an an t hropological-based disc ipline emphasized
the ineffectual use of art ifacts in traditional research. As a res u lt , new
approaches and methods of material cu lture analysis developed.
Hist orical archaeology was aided in its goal to provide contax tual m eaning t o
artifac ts by em bracing concept ual models from other disciplines. These included
interdisci plinary studies relat ive t o folk housing {Kniffen 19631. an examination o f
yeoman foodways (Anderson 1962), tlrne . place relaticnshlpa (Kubler 1962 1.the
discover y of pattern in folk art ifacts {Glassie 19681. studies of art ifacts as
symbols (Tract enburg 19651. socia l hist ory tn erncs 1970; Braudel 19 731and
t echnological an d social analysis of artifacts (Whi te 1964 1.
In 19 72, M ark Leone addressed the archaeological community w ith the
statement:
We re archaeology t o become the sc ience of material culture ... the
ent ire field would be revolution ized. At the moment. material
cult ure as a category of phenomena is unaccounted lor ... But when
one conside rs how litt le we know ab out how material cultu re
art iculates wit h other cultura l subsystems. one begins to see the
pote ntial. Th ere exis ts a com pletely empty niche and it is neit her
smal l nor irr elevant (1972:18).
That niche is current ly filled, at least ideally. In the last two decades, material
culture st udy in historical alchaeolQ1lY has attempted to meet Leone's request .
Tha traditional use of artifac ts as temporal indicators is no longer accep table on
i ts own. This br oader context ual approach to archaaological arti facts is ref lected
in a number of s pecialized books (Quimby 1978 ; Cantwa ll. Griffin and Rot hschild
1981; Go uld and Schiffe r 1981 ; Schelereth 1982 ; Hodder 1987 ).
The li terature of histor ical archaeology has broadened to include new research
st rategies as we ll. The socioeconomic in terpreta t ion of artifacts is illustrated in
several studies 01 status diffe rences (Ott o 1977 ; Miller 1980 ; Bragdon 1981 ;
Spencer-Wood 19871. A rchaeologi sts have reconstructed ernie categorizations of
artifacts from w ills. probate inventories and paintings (stone 1970; Carson
19 78; Beaudry 1980). The analys is of excavated material Irom disenfranchised
groups has prov ided infurrnatio n that is frequent ly not available in doc uments
{Fairbank s 1972; Deetz 1977; Sc huyler 19801. Art ifact s have been used as well
to test and verify relationships be tween cultural phenomena and the
10
archaeological record {Deetz and Dethlef son 196 7 ; South 1972; 19771 and in
cogni tive or struc tural orie ntations (Deetz 19771.
Altho ugh analytical approaches to material cultu re cont inue to improve. m ost
historical archaeology is ~till conce rned wi th historical questions. For research on
undocumented sites, Osagen sees this kin d of applica tion as :
a va lid end im portant focus in the fje ld . end one that boasts the
most successful cont ributions of histo rical arc haeology to date
119 8 8 :91.
Research Design
The hi storical research for this thesis was primarily concerned w ith develop ing
an organizational fr amew ork for t he interp retat ion of the cer amic data. Alt houg h
m ore time was comm itted to archaeological research , the h istorica l context , that
is, "the hi storic social and econom ic mil ieu in w hic h mat erials w ere produced ,
used, and discarded " l:~ l e in 1991 :77 ) is central t o the inte rpretat ion of the A rea
G materia l. Exceptin g t heir mention in witt s or probate invento ries, ce ram ic
tablewa re s are rarely dis cussed in historical documents. As a result , m osl
research in this thesi s was aimed at locating speci f ic or inf erent ial references to
ce ramics in Labrador ; how they were acqu ired, used, display ed, and disposed of.
Tho h istorical outline present ed in Cha pter 2 is based for the most pa rt on
seconda ry documents. These include nineteen th and twent ieth ce ntury
commentaries on t he residents and comm unities o f Southern Labrador and m ore
recent academic s tudies. The reco rds of t he Wesleyan Miss ion to Red Bay cover
the period allnr 1878 and could not beused to dete rmine t he mid-century u se of
Saddle Isl and. If \; ',ll:arn sennev's merchant acco unt books were availab le the
inf ormat ion would be most usefu l in this research . Penney operated a store in
Red Bay from 1~41l to the t w entieth centu ry . The most t horough and
11
com prehensive study of the area is Thornton's 11979) doctoral dissertation 0;\
settlement in the St rait of Belle Isle. This document however, contains vary few
specific references to Red Bay or Saddle Island.
Although the number of document s consulted for this research was not
ex te nsive, it is ap parent that severer questions relating 10 the settl ement and
use of Saddle Island may be readily addressed through the archaeological record .
The primary goar of this thesis is to describe and analyze the ceramics excavated
on Saddle Island in Red Bay, Labrador . The evidence obtained from th e
assemblag e of 7 ,283 sherds will be used to interpret several aspects of t he
nineteen t h century use of Saddle Island. This evidence will be used to :
III Identify w hether Saddle Island wa s occupied by migratory summe r
fishe rmen (statione rs) or yeer round settl ers (liveye fesl who moved to the
island from a wint er h ome on the inner harbour.
121 Id ent if y whether the occupants of Saddle Island acquired ceramics and
other goods from overlapping trading zones or w hether they were suppl ied
excl usively from merch ants in the regional markets of Halifax end Quebec.
or by England's West Countr y merchants and thei r New foundland agents .
131 Dete rmine whether the assemblage can be used to establish toodways
associated wit h the seasonal occupat ion of Saddle Island.
141 Ident ify the dates of occupat ion of Area G.
151 Dete rmine wh ether the assemblage " fit s" the profile of ceramic goods
manu fac tured and distributed to the Colonial market and if Red Bay 's
frontier location was a factor in the type and kind of ceramics the occupants
acqui red?
"CHAPTER 2
Historical Back g round
There was nothing splendid in the Coasts o f Labrad or ...
nothing to tempt evesce • a land of rocks and ice did
not invite sett lement · the only object 01 pursuit was
e ither fis h or oil, and these could only be procured by
la bor IRobenson 1841 :311.
Red Bay is a sma ll community. When the events of this t hesis occurred. Red
Bay was th e primar y l abrador·based location 01 a fishery operated b y
New foundla nd firm s. This fishery established a base lor the initial settl ement,
possibly in 1 825 but for certain by 1837 (Th ornt on 19 77 :174 1. A trave ler to Red
Bay in 1884 spoke t o A.M . Pike. a full time resident of Red Bay since 1852
(Stearns 18 8 4:242 1. In the 1880s . twe nty -one families occupied Red Bay year
round and A .M. Pike said it was nev er larger except during the summer cod
season (Stearns 188 4 ;242) .
Stearns, like other nineteen th centu ry visitors to Labrador . descr ibed rustic .
hardw orking residents sett led wit hin a benev o lent landscape. His descr iption of
"having reac hed the outerm ost circle of heaven's h orizon" (Stearns 1884:245 )
belied the extreme con ditions through which settlemen t became a possib ility.
Red Bay is located on the eastern end of the Labr ador side of the Strait of
Belle Isle (Fig .21. At the narrowest point between Newfoundland and Labrador
the St rait is 14.5 km . wide. In this funnel, a com bination of oxygenate d northe rn
water with food-ric h southern water creates an environm ent in wh ich an
extensive ocean food chain originates . Throu ghout th e nineteenth century t he
seasonal aquat ic resour ces o f the St rait we re abundant . ca cenn. co d, herring ,
salmon , seal and whale were pursued. The Labrador coast is adjacent t o half a
million square kilometers of offsh ore fishing banks ICa ndow 1983:5) and w ith
it s many bays. islands and fiords. is in a c onvenien t posit ion to prosecute a
fishery. Red Bay is w ell situa ted in th is regard . In 1884, Stear ns recorded t he
13
foll owing:
The pa ssage to the harbor of Red Bay is between Saddle Island and the
mainla nd. It is very ... narrow and scarce ly percei ved unt il you are close
to the west o f it . The island appears lik e part of the main land. It is
proba b ly one o f the m ost secluded harb ors of the coast . Close to the edge
of the water ne stled the houses with th e stages and workshops 01 some
twenty-fi ve or thirty fa milies. When once in th e harbo r we were shut in
comp lete ly (St earns 18 84: 242-2431.
Nineteenth cent ury sett lers in Red Bay pr ovided the nomenclat ure to distinct
geog raphic areas w ithin the bay. First , there is Saddle Island . Bounded on either
end bv rocky hills th at slope to a centretfreshwe ter pond, it roughly conf orms to
the shape of a saddle . Tw in Island, situated between Saddle Island and t he
eastern ex tent of th e harbour rest ric ts that passage to small vessels. Once inside
the eastern or west ern passages you are w ithin th e outer harbour . It is here, in
th e nineteenth ce ntu ry, th at the summer homes of the nveveres were buil t .
Th ese are the struc t ures reco rded by Stearns on his arri val at Red Bay in 1884 . It
is also the location of the c hurch. The outer harbour gradually constricts in width
as it proceeds westerly and beyond it s narrowest point lies t he inner harbour or
the basin . Within t he basin are the winter hom es 01 the liveveres. At thi s
locat ion, re sidents avoided the win ter gales and were nearer the w ood and wa ter
supply. From the sea. the c rests of Saddle Is land and the high granite hills 01 th e
w estern side obscu re a view 01Red Bay.
The uve veres and statio ners of nineteenth century Red Bay and of the whole
Labrador coast were the last in a line of fis herman st retching back tc prehistori c
ti mes.
In the s ixteenth century, the Newfoundl and fishe ries we re an inte rnationa l
ente rprise. French and Spanish Basques com peted with English and Breton ships
fo r cod on the Labrador. By 1540 , the Basqu es pursued only whales. Belween
t he 15305 an d early 1600s, the Basques est ablishad a base in Red Bav (Barkha m
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197 8; Tuck &. Grenier 19811. Near th e end of th e cent ury the whale resource
dwindled. Concu rrently, the Spanish fishery was in a not iceable decline, a
consequence o f the Ar mada's defeat in 1588. Finally, int ernational development
of the Dulch whale fisheries contribut ed to th e eventual decline of Basque
whaling in the Strait of Belle Isle. Tod ay, Red Bay , particu larly Saddle Island. is
rich in archaeol ogical resources of thi s Basque occupation (Tuck 1981 ; 1982 ;
198 31.
Marine exploita tion in Ihe Str ait area cont inued thr ou ghout the seventeenth
and eighteent h centuries by French. Nova Scoti an. Low er Canadian, Brit ish,
American and Newfoundland concerns. In the first half of the seventeent h
centu ry , French ships dominated in th e Strait of Belle Isle conduct ing bot h a
"green- and a shore-based "dry fishery ." In 1 7 17, for example, three French
ships operated from shore stat ions in Red Bay (In nis 19 54:169). Between then
and 1743 , Red Bay co ntinued as one of several bases in the Strait of Belle Isle
Hhcmt on 197 7 :1 551.
Although gua ranteed the righ t to f ish on l abrador by the 1713 Treat y of
Utrecht , French involve ment on the coas t declined alle r t he 1763 Treaty of Paris
and especially after Newfoundland Governor Hugh Pallise r's 1765 "regulat ions
for the coast of labrador " (Candow 19 83:181.
A t that poin t . ships from Britain. Newfound land an d America entered the
Strait. For Brit ain, ent ry to the area was a natural ex pansion 01 mercantile
commerce beyond the Gull of St. Lawrence. Although British merchants
established sh ore stat ions with t ransient labourer s, Red Bay remained outside
their direct sphere of operation. A 1767 report does show howev er that 101
men f ished from shore bases at Red Bay and St. M odeste (Head 1976 :181 1.
It appears tha t Red Bay fell w ithin th e range of Quebec and Jersey sealers as
well. Thi s ente rprise reached a peak aft er 1775 and lasted into the ninete enth
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cnntury. Quebec firms primarily fished the coast west of Blanc Sablan but in
1784 they we re as cl o se 10Red Bay 85 L' Anse au Loup (Gosling 1903:38 5) . The
excavat ion of a sea ling oven on Saddle Island dating to this period fl uck
1984:72) may ref lect t he encroachment of Quebec or Jersey-based sealers into
Red Bay .
Amer icans a rr ived on the coast 85 we ll; first in pursuit of whales and then for
cod. One hundred New England vessels sailed for the Gulf of St . Lawrence and
the Strait of Belle Isle in 1765 (Gosling 1903:3291. In tho following year,
Governor Palliser wrote that 200-300 New England ships pursued cod in
la brado r liIllil J. American fishing in the Strait cont inuad and by 1802 they
occupied fishing rooms in Red Bay, to the obvious surpris e and exclusi on of a St.
John's merchant arriving for the summer (Gosling 1903:339).
Between Jacques Ca rtier's arrival in the harbour and the 180 2 discov{iry of
Americans ensc onced t here, Red Bay witnessed m any exc ursions. For the most
part, these activ ities we re short lived. There was a Qu ebec-based year-round
occupati on sometime between 1715 and 174 0 and there is archaeological
evidence for lat er eighteenth-century wint er houses (James Tuck, Personal
Communication). In ea ch case land use resul ted from a need to exploit a
seasonal resource . Robertson noted that two obstacles, resources and geogrephy
prevented sett le ment in Labrador: "the only objec t of pursuit was fish or oil and
the land did n ot inv ite sett lement" (Robertson 184 1:31). When residents
exploited resources othe r than fi sh and oil and acq uired goods in exchange, thev
establis hed a m eans of settlement by supplement ing th e summer cod f ishery.
This occ urred in the second quarter of the ninetee nth century .
Tw o develop ments cont ributed to the init ial pe rmanent British Newfoundland
settleme nt of Red Bay , The f irst was an outcome o f increased population
pressure in Ne wfound land. Settlers in seventeenth and eighteenth century
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New foundland ccntmed themselves to the Avalon Peninsula and gradually
expanded from the Avalon t o Placent ia and Bonavista Bays. By 1830, populati on
pressure exe rted suc h a dema nd on resources that the fishe ry expanded to th e
Labrador coast. The second fac tor was the development in the fina l decades of
the eighteen th centu ry of a Brit ish ship fishery on the Labrador side of the Strai t
of Belle Isle (Thornto n 1977 :16 1).
Mercantile comme rce in the Stra it of Belle Isle emerged as Briti sh West
Count ry merchant activi ty expanded outward from the settled core of
Newf oundla nd. Devon, Jersey and Dorset merchants soo n cont rolled t he summe r
cod fishery in the Strait . Each year they transporte d a t housand men fro m
England to wo rk. as fisherme n (Thornt on 1977:161) in an enterprise aimed
exc lusivel~- at the summer c od resource. For their part . mercantile firm s we re
con tent . MWintering" involve d only a small number of persons necessary to
maintain the establishments. As a resul t , the industry thwa rted any atte mpt to
estab lish permanent settlement (Thornton 19 77: 168). As Mannion points out,
permanent settlement required exptcltable resources veer round and not just
during the summer cod fishery (1977a:21. Essentially, a diversi fied resource base
of seal, salmon, fur and cod was necessary to support a permanent settle ment.
By 1830 , English merchant firms w are w ell establishe d in the Strait area.
Some men remained to "win ter" on th e coast. Their summer income assured,
they pursued seals, salmon and fur. In the process th ey became "embryonic
pioneer" sett lers (Thornton 19 77:161 1, acquiring a suff ic ient range of goods in
exc hange fo r these product s to support a year round occupation. The role of
merchant fi rms then began to change. Increasingly, merc hants supplied
provisions to ' uveveres" in exchange for products. More and more of the
wo rkers brought from England each spring remained in the employ of local
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planters either as fu rriers or seal fishermen. Thornton (19771 . in an excellent
discussion of mercanti le firms in the Strait of BelJe Isle, makes two points
important to this thesis. As th e opportunity lor settlement increased in the
nineteenth centu ry, the relat ionship of merch ant firm s to settl ers changed from
one of owner/operator to supplier (Thornton 197 7:16 91. This led to the eventual
decline of dir ect Brit ish econom ic control and the absorption of British turn s into
the St. John 's commercial structu re by 1870 .
Although a minor Newfoundland·based stationer fishery operated in the Strait
of Belle before 1830 the major impact of this fishery occurre d in the post· 1830
period. In th e several decades before 1830 . a dramat ic populat ion increase on
New foundland's east coast exerted new pressure on the areas ' resources
(Mannion 19 77a:61. For hundreds of famil ies in the Conception Bay area , the
alternat ive t o poverty was a summer migration to the Labredor coast ts tevetev
1977 :69). A lthough initial out -movement was seasonal "summering- became a
facto r in permanent migration.
Red Bay , outside the sphere of Brit ish firms , became the base for a statio ner
fishery operated by Carbonear fishe rmen as early as 1825 (Thornton 1977:170).
Between 1837-46 the f irst famil y units from Carbonear arrived in Red Bay and a
second pha se of married sett lers arrived betwee n 1865-70 (Thornton
1977 :174) . In 1848, one hundred Carbonear stationers - freight ed" to Red Bay.
Thirt een were indepe ndents , carried to Labrador on a merchant 's ship, yet
operating their own fishing room s. Sixty of this group stayed for the w inter seal
f ishery (Thornto n 1977 : 170 ). The merchant providing passage for the
independents was Willia m Penney of Carbonear . In 1848 he emp loyod lor ty to
fif ty men, operated 25 boats and produced 3,500 Quintals of cod (Gosling
1903:409). Captain DeCourcy of~ visited Red Bay in 1852 and
prov ided the follow ing acco unt :
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At Red Bay there are 20·25 f ishing boats .•. employing 2 to 3 men each.
Ten families reside here during the w inter and about 100 persons ... come
here annually from Carbonear .•• to fish during the summer . These are
called freighte rs and are brought here in a vessel belonging to Mr Penney
of Conception Bay. The people from Conception Bay generally carry their
fish home ..•. The resident settl ers generally sell their fish to trade rs
from Halifax and St. John 's for which they receive payment in truck or by
bills on merchants at St. John's 1185 1:14 1-1531.
The Newfo undland-based Labrador fishery consist ed of three strategies. Of
direct im porta nce to the settlement of Red Bay is the sta t ioner fishery . As the
name impl ies. the fishery operated from shore st ations or "rooms." Fishermen
"signed" to a merchant wer e " freighted" to a station on the l abrador. Once
there , the men fi shed from small boat s and returned daily to process the catch .
When a season ended the merchant returned stat ioners to their homes . Those
wh o remained in ports such as Red Bay, pursuing a winte r livelihood were know n
8 S "liv everes ," a corruption of the term " live here. ~ They too parti cipat ed in the
shore-base d fishery but ret ained some independence from the merchants . The
th ird fisher y practic ed on the l abrador is known as the floater fishe ry. In the
nineteent h century it drew thousands of men and ships to the l abrador coasts .
In a floater fishery the co df ish were caught in small boats and th en salted and
stor ed aboard the schooner. The ~ g r een" fish w ere process ed in the schooners'
hom e ports .
The stationer fishery however. was the main supplier of sett lers to l abrador
and part icularly to Red Bay afte r 18 50. Most of Red aev's liv eyeres originated in
Concepti on Bay communit ies, nota bly, cerboneer. As late as 1884,44% of the
Carbonear population were st ill summering on the labrador coast tstaverev
1977:691. How ever, the peak years of New foundland-derived labrador
settlement were between 1860-65. After 1880 , the statio ner fishery was no
longer a fact or in bringing sett lers to places like Red Bay (Thornton 1977 :177) .
In the 1880s. Red Bay. like othe r Strait area communit ies, had mov ed beyond
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a frontie r stage of developme nt (Thornton 1977:1801. Tw ent y-one resident
fam ilies, a total of 131 persons Jived there (Dyke 19691. Coastal transportat ion
and postal facil iti es connected Red Bay to the world . The community w orshiped
in 8 Meth odist Church, 00 11 in 1878 (Mannion 1977:2781. WiUiam Penney's
business had grown . As Thornton says of this period. the settlers ~ livBd
se pa rate ly and independ ently with an ident ity of their own~ (Thornton
1977 :1801.
Three forms of residence occurred in Red Bay in the nineteenth century.
Th ese w ere th e winte r and summer homes of Iiveyeres and the seasonally
occ upied struct ures of stationer families. Red Bay hvevercs had occ upied the
basin of Red Bay harbour in th e fi rst quarter of the nineteen th centu ry. This
pract ice was con sistent throughout la brador w here sett lers occupied interior
locat ions during the winter months (Hallock 18 61:745: Stearns 1884:243;
Brow ne 1909:2 26: Tuck 1984: 731. In sP'"ing. Red Bay liveyeres moved to the
outer harbour and Saddle Island. Along the coast other liveyeres and arriving
sta tioners established dwell ings on the headlands and islands near the fishing
grounds. This transhumance w as not unique to Labrador; it was a standard
adapt ive response in the marginal environments of Newfourldland arMl' Cape
Breton (Smith 19871. The practic e however does confuse the issue at Red Bay.
Are we to attr ibute the occupat ion of Saddle Island to resident uveveree moving
out of the basin or to arriving stationers from Conception Bay?
For a stationer, employment wit h a merchant guaranteed the ability to subsist
throug h a summer; it rarely offe red cash. Hired to a planter, a fisherman and his
family shipped to the coast and delivered th e products of their labour. fish and
oil, t o the merchant . In exchange, a stationer fami ly received passage and credit
against the supplies they used (Moy les 197 5:1231.
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Stationers leaving Conception Bay in June. arrived in Labrador ports after a
ten day voyage ICandow 1983:531. During the passage to Labrador the quantity
and choice of family cargo was greatly restricted. In 1864 , a visitor recorded the
arrival of a stationer ship with eleven families from Carbonear:
numbering 130 souls , men . women. and children, with goats , dogs. cats .
and provisions for the whole party •.. to land at some harbour on the coast
north of the Strait lto l spend the f ishing season in their rude summer
houses. called tilts (Moyles 1975:123).
According to Browne, conditions were appalling. Overcrowd ing and hygiene
were parti cular problems. He wrote:
on a vessel of fifty tons more than one hundred people were herded below
decks. with hardly space enough to move in. The holds ... were stack ed to
within four or five feet of the deck with barrels, boxes, fishing gear and
the various etcetera which familios require. The decks ... were littered
w ith boats, oars, moorings, domestic animals and other paraphernaliA
(Browne 1909 :651.
In these conditions it is unlikely that st ationers brought a full ccmpreraem of
items to cuttlt a summer residenca. Through experience, stat ioners likely knew
what items w ere essent ial and regulated the ir cargo accordingly.
Red Bay liveyeres on the other hand made a short journey from a w inter home
in the basin to the outer harbour and possibly to Saddle Island. For them , a move
likely included all portable objects. It would be reckless to abandon household
property for any length of time on a coast w ith a large transient population .
A.rriving on Saddle Island or at other locat ions, the occupants began the repair
of steges, tleke c and dwellings. The house type associated with seasoner
occupation of Labrador and Newfoundland is the "ti lt." Often , it was filled with
snow at the start of a cod season (Smith 1936:112). The ~ ti l t · was generally
square, built of vertical logs and covered with a sod or fir bough roof. Typically
the floors were uncovered. Stearns reported in the 1880s that windows were
I
!
1
~
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f ew and Ie r betw een and then of the smallest size (Moyles 1975: 129 1. Many
nineteenth century observers referred to the summer homes of Labrador
f isherm en 85 "rude tilts ." The interior was unde rstandably spare . A typical
descript ion record s a floor full of holes. a rOlogh woode n part it ion separating the
s leeping quarter s. a crude chair and table occu pying an area opposite the stove
and " toilet appliances nil : a much batte red t in pan and ••• soap ••• the only
a blutionary litemsl in sight" (Browne 1909:6 31. In the 1880s. Stearns recorded 8
m ore laudabl e stru cture that included open shelving "holding the plates. cups.
and saucers. a platter , a bowl and one or tw o pitchers" lMoyles 1975 : 130) .
Regardless of wh ich group occu pied Area G. it is clear that a st ructu re wa s
built and maintained . At thi s location, the occupan ts prepared and consumed
fo od, slept. worked, passed leisure hours and provided the necessary amenit ies.
Over time, daily and seasonal deposit s of ref use accrued in sheet fashion next to
th e house. Developing through cyc les of abandonment, the accumulation was
lik ely m odif ied thr ough scaveng ing and curetic n processes . To understand the
connection between arti facts and occu pants it is necessary to consider these
f acts.
Sett lement in l abrador depended upon the resource end perhaps more
import antly upon the ability of sett lers to acquire goods. The barter system and
t he inabilit y 01 fishermen t o control any of t he means of producti on were at the
c ore of th is arrangement.
To understan d the relat ionship between settlers and tho goods they acqu ired
it is wo rt h examining the economic system . In At lantic curpcrts and on the
Labrador coast mer chants controll ed the industry through planters , In effect,
bey ond the commercial centres o f England or St . John's planters became
mer chant agents .
Philip Henry Gosse, a clerk in the English f irm Slade, Elson and Co.,
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Carbonea r. recorded the mechanics of the system in 1828 (Gosse 1890:47-511.
In the Carbonear populat ion of 2.800. seventy planters owned or rented vessels .
The merchant advanced all equipme nt to outfit the planter's schooner . The
planter then hired his crew. The merchant advanced credit to each crewman
equivalent to hall his projected earnings and the stationer, now on 6half his
hand" drew a season's supply of fishery items. food. clothi ng and essentia l
articles. Upon 8 stat ioner's return in Oct ober his account was balanced . If he
acqui red a surplus the credit vouche rs entitled him to draw winter supplies.
A simila r system operated in Red Bay and other locat ions on the l abrador
where me rchants main tained premises. Lambert DeBoilieu, manager of a Jersey
fi rm in Labrador between 1850- 1855 descr ibed the barter system this way:
The Labrador fishing establis hment is also a general store and whe n anyone
requires supplies the mode of dealing is enthelv by barter .•• IIt l is
as fo llows. A man comes to the off ice ... and delivers a "weight note " or
a " quantit y note "- the fo rmer for fi sh, the latter fo r oil. The price of
this is filled into his credit and away he takes it to the warehouseman ..
and exchanges it for food toeacmeu 1969:17-181 .
Thirt y years later, th e barter or "truck sys tem" still f lourished.
The general medium of exchange all through this region is t rade. Money is
seldom used and its value still less seldom know n. Nearly all the t rading
on the coast is done on the credi t system (Stearns 18B4:73-4 ).
These references imply a direct relati onship existed between merchants and
fishe rmen for goods and produc ts. Merchants presumably acquired products in
Britain or indirectly f rom there through regional ports. However the Strait of Belle
Isle att racted many trade-s in search of fish and, throu gh them, goods ci rcu lated
into the local eco nomy . Barter remained the mode of exchange but the type and
provenance of goods may have been different .
Legally , liveyeres or stat ioners were not bound to dis pose of a catc h to the
merchant they owed. In pract ice how ever the situation was binding , Whe n a
fisherman sold cod to anothe r merchant or tra der, he ris ked losing a line of c redit
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for the following year. The bondage th is created was evident in the medical and
social problems of the Labrador sett lers; problems Sir Wilfred Grenfell blamed on
the " truck system .~ Ouot ing Admi ral Sir W.8. Kennedy on a visit to the coas t in
1881 , Grenf ell w rites:
On part of the Labrador the people w ere actually starving last w inter .
These poor people. ground down as they are by the detestab le "t ruck
system," live and die hopelessly in debt . living from hand to mout h
wi thout a shilling to call their own (Grenfell 191 3:244 ·5),
Fishermen how ever, always en intelligen t lot . found ways around their debt
through conspi racy or wiliness: they frequent ly avo ided the merchant and dealt
wi th others . For example, the law precluded merchants from using income
earned outside co d fishing to cancol a f isherman's cod fishing debt . In this way ,
the cod fishery debt increased annually prompting Grenfell to note that
merchants never expect to collect in fu ll and fishermen soon considered th eir
debt as nil (Grenfell 1913 :3091. A fishery office r discuss ing sim ilar
merchant /f isherm en debt transactions in the Gaspe of 167 2 wrote:
the (fi shermen) are so used t o being in debt that it becomes almos t
natu ral for t hem .. . They don' t even believe it's possible to live
any othe r way; their fathers lived like th is and they've kept the
habit like a tradition (Samson 198 4:8 4j.
During a cod season a fisherman employed severa l ruses to hold back cod. He
might deliver part 01 a catch represented as a whole or deliver a portion of his
catch to a fr iend wi th credit . In the latter case his f ish we re not used in paymen t
eqalnst his debt . Hiding f ish from the merchant enabled f ishermen to barte r with
tra ders f or goods and luxuries: items they would not obtain from a merchant on
credit (Grenfen 19 13:3 10) .
A fter 18!jO, tr aders coasted freely th roughou t the Strait , Newfo undland
tra ders operate d a "luc rat ive business" in the Stra it of Belle Isle but "t he quality
of goods and the prices ... obtained for their wares were not always in
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acco rdance with str ict business method s" (Browne 1909:80- ' ). The Fishery
Protect ion Service reported that a sizable volume of smuggl ing ensued between
Ame rican and Newfoundland vessels in 1840 (Gosling 1903:3 751.10 18 52, they
reported that the dealings of Americans on the l abrador were immense.
The resident population on these coasts draw their supplies principally
from these (American ] traders, w hils t tho transien t fishermen have an
opportu nity to dispose of their produc e w ith great advantage to themselves
(Gosling 1903:3751.
American involvement on the coast peaked in 1840. However with the
development of the New England banks f ishery and the end of recipr oci ty in
1866. the Ame rican f ishery declined , ending completely by 1870 (Candow
1983:271.
Besides merchants and traders fr om Newfoundland . Britain and Amer ica . Nova
Scot ian and Quebec-based firms carried on a steady t rade as well. Jersey and
Poole-based merchants complained in 1858 that upwar ds of ninety trad ing ships
from Nova Scotia and the Magdalene Islands visited the Labrador {Innis
1954:40 71. Nearby, on the we st coast of Newfoundland, they dominated the
trade sphere (Mannion 19 77b:260l . On July 21st , 1859, Pierre Fort in,
Commiss ioner of the Lower Canada Fisheries Protecti on Service encountered 8
Hali fax schooner illegally discharging goods at Bonn e Esperance; a ty pical
incident (Fort in 1858 :1161. Daniel Cronyn , a Halifax trade r, "emessed a large
fortuna [in Labr ador) t rading general merc handise lor seal skins and oil. salmon,
cod live r oil and furs ICandow 1983 :321. Anot her group of enterprising trade rs
induced a comment from DeBoilieu that :
Instead of beershops as in England we had floating hotels whe re wines and
spirit s of all sorts could be procured [aboard schooners) f rom Quebec and
Halifax IDeBoilieu 1969 :181.
The tra de between Nova Scotia and the Strait of Belle Isle was enormous;
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many of the province 's business firms ow ed their beginnings to it ta rcwne
1909 :781. Quebec-based traders carried out a simila r business and "many
acc umulated large fortunes in dealing wit h settle rs" (Browne:1909:811.
The Area G art ifacts clearly show levels of access, but did occupants have 8
choice of goods to choose from? Considering Red Bay's frontier location we
mi ght assume that sett lers had access to tablewa res but limited open shell
choice. An 1884 description of an unnamed merchant 's store in Bonne
Esperance suggests this:
Here ere kept a venetv of hardwa re. groce ries, dry goods •.• clothi ng,
boots, shoes, hats, caps and oilskin suits . The assortment of nicknacks
... is always m ore or less limited. It is rather a store of necessity
than one of choice or amusement [Stearns 1884: 711.
In a vear-and inventory of 1840 , the Slade firm at Battle Harbour listed as
unsold goods, beaver hats and silk handkerchiefs (Browne 190 9:24 11. For Slade
and other merchants, unsold luxury items remained a consequence of pricing
goods 100% ebcve cash value.
Red Bay, like othe r Strait Area communit ies, functioned as an outpost of a
merchant 's domain. In this case, a merchant operated in the community since
184 2. In 1896, the Mariners Deep Sea Mission to Labrador, under the direction
of Sir Wilfred Grenfell , organized the first la brador cooperative store in Red f:iay.
Its purpose: to allow the settlers of Red Bay to "escape the truck system 01
trade and the consequent loss of independence" (Browne 1909 :3491.
In 189 1, Red Bay's population stood at 152 , one of the largest communit ies
on t he labrador coast (Prowse 1895 :6 17). That same year, Rupert Baxter, an
American vis iting l abrador, described Red Bay as a "litt le f ishing village 01
tw enty or thi rty houses" not quite as comfo rtable or cl ean as the homes of Batt le
Harbour (Jac kson 1982:21-23 ). Baxter and other members of the expedition
traded "cheap tobacco" to Red Bay settlers at a rate of one pound for tw enty
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pounds of salmon, commenting "it is very seldom ... a Labradorian has ready
money in his possession and often he is in debt to the companv " (Jackson
1982 :2 1-2 2).
Between 1829 and 1880 the annual export of cod from Labrador increased
from 70 ,000 to 400,000 quintals (Gosling 1903;477-791. During that time a
stream of cod. sa lmon . herring. macke rel, wha le, seal fur and oil, animal furs.
eggs and feathers left Red Bay and other commun ities for markets throughout
the British Dominion, the Medit erranean, Denmark, the United States and the
West Indies. In Red Bay, along t he Labrador coast, in communities on the Gulf of
St. Law rence and in outpo rt Newfoundland, millions of dollars were generated by
the export of these resources.
The primary focus of this the sis is an interpretati on of ceramics discarded
after 1838 and probably belo re 1884 on Saddle Island in Red Bay, Southern
Labrador. The challenging question is to ident ify the settlement agency through
which the ceramics were deposited. The preceding outl ine provides examples of
the processes leading to the ecqursrtrcn of goods. In the follow ing chapters ,
ceramics are used to inter pret various aspects of the nineteenth century use of
Saddle Island.
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CHAPTER 3
Descript ive , Historical and Compa rativ e Ceramic Data
CROCKERY
BY WHO LESALE
THE sub scribe rs have now on hand
a full assortme nt of Goods suttabte
for the Country t rade.
Painted, Sponge d and Printed Teas .
Dipped and Sponged Jugs. Bowl s .
for sale by the crate or dozen.
(Oct .4 , 1862. Montre al Cgmm ercial Adyer tise r)
Methodology
In recent years, ceramics from nineteen th and early twen t ieth centurv
contexts have been used in various ways to date assemblages, establish
s ocioe conomic status . a nd delineate patt ern in the arc hae ologica l rec ord .
Generally though, research has proceeded w ithout providing the basic descript ive
and quantitati ve data that are required for comparative ereivsls. Despito 8
number of articl es that address "the use and misuse of nineteenth-century"
ceramics (Price 1979; Mill er 1980 ; Worthy 198 2; Majewski and O'Srien 1987) a
w ide range of interchangable type, form, att ribute , and ware names continue to
appear in t he ntereture.
The ceramic classif icat ion used in this study is designed to provide a rever 01
detail for comparat ive use. Although Miller (1980:18 ) suggests that a
ware-based system has littl e value " beyond chronology" for nineteenth century
ceramics. others note that for ccet-taac ceramics it is necessary to categor ize
by ware type even in Mill er 's decoration-based system (Worthy 1982 :330 ). Even
th ough waretvpe is the primary category in th e Area G ceramic classificat ion. the
entire collect ion of sherds or vessels may be integrated at the sub-levels of
decorati on or form (Figure 3).
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Since a minimum vessel count is more reliable than a shard total for
evaluatin g site use. all matching shards were mended and vessels represented by
unique patterns, shapes or designs were counted. All plain or undeco rated sherds
tha t mended to dec orated objects were counted in the latte r group.
To estab lish a minimum vessel count for the high number of similarly
decorated wa res (plain, moulded and transfer-printed). all rims and bases were
measured on a template and groupe d by vessel diameter. Within eech size group,
rims and basal faotrim arcs were measured on a template ; the summed product
was divided by tho circumference of one vessel. This "vessel equival encyft
method (De Boer 1974:340 ; Ort on 1980:1661 proved usefu l for establishing
minimum vessel numbers in collections of ldenttcenv decorated sherds (M. blue
willo w ). The minimu m numbe r of vessels in the Area G collection is 388 .
The remainde r of this chapter presents a desc ription of the Area G ceramic
assemblage. Each sect ion concludes with a discussion of the social and temporal
contexts 01 each type . Other analytical or methodo logical aspects of t he ceramic
analysis are included througho ut the text.
STONEWARES
Albany Slip Glaze
There is one Albany Slip type glaze hollow wa re body fragment in the Area G
collect ion (Table 11. Both the int erior and exte rior surfaces are glazed.
The te rm Albany Slip is applied to a natural clay slip " wash" produced
throughout North Ame rica in the nine teenth centu ry. A precise definition refers
to the slip f irst made from a f ine clay deposit found near Albany, New York. It is
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F I NE EARTHENWARE PEARLWAR£
REFINED WHITE E!W
VI TR IFI ED WHI T E E /W
TRANSFER-PRINTED
HANO PAINTED
EDGED
SLIPPED
STAMPED
MOULDE D
ETC .
MOUL DED
PLATE
SAUCER
C"'
TUREEN
ETC .
FIGURE 3. Ceramic Classification: Area G. Red Bay. Labrador.
The hierarch ical inventory comprises four revels of ordering that equate to
analy tical units (Figure 3 illustrates a sect ion of the class if ication). Class is
dis t inguished by diffe rences in vessel fabric. Group is distinguished by variation
in fabric, glaze or style . Type is defined by decor ative or design techniques and
form is inte rpreted from vessel shape. The fabr ic and decora t ion ceteccees
provide useful data fo r t he interpretat ion of ch ronology, status. and
manufacturing techniques. The form category allows the materi al to be grouped
by functiona l associat ion.
Standard methods and techniques of art ifact analysis we re used thr oughout
the research to identi fy the ceramic material. AU sherds were sorted into fabr ic
categor ies based on material and glaze att ributes, paste. te mper, degree of
Vit rif icat ion, and colour.
By separat ing th e caramic decorati ve typ es during the group analys is, the
collection was reduced to mut ually exc lusive categories. At that point , ceramics
in each decora tive t ype were separated into discrete patt erns, styles, colours. or
mot ifs and sub-div ided into hollow or f latware sberds. There are 7,283 sherds in
the assemblage.
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recogniz ed by a smoot h and im pervious surface t fl xture and it rich brown c olour.
In t roduced in 1803 (Ketchu m 1970 : 12), A lbany Slip provide d a more stable
and impervious vessel ~ning th an salt -glaze and subsequent ly domina ted the
stone ware trade lot a century (Webs t er 1971:401. Be fore the introducti on of
Albany Slip, liquids oft en seeped th rough conta iner waUs. T here w ere two
reasons for this. First . many man ufac,t urers used non-v;tr ifiable s tonew a re clays.
Second. kiln fir ing tec hnology reQuired the stacking of vessels in such a w ay that
the in teriors were sealed and n ot subjected to th e salt -glaze. By 18 50, the use of
an A lbany slip interior glne and an ex t erior salt -glaze w as conside red a " teet of
the business" (Greer 1981:19 71. How eve r, in the last quarter of the nineteenth
cent u ry. pott ers appl ied Al bany Slip to both surfaces o f containers, a
development that beca me very popular (Greer 19 81:197 ).
Alb any Slip is found primaril y on larg e Clocks , jars and storage containe rs . The
decline of t he stoneware industr y in 19 10, the exhaustio n of cla y depo sits for
Alban y Slip by 19 20 and the m arket dom inance of glass and tin c ontainers ended
the A lbany Slip period (Blair 1965:111.
Th e 180 3 ·1 910 product ion date is divided into dist inct pha ses. The first ,
chara c terized by inte rior glaze only is 1803 · 1875 and the second phase,
187 5- 1910 . represent s its use on bot h surfaces . A form ula da te of 18 9 2.5 is
suggeste d. {Note: The method ology u sed to derive this and othe r formul a dates
is expla ined in Chapter 41
There are four she rds from a two inch diam eter teapot lid in the A rea G
collec t ion (Table 11. The vessel design includes 8 m oolded em bossed floral
decoration (Plate 11.
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Blac k Basalt is the name Jo siah We dgw ood gave to a variety of ~d rv body
stonew are" (Noel Hum e 1976: 121) that Canadians purchased as ~EgYPti an
black " (Collard 1984 :109 ). These were very fine grained, unglazed stone-wares
made throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. After 1850 , black
basalt forms imitated silver shapes. copying such luxur y objects as tea and
colfee services. vases and lamps. The decoration of basalt and fin e refl
stonew are (fossa anticol usuall y consisted of engine turned rouletting and
moulded or cast designs of sprigged motifs.
Basalt s were introduced in the t 7505 and manufactur ed until 1820 (South
1977 :2 111. A revival of black basalt lor export to the Colonial markets occurred
between 1850-75 (Gusset 1980:220).
By 1846 , black basalt bowls cost six times more than the cheapest cream
coloured bowl (Miller 1980:33). This expense may explain the low ffequencyof
excavated basalts in North American con texts.
For sites occupied in the second half of the nineteenth centu ry, an 1850 · 1875
date is used with a formul a dat e of 186 2.5.
This category is represented by two hollow ware sherds of an unknown vessel
form (undi agnosti c) (Table 1, Plat e 1).
The feldspathi c Bristo l glaze, also known as the "new improved glaze/
leadless glaze, or -Bristol Slip" was int roduced by a Bristol potter in 1835
(Gusset 1984:21. Becau se of its opaque to white colour and glossy even surfa ce,
it quic kl y supplanted the production of lead and salt -glazes. Generally, Brist~1
glaze wa s used on beverage bottle s and commercial conta iners. A comm on
decorative technique incl uded beaded or roulet ted bands. The characteristic
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brown and white conta iners we re produced by fi rst dipping half the vessel in 1:I
dark slip. In North America. potters used Al bany Slip,
Despit e an 1835 int roduction. Bristol glaze only became popular in Brit ain
afte r 1860 (Greer 198 1:24 1). The prefe rence in Victoria n England for whiter
wa res. quick ly ended the salt-glaze tradition of drab. darke r vesse ls. In No rth
Ame rica. t he trend toward a feldspathic glaze developed more slowly. The New
Brunswick poUery of Joseph White and Sons advertised Bristol glaze ware in en
1867·68 directory (Collard 198 4:25 4). American potters displayed their Bristol
glaze at the 1884 New Orleans Exhibit ion. By 1890, the new graze dominated
the indust ry rnreer 1981 :241) .
Althou gh manufactured in 1B35, Bristol glaze is closely associated with the
late Victo rian era, 18 60 ·1 90 0 . The London Crockery Manufacturing Company
was still export ing large quantities of Bristo l glaze in 1900 (Newla nds 1979 :4 2 ).
On Canadia n sites, Bristo l glaze vesse ls are recoveree in 1840-1890 contex ts.
The suggested form ula date is 1867.5.
TABLE 1.
Stonewa re: Area G, Red Bay, Labrador
VESSELS
ALBANY SLIP
BLACK BASALT
BRISTOL GLAZE
BROWN SALT -GLAZE
COARSE FABRIC
UNO. BURNED
Brown sart.g laza
UND,H/W
TEAPOT
UND.H/W
JARS
COLANDERS
UNO.H/W
STORAGE JARS
UNO.H/W
1
4
2
1
3
3
15
1
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Three vessels were identified from seven sherds (Table 1). Thera are throe
sherds of one hollow wa re container. and three shards from an eight inch
colander (Plate 1). The remaining vessel is a three inch jar with a moulded band
on the exterior rim.
As a descriptive type, "brow n salt-glaze " includes " Derbyshire" and Bri tish
brown salt-glaze . aenerauv, it consists of a unifo rm brow n extarlcr g18Z8 on a
buff to gray coloured fa bric. This was achieved by mixing salt with iron based
agents before the glazing process (Gusset 1984:11. The inte rio r of brow n
salt-glaze vessels were rarely glazed and most vessels were undecorated.
Frequently . manufacturers' names or tradema rks are stamped int o the vessel .
The ty pical brown salt-glaze forms include preserve jars, ink and blacking bottles
and commercial containers used in the food industry.
Altho ugh J.Bourne and Son of Denby. England. manufactu red brow n salt-g laze
vessels in 1809 (Sussman 1979:1641, their greatest use and popularity occurred
afte r 1850. This is infe rred from the frequency of brown salt-glaze objects in
post 1840 archaeological contexts across North America.
Archaeologica l research places brown salt-glaze in t he 1840-1890 period
{Noel Hume 1976:79: South 1977:210; Sussman 1979:1 59: Jacobs 1982:241.
The formu la date is 1865.
YeLLOW WARE and ROCKINGHAM GLAZE
From an analysis of 647 sherds, 31 yellow ware vesse ls we re ident if ied.
Three decorative styles are present . They are Rockingham glazed. mocha motif
and slip trailed or ~dipped " (Table 2, Plate 21.
The m inimum vessel count estab lished t he presence of fourteen Rockingha m
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glazed teapots. One open-mouth jar (Plate 2) and three undiagnostic hollow ware
vessels were also identi fied rrebte 2J.
Th ere are fo ur mocha decorated hollow ware vessels of unknown form and
one slip trailed pitcher (Plate 2). In the undecorated category, two serving bowls,
two undiagnos tic flatwa res and four undiagnostic hollow wares are ident ified.
Maker's marks were not fo und.
Yellow wa re and Rockingham glazed ware are ubiquitous ceramics of the
nineteenth centc rv. Manufactu red and sold as cenewere. yellow ironstone,
buffware. brow nware and yellow Queensware. the vessels arrived in Canada
from the United States and Britain in large quantities afte r 1850 (Col lard
1984: 14 1).
The original -Rockingham- was a f ine earthenware made in Yorkshire after
1806 and know n as Rockingham since 1826 (Goddin 1966:280). While tru e
Rocking ham is rarely found on archaeo logical sites . Rockingham glazed wares
are widesp read. In North America. Rockingham is often termed "Benninqtcn,"
afte r the Bennington Pottery of Vermon t w hich produced it in large Quantities.
It is possible as well to confuse yellow ware with either canewa re or
yellow-glazed earthenwa re. Caneware is a dry-body fine stonewa re intr oduced by
Wedgwood in the eighteenth centu ry (Collard 1984: 141) and yellow-glazed
earthenwa re is a creamware or pearlware fabric dist inguished by a yellow glaze
(Miller 1974 :1).
Yellow ware is a buff to yellow colo ured fabric covered wit h a clear alkal ine
glaze. The mottled and uneven surface of a Rockingham vessel is produced by
the applicat ion of layers of manganese or iron oxide glazes. Throughout the
nineteen th cen tury the same clay was used to fashion both products . Frequentl y
the same moulds were used to manufac ture both Rockingham and yellow wa re
vesse ls. Yellow ware decoration consis ted of slip-bands and mocha mot ifs.
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TABLE2 .
'tellow Wate and Ro<::lr.inqh am Glue
ATTR IBUTE FORM
MOCHA UN D . II /W 19 4
PLAI N UNDEC. SE RVING BOWLS 13 2
UND . II / W 11 4
UND.F /W 31 2
TE APOt'S 117 14
J ARS 28 ,
UND . H/W m J
SL IP DECORATED PITCHER S 13 ,
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British potters made yellow wa re in th e early nineteenth century (Gallo
1985:10). In Nort h America, Unite d Slat es productio n began in th e 18309
(Ramsey 1986:61 ) and canae'en manufact ure in 1860 twebeter 19 71:177).
Ac cording to news paper advertise ments Canadian merchants began selling
ye llow w ares in th e 18405 (Collard 1984 : 14 1). From then to the e nd of th e
ce ntu ry. ye llow wa re and Rockingham sat is f ied a mar ket demand for utilitari an
A lthough availab le in 184 0. yellow ware w ee mos t popular after 185 0 IBlair
19 65 :13; Spargo 1972:171 ; Ramsey 1976 :2 2; Sussman 19 79:150 , Lelbowl tz
1985:9). Rockingham production in the United States occurred betwe en
1835·85 (Spargo 1972:17 1) but th e peak was reached afte r 1850 (Ramsey
19 33:22; Sussman 1979:14 8).
Yellow w are and Rockingham were ma nufactu red in Canada un til 1929
(Newlands 1979:1561but the peak veers of producti on occurred in the 1890s
(W ebster 197 1:177). Both wares are common in archaeologica l contexts
bet w een 18 50·1900. Canadians imp or ted mi lli ons of Rockingham tea and coffe e
pot s afte r 1840 (Collard: 1984:14 2 1. In th e 187 0s, for example, 26,0 0 0
Rocki ngham teapots were made wee kly at th e AliDa Pottery in Stirling , Scot lan d
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(Goddin 1972:147l.
Ye llow ware and Rockingham glaze objec ts occur in Canadian contex ts
between 1840·1900 . A formula date of 1870 is suggested. Specific decorat ive
attrib utes may refine t his date .
WHITE EARTHENWARES
SpongedlStamped pecQration
Th e sponged and stamped vessels of Area G account fOI 12.3% of the fine
earthenware t otal (Table 3, Plates 3.41. Compared to other nineteenth century
assemblages the figure is very high. The frequen cy of sponged or stampe d
vessels obtained from published reports is usua lly lowe r. For example. 2.8% at
an 18 29·57 period site in Michigan {Linebaugh 19 83 :2671; 2% f rom the
1875 -83 deposits at Fort Walsh. in Sas katchewan (Hami lton 1979:18) and 2%
at Sig nal Hill . Newfoundland (Jelks 1973 :101-123).
Forty-three vessels w ere iden tified f rom 344 sherds, The wa res represent six
diagnostic forms and hollow ware vesse ls acc ount for 70 % of t he to ta l (Table
4). T he frequencies of sponged/stamped colours are: blue - 30 %; green · 19%;
bluerbrown - 16%; red /green . 12%; purple - 12 % ; black · 9%; and red - 2 %.
Thirt ean c ups with rim diameters of three t o four inches are represented .
Other tablewa res include four bowls, two probable food serving dishes with six
and eight inc h diameters, two six inch saucers, one t eapot and one c reamer,
Although sponged/stamped decoration generally appears on cups and saucers
and ra rely upon uetweree (Price 197 9:20 , Miller 1980:28 ), the A rea G
assemb lage includes eleven plates or 2 6% of the group tota l. The remain ing
objects are ident ified fr om eleven hollow ware and two f latware fo rms (Ta ble 4).
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Of specia l note are the presence of tour discrete tablew are "sets" ITable 171.
In sat 5. a plate, cup and saucer are stam ped with black rosettes on a blue
gro und (Pla te 4). Set 6 incl udes a plate an d cup decorate d with stamped blue
snowflakes (Plate 3). Set 7 includes a plate and cup wit h green geome tric
m ot ifs. Set 8 incl udes a plate and cup w it h purp le stylized maple leafs. T hese
vessels conform to the sty le of "Portneut Wa res" . a variety of Scottish sta m ped
pottery mi stakenly attributed to Quebec manufac ture earlier in the centu ry.
Ad ditional decorati on on spo nged or stamped ceramics may include hand-pa inted
fl or al mot ifs or painted rim bands.
TABLE 3 .
Fine Ea rthenwa re Decor ative Fre quenci e s and Percentages
Decorat i on Type Shar d Shard Vasssl Vas ssl
, , , ,
UNDIAGNOS TIC WHIT E E/W 3365 4 7 . 0\
TRA NSFER 1575 22 .4 \ 124 35 . 5\
PLA IN /MOULDED 117 7 16.4\ 10' 30 .0 \
S PONGE /STAMP ,.. 4 .S\ 43 12.3\
PAINTED
'0' 4 . 2\ 22 6 . 3\SL IP DECORATED 178 2 .4\ 19 5 .4 \
EDGED 83 1. 1\ 18 5.1\
FLOW BLUB 3. . S\ 4 1. 1\
COLOURED GLAZE 37 .S\ a . sv
GI LDED 32
." 1 ."
LUSTER • .05\
,
."
MAJOLICA 3 . 04\ 2
."
S P R I G MOULDED
·
. 0 5\ 2
."T I N- GLAZE
·
. 0 5\ 1 .n
71 46 3 • •
A n historian of the Sco tt ish p ott ery in dustr y described th e te chnique of
spo nging as :
an inte restin g process of deco ration .,. by means of por ti ons cut out of
the smooth root of a sponge, w hich are dipped in ... co lour and th en
brough t into c ontac t w ith the ware , leav ing a s tamp of the patt ern ,..
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repeat ed probably a doz en times ... It is by far t he most rapid and
cheap est method [of decoration ) (Flemming 1923 :65).
Two sim pler methods we re used as well. In one, a decorator applied an in ked
sponge to a stencil on the bi scuit w are. The second t echniqu e required the m ere
application of a co loured s ponge. Al though sponged and stamped vessels are
frequently listed as separate decorat iv e classes. both share a sing le
manufactu ring range and decorati v e proce ss. For nineteenth century potters,
me rchants and con sumers, t he single term " sponged , " subsumed any variants of
s ty le.
British p o tters introduced the tec hnique o f spong ing fine earthenware in t he
fi rs t quart er of the nineteenth century. Us ed init iall y as a a mino r decorative
element , b y 1840 sponged designs dominated many Scottis h fine ea rt henwa res .
Recognizing the ma rket pot ential o f sponged ceram ic decoration, the Ada ms
Pottery of Staffo rdsh ire imp orted Scott ish artisans to in st ruct th eir Engl ish
wo rkers in 1 845 (Ao backer and Rob acker 19 78:80).
Th e first Canadian advert isements fOf sponge d ware occ ur in M ontreal an d
Niagara newspapers in 185 1 ICollard 198 4 :145). By 185 5, the Robert Her on
Pottery of Fif e, Scotland . recogn ized the im portance of the Canadian market f or
the ir spon ged vessel s and noted t he wares cost only slightly mo re than th e
ch eapest w are {cream colou red) (Fin layson 1972:1 18-91. In her st udy of t he
Cana dian p o tt ery market, Co llard 11984:144- 51 states that sponge d vessels w ere
sol d in Vic t or ian Canada as "cou ntr y wares" and main tained a - last ing appeal " in
rur al areas. In the ur ban m arket of Montre a l, sponged wares remain ed popu lar
unt il at least 1862 (Collard 198 4:123).
Although a 1774-1895 date ran ge (Brose 1967:59; Ingersoll 1981:258)
incl udes the manufac turing span for sponged as a decorative style the broad d at e
prevents an investig ator from refining the da te when body fabr ic is kn own. M ost
researchers assign an 184 0 -1870 date to sponged ceramics. In So utheaste rn
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Missouri. the contextual date is 1835 ·1870 IPrice 19 79:3 11. At two Canadian
military sites the tangB is 184(). 187Q (Grange 1977 8:9 5; Jouppien 19 801. In II
study of cer amics fr om Washington . D.C., sponged dec orated vessels occurred
in 1830- 18 70 deposits. By contrast. sponged vessels were not located in
1871·190 5 deposit s at Butler' s Barracks in Ont ario {Jacobs 1983:111.
TABLE 4 .
Sponged and Stampe d Vessels
VESSEL WE .W E TOTAL roTAL
F O,", SHO VSL san VSL san VSL
BOWLS 46 as ,
CREAMER , t 1
CUPS 13 25
"
13
PL.a.TES 11
"
res 11
SAUCERS , , ,
TEAPOTS J J 1
UND. F/ W 14 .. .. ,
UND. K/ W 14 6. 74 1
Although manufactued earlier. the fi rst historical reference to sponged w are
in Cana da is 18 5 1. At that time it cost slightly more than the least expensive
ware . BV 1870 . the cost of plain undecorated ceramic s equaled transfer-pdnted
vessels and sponged ceramics decreased in popularity lMi llor 1980:41. In a major
study of nineteenth century ceramic price lists the l inal ent ry for sponged
decoration is 187 1 (Miller 1980:301. The suggested date of popular use is
1840-1 870 with a formula date of 1855.
Flow Blue p ecorat iqn
Thirty- nine flow blue transfer·printed she-ds accounting for four vessels. or
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2% of the fine earthenware tota l are identifie d (Tables 3 and 5). Included are one
eight inch mo ulded wheat pattern plate, one octagonal or paneled three inch cup
and two hand les assigned to undiagnostic hollow ware forms. The handle sizes
suggest the presence of larger table or toilet wares at the site. The paneled cup
is a style introduced in 1829 (Williams 1984:928).
TABLE5.
Flow Blue Decora ti on
VESSEL SHD VSL
FORM I I
CUPS
PLATE S
UND,HjW
TOTAL
a
33
.
J9
3" RIM
HooLD , 8 M BRIM
HANDLE FRAGS.
After 1850, a flow blue transfer plate cost 60 % mo re than a regular t ransfer
plate and cups were 20% more expensive than t ransfered counterparts
{Finlayson 1972:118-91. The high cost of the ware is ve ry likely the reason for a
low frequency in the collec t ion,
Because of the manufacturing process, a flow n print often resembles a poorly
executed design. The techni que of producing a hazy or flowing design required
the additi on o f speci f ic chemicals into the k iln, When fired, the chemicals
volatilized causing the underglaze design to run or f low into the surface glaze
(Williams 198 4 :9251.
Research shows that most flown wa res we re produced in the Staffo rdshire
potteries (Will iams 1984:929). The standard vessel fo rms included tab le, tea,
and to ilet sets . Although blue is most frequen tly used, flown designs ccrur in
mulberry and black co lours as well .
Flown decoration was introduced 1830 (Williams 1984:9241 . The first
Canadian adve rtisement occurred in a Mont real news paper in 1844 (Collard
4 1
1984:1181. Th e ware was most popular throug ho ut the 1840s and 50s when
Canadian consumers purchased great quantities of it (Collard 1984:11B). One
invest igator suggests attributing flown designs to three phases co rresponding to
an earlv. midd le lind late period (1 835-50, 18 50-70, 1880-1 900 ) (Mason
1982: 101. The flown wares purchased in the late ninetee nth century however,
and until 190 4 in the Sjmpson 's Catalogue I Coliard 1984:123), are easily
distinguished f rom the earlier th ick bodied ironstones by the incl usion of gold
coloured overglaze gilding. (See for example the fl own designed " PeachBlossom
Pattern" in the 1895 MQ!llgQmery Ward and Company ~. facsimile
edition No. 57, New York, 1969, Pp.5281.
The archaeolog ical co ntext dates of f lown transfe r-printe d wares are between
1840-1870 (Lo f strum 1976:30 ; Grange 1977b:70; Price 1979:3 1: Jouppien
1980). Flow bl ue wa res are not recovered in pre· 1840 contexts <Garrow
1981:33 1. The suggested date of popular use is 1 840·187 0 with a formula data
of 1855 .
TrilnsfBT-P!jnted DecoratiQn
Transfer-prin t ed ceramics account for 35.5% of t he vessels in the line
earthenw are class. This is the h ighest frequency of vessel decoration (Table 31.
With in the grou p of 1,5 75 sherda, 124 objects repr esenti ng eleven vessel shapes
in seven colours ale identified ITables 6,7; Fig ure 4 and Plates 5.6 ,71. For
convenience. descriptive inform ation is included in the form categories.
Interpret ive and historica l information is discussed after the descriptive section.
~ Thrae brown trene fer-pdntad bowls are id en tified in the collect ion (Plate
51, This is a min imum num ber of bowls. Tw o hav e six inch diamet ers and one Is
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seven inch , suggesting a possible use in food serving activitie s. The pattern of
one bow l includes a courtier and horse design.
~ Seventeen c ups we.e ident ified from 159 sherds . The highest number of
sherds 172) are from I ligh t blue w illow patt ern indic ating th e presence of five,
three and a half in ch dia meter cups. The presenc e of one matching sauce r
indi cates 8 set (se t 151. Five blue trans fer cups with unknow n patterns are
represented by thirte en sherds. Two objects have three and 8 half and four inch
diameters. One blue transfer cup is part of a set 1112 . Table 17) with a teapot
and an undiagnosti c hollow ware (Plate 61. Tw o brown, two gr een and one each
01 purple, red and black t ransfer cups compl ete th e inventory. Excepting th e
brown transfer cups. sets (# ' , 3,9 ,11,14) are identi f ie d in the remaining colo ur
groups ITable 171.
~ The collec tion includes three ointment jars reconstit uted fr om
eight sherds. Two brown prin ted vessels inc lude the manufact urer's name. The
medicine is Holloway's Ointment, a patent medicine of the n ineteent h century .
The third ointment jar was identifi ed from a blue tra ns fer-printed rim fragment .
Each jar has a tw o inch diamet er and string rim.
~ This form group contains the highest percent age of diagnostic
transter-pnnt ed sherd s 120 .3%1 and the highest frequ ency of trans fer-printe d
vessels 138%1. As illustrat ed in Table 6, there ore 321 sherds and 48 plate s.
Wit hin the group, plete diameters measure between seven end t en inches.
Despite the number of vesse ls only two patte rns were identif ied: the Willow and
Asia tic Pheasants (Plate 71
There are 159 sherds of blue w illow equating to at least thirty plate s.
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TABLE 6 .
Transter-Print Vessels
Ve ss e l Col or Sh' ve l
Form I I
Bowls • . . • •• •• . . Sr own 6 3 3 63/ 3
Cupe ••. .• • • • . . . Bl a c k 3 1
Bl ue 13 S
Blu e wil l ow 72 S
Brown . a
Gr een S a
Pur p le
"
1
'e' r a 1 159 /1'Ointmen t .Jars . . Blue 1 1
Brown 7 , '/3
Pl ata• • .. • . • • .. . 81 .. c k aa 4
Blue 24 10
Bl ue Willow 1 59 30
Bro wn sa 3
Purple 63 1 321/48
Pl a tters . . .. . . . Bl ue willow 7 a 7/'
Sau cers . •. • • . . . Blac; k 34 3
Bl ue 20 9
slua willow
"
1
Br own as 3
Gr een 3 ,
'e' , 1 113 /19Sou p pl atau . .. Bl u.. willow 4 1 4/ 1
Suga:t: Bowls . . • . Brown 3 1
Purple 7 1 10/ 2
Te ll.pots •. • . • • • . Bl ac k 3 1
Bl ue aa 1
Brown 1 1
,., S 1 42 / 4
Turee n s .. . . . . . . Blue 3 1
Brown S 1
'e' 15 1 24 / 3Und . F/W. . • • •• .. Black 20 1
Bl ue 39 7 a
Bl ue willow ".Brown 67
Green ra
Pllrple ,
'e'
"
653/7
Und.H /w .. •.. ... Blu e 37
Blue wi llow 79
Brown
"Green ,
Purpl e 3 1
,e' S a 178/1 4
wash sa llins . . . . Blu e 19 1 19/1
15 1 5 124
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TRANSFER-PRINTED CERAMICS
Vessel Form Tot als
10 20 30 4 0
Venel Fre quency
FIGURE4 . Rank 01all Transfer-Printed Vessels
!Jj8
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Throughout the nineteenth century. potters and merchant s referred to wi llow 8S
8 disti nct transfe r type. Because of th is and its frequency in the assemblage,
blue w illow is categorized separately.
Apart from w illow , blue transfer-printed patterns are repr esented on 24 sherds
from ten plates . Two vessels back -marked with blue underglaz8 prints of the
pattern name -Asiatic Pheasants" tr tate 71date betwe en 1830 and 1900
(Sussman: 1978:61. Writing in 187 8. Jewtn (18 78:4251said of th e patte rn : -it
has become so popular 8S to be considered one of the standa rd patt erns of this
country (Brita inl and the ccrcnres."
The remaining plates are identi fied as follows: 46 black t ransfer shards
represen ting eight vessel s (Plate 101. 52 brown transfer sherds from three plates
(Plate 51and 63 fragme nts of one purple t ransfe r plate. Th e patte rns consist of
unident ified flofal and geomet ric motifs (Appendix 1). Two sets are identif ied
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(Table 171. Set 3 includes a black transfer plate . cup and saucer . The purple
t ransfer plate mat ches II cup and sugar bow l in patte rn design Iset 14. Plate 101.
~ One blue willow platter is identi fied from seven shards (Plate 71.
~ Nineteen six inch diameter saucers wer e ident ified from 113 sherds. As
in the plat e group , blue transfer is the predominant colour with combined willow
and blue cate gories accou nting for 52 .6 % 01 ell vessels. Individual freQuencies
are show n in Tabla 6 and descriptive informat ion is located in App endi)( 1.
Withi n the black transfer group one child's saucer (or plate) was jdent ified that
conta ined II scone from " Uttl e Red Riding Hood." Besides the willow pattern . one
blue " Fibre " pattern was identi f ied. This mot if dates to 1840-70 (Sussman
197 8: 101.
Three saucers matched vessels in other forms . These inc lude a green printed
sau cer and cup (set' 11. a brown saucer. plate and teapot (set 13) and a rod cup
and saucer (set 91 (Table 171.
~ Four sherds from a nine inch diameter blue willow soup plate were
identi fied.
~ Tw o sugar bowl s were identi fied from ten sherds . The
identification was based on vessel shape. diameter and interior rim design. The
tra nsfer colours are brown and purple. the latt er a part of set 14 (Plate 101.
IuQQU This group includes 42 sherds represent ing lour vessels (Table 6 and
App endix 1). The red and black teapots are represented by spout fragments
while the blue and brow n vessels are id entif ied from both cover and body
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fragments . The blue and brown printed teapots are part of sets 12 and 13
respectively.
~ Thr ee tureens in blue, brown and red trans fer designs we re identified.
Three blue printed sherds from the interior t im of one vessel indicate it had e six
inch diamete r cover. The fed printed vessel includes 16 handle. base. lid. and
body shards. The basal foot ring and lid have four inch diameters. The t ureen
base is bleckaned and spelled from use on a stove to p (Table 6 and Appendix 'll .
~ Nineteen sherds of a blue printed vessel were ident ified. In size.
tile wash basin (Plate 6) has a minimum rim diamete r of 11 M and a basal foot
ring of six inches. Interest ingly. the single rim sherd displays evidence of
"mending.· There is a .03cm diameter drilled hole located along a break line
below t he rim. It is assumed that the matching sherd was also drilled and wi re or
lead braces were used to join the pieces. The recovery of mended ceramics fr om
archaeological COl' I•. .zts is rare but the use of drilled holes and w ire or lead
braces is reported (South 1968a:62·71I .
Undjagnostic fl atware The collection includes 652 undiagnostic tr ansfer-print ed
sherds and it is probable that many are from the identifi ed vessels. In Table 6.
for example. the 128 blue w illow patte rn shards are body fragments from 34
diagnostic blue willow vessels. The 67 undiagnostic brown printe d sherds are
body fr agments from the six identified brown printed vessels. Seven vessels are
identif ied based on dist inctive patte rn or vessel shapes. One blue printed sherd is
dnlled suggesting the vessel was mended before it s discard. Descriptive and
frequency inf ormation are tabulated in Tabla 6 and Appendix 1.
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Undia gnos tic Hollow ware Based on vessel shape and pattern uniqueness, seve n
hollow ware vessels were identi f ied. As in the undiagnost ic flatwa re group, many
hollow ware shards are body fragmen ts from identi fied vessels (Table 61.
The development of transfer-print ing on ceramics was the f irst technologica l
innova tion in the decorative process that led to a fully mechanized indus try and
mass product ion. Various introduct ion dates are given but it is generally believed
that over-glaze print ing occ urred by 1751 toes Fontaines 1969:123. Littl e
196 9:13). For three decades. the over-glaze transfer process spread through
England 's porcelain factories and arrived in Stafford shire in 1775 (Des scmeines
196 9:12 3). By 178 3, Sta ffo rdshire pott ers were print ing under-glaze patt erns on
f ine earthenwa re fabr ic (Des Font aines 1969 :123).
The techni que of transfer printing is e multi -stage process (the followi ng is
based upon Hughes and Hughes 1968:149-591. First, the print image is
engraved on a copper plate. Second, the plate is warmed and covered w ith ink or
coloured paste. The excess colour medium is removed end a nonabsorbent paper
pressed to the copper plate receives an impression of the design. The paper is
then placed on the unfired ware , the design rubbed onto the vessel. the paper
removed and the ceramic given an init ial firing to harden the colour . In the final
step , the ware is dipped in glaze and baked in the glost oven.
Blue transter-pnntad wa res dominated the ceramic market in the early
nineteenth centur y, appearing on all table, tea and toilet ware vessels. The
designs were innumerable; many w ere registered but most were nameless.
Pott ers habitually pirated other's designs wi th perhaps only slight variat ion in the
motif . The range of pattern sty les are generally grouped into sequences. The first
printed war es copied and imitat ed the mot ifs of Chinese export porcelain .
Alth ough many patt erns endured, British pott ers turned eventually to classical ,
4B
romantic and pastoral landscape designs. Collard (1984: 1201 indicates that f loral
patterns reflect designs of the fi rst half of the nineteenth century. religious
themes are indicative of the 18405 and asymmet rical Japanese sty le patte rns
occur near the end of the ceoturv.
From an historica l and social perspective, printed wares were aimed at the
middle and working class market (Des Font aines 1969:1261. From their
introduct ion in the 17805 until 18 50 t hey were an expensive ca tegory of
ceramics (Miller 1980:41. For consumers, transfer printing enabled households to
acquire matched sets of dishes at a lower cost than hand painted wares. For the
manufactu rer. transfe r print ing diminished the adverse market reaction to f lawed
or poor quality bodies by obscuring the imperfections.
The dominance of transfer-printed ceramics in the f irst half of the nineteenth
century is revealed in both historica l and archaeological documents. An
examination of nineteenth century trade directories for Staffordshire illust rates
the rise and fall of tra nsfer printing t hrough the number of copper plate engraving
w orks. There were t welve in 1818 and tw enty-six in 1830; a peak of thirty in
183 4 is followed by steadily declining numbers (Des Fontaines 1969: 126) . This
supports the suggestion that production of blue transfer-printed wares in Britain
peaked in the years between 1820-18 40 (Majewski and O'Brien 1987:1431 .
In North America, printed earthenware shards are most often recovered in
1790-18 50 contexts (Cotter 1968 :13. Noel Hume 1969:396: South 1972:
Figure 1). From the 1785-1896 stratified site at Harper's Ferry , in Virginia, the
highest frequency of blue printed vessels occur in 1800 -1838 contexts (atee
19 83:111. In other areas of the Unite d States the ranges are: 1820- 1865 f rom
Missouri (Price 1979:311: 1830-1860 f rom Washington, D.C. (Garrow
198 1:32 ). In Canada, similar frequencies and dates are encountered. At the
179 5·18 M site of Signal Hill , Newfoundland, printed ceramics accoun t for 56 %
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of decorat ed sherds (Jelks 1973:101 -12 31.
Although printed vesse ls declined in popularity after 1850 . a substanti.al
number will occur on late nineteenth and early twentieth cent ury sites . Printe d
sherds for example . 8CCOlmt for 30 .8 % of the collection from an 18 71·190 5
midden deposit at Butler' s Ban acks, Ontario (Jacobs 1983 :24) These late r
prints . in blue and other colours, IrB associated with secondary att ribut es such
8S moulded. gilded and hand painted decorat ion {Majewski and O'Brien
198 7:14 51. Price 11979:191suggests that over time printed designs bec ame less
comple x. Ini tially the decoration cov ered th e vessel surf ace but th is trend w as
reversed aft er 185 0.
TABL E 7
Frequency and Number of Transfer Print by Colour
TRANSF ER '"0 SHO VSL VSL
COLOUR , , , ,
aLUE 54 ' J5 .
"
31. 4
BLUE WILLOW 478 3D .
"
3 1. 4
...... 257 16 . re " .PURPLE 124 e, . s ,
.....",,, 8J s , 10 e.
>ED .. .. , ,.
OREEN
"
1 . S ..
1575
'"
Transfer prints in colours other than blue began in 182 8 (Hughes and Hughes
196 8: 15 11. The principle reason for the introduc tion of new colou rs was,
acc ording to Simeon Shaw 's 1829 histo ry of the Staffordshire potteri es , because
~everyone had (bluc vessels ) and therefor e it w as com mon" (Collard 19 84:117 1.
Th e new colours included black, brow n, red , green, yellow and a light blue. In
Canada, these lighter colours w ere in vogue during the 18305 IColla rd
1984:11 81.
The blue willow patt ern. eccountin g for 31 .4% 01 printed vessels in Area G
(Table 61 existe d thfoughout the nineteenth cent ury . The pattern 's popularit y i s
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supporte d not only by its frequency in archaeo logical contexts but by the
treatm ent it received from ninetee nth centu ry potte rs, merch ants and
cons umers. From It s inception, willow was separately list ed and priced in
potters' records, retailing as the cheapest t ransfer print {Miller 1980:4J. In
Canada, merchants advertised it by name and by 1862 it had become a staple of
the "country trace" (Collard 1984 :1 23). Blue w illow was st ill available in the
1904 Simpson's Cata logue 1!.!illl.1.
It is important to keep in mind that tr ansfer printi ng occurs on various ceramic
fabrics. Althou gh a formula range of 1788-1895 I1ngersoJl 198 1:258) properly
covers the era of printed ware manufacture. it is inadequate for later nineteenth
century sites. These sites may contain for example, printed ironstones or bone
china, wa res developed in the second half of the nineteenth century . For this
reason, tempo ral ranges for transfer-printed ware should inc lude reference to
ware type. In the Area G assemblage, the printed shards occur on wares
developed after the decline of paarlwara. Sixty -two percent of the vessels are
vit reous, suggesting a manufact ure after 1840. The potent ial range for printed
vessels in this assemblage is very likely between 1830 and 1885, althoug h the
variables involved in dat ing transfer-printed vessels are more complex than for
other t ypes. The suggested date of popular use is betwee n 1830-1885 wi th a
formu la date of 1857.5. The 1857. 5 date is derived from the higher frequency of
post ·1840 vitreous wa re types, the known decline of printed wares afte r 1850
and the presence of substantial quantities of tr ansfer-printed ceramics in other
late nineteenth century deposits.
Edge Decorat ion
This catego ry includes both the handpainted vessels wit h a modified surface
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or mould ed edge and vessels with a handpainted edge simulat ing the moulded
edge design (Plate Sl. Some researchers (Grange 1977a:881 group painted,
simulated edged ware in the category of handpainted rim banded ceramics. The
vessels in this collect ion are included as edge ware lor the reescn that the
handc alnted rim so obviously t riad to emulate the "lo ok " of edged vessels. Each
vesse l has a solid painted rim edge and a jagged. ~rregu la r line of colour
extendi ng .05cm to t .zcm from the rim to w ard the brink. Only lour of the
eighteen identifi ed vessels have an actual moulded edge (Table 81.
Two nine inch plates are decorated in the standard "shell edge" stvIe with
scalloped rims and a blue underglaz8 painted rim. One nine inch plat e in a
vit reou s fab ric has a shell edge patte rn w ith a plain rim . The shell edge relief in
thi s latt er plate is poorly de fined, a consequence of production in a very worn
mo uld. Finally . the re is one eight inch moulded shell edge plale with red
unde rglaza paint ing.
Fourteen vessels are ch aracterized by plain rims and underglaze blue
handpaintad simulat ions of moulded relief patterns (Table 81. Th ere are 29 sherds
represent ing t en plates in t his group. Th e plate diameters measure betwee n eight
to ten inches. Three vessels wi th six inch rim diameters are interpreted as
saucers. From the archaeological evidenc e it seems unlik ely th at edged saucers
we re manuf actur ed aft er 1630 (Sussman 1911 :109-110, Majews ki and O'Brien
1987:1521. The final vessel in this grou p is 8 ten inch soup plate. There are 24
und iagnost ic sherds in the co llec tion.
Briti sh pott ers wer e producing edge decorate d vessels with handpainta d rims
in considerable quantitie s by 1783 (Millar 1980 :271. The production metho d was
simp le. The desired shape w as produced in a press mould and minimally skilled
wor kers applied colour to th e rim and relief area. Various co lours were used
throughout the production era but blue, green and red, in that order, seem to
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domina te . The moulded relief design occurred in many forms . Apart from shell
edge. which occurs in several variet ies. other named motifs were feather edge.
cord and herringbone. fish scale, and dot and plume edge (substant ial
discussio ns of edge decorated wares are found in Sussman 1977 and Majewski
and O'Brien 1987).
Edge decorated vessels are generally associated with pearlware fabric .
Consequently mos t archaeologica l information refers to the 1780-1830 period.
an era cited as the peak of popularity (South 1972 :Figure 1; Miller 1973:11.
Edged decoration does appear on post pearlwa re fabric though and a later date is
required .
TA BLE 8.
Edged Decorated Wares
EDGED BLUE (MLD) PLATES ia (RWE)
10 (WE )
Si T 12
EDGED BLUE l PTD) PLATES 15 (RWE )
14 (VWE)
1 (RWE )
, (VWEI
I1ND.F/w 14 (RWE)
SOUP PLAT ES 2 1 (RWE )
'iT 60 14
EDCED REO IMLDj PLATES 1 1 ( RWE)
TOTAL ea 18
PLATES 52/ 14 : SAUCERS 513 : SOUP PLATES 2/1: UND.24 / 0
It is evident tha i edge decoration decreased in cost and popu larity after the
middle of the nineteenth century. By 1850. edgewares cost less than plain
undecorated ironstones and consumer demand fell (Miller 1973:8). Edged
ceramics appear on 1862 price fixing lists (Miller 1980 :2 61 but the frequency in
archaeological contexts is low af ter this point IKenyon 1982 :71. From
archaeological data, the popularity range occu rs between 1780-1860 (Majewski
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and O' Brien 1987 :1521. On post pearlwa re fabrics the high est frequency of edge
decorat ion is betw een 1830-1860 (price 1979:31; Jouppien 1980:26; Garrow
1981 :3 11. In 1835 for example. Newfound land merchant James Clilt advertise d
a stock of 4 1 dozen blue edged dinner, soup. dessert and cheese plates and 23
dozen blue edged flat, covered, baking and salad dishes (Tulloch 1984:101.
Edged decorated she rcs are rarely located in env Quantityon later nineteenth
century sites. At the Custer Aoad Dump stte. in Michigan. " feather edge~ sherds
account for only 2% of the vessels reccvereo in 1876- 18S3 co ntexts (Brose
1967 :59). Edgewa res are absent in the later deposits. At a well st ratified site in
Virginia, edgewa res stead ily decrease from 15.9% in 18 38 to 5% in the post
1896 ho rizons IBlee 1983:14). The re are no listings for edge decorated ceramics
in the 1895 Montgomery Ward and Company Catalogue 11895 Montgomery
Ward and Company Catalogue. facsimile edition No. 57 . Dover Books : New York.
1969)
The edge decorated vessels account fo r 5 .1% of the fin e earthenware total in
this collection . The suggested date of use is betwee n 1830-1870 with a formula
date of 1850.
Handpainted Decorat ion
The handpainted ce ramics of Area G are grouped in three catego ries;
polychrome painted. overg laze polychrome painted and simple monochrome
painted rim bands (Table 91. Furth er divis ion of the painted group into categor ies
such as "spriq -ware, " the three t iered "Gaudv Dut ch Series~ or into "earthen or
bright co lour" classes (Pill ing 1967; Demete r and Lowry 19 77; Price 19791 is not
formalized but style is discussed . In tota l. 22 vessels are represented by 30 1
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sherds.
Polychrome painted sherds account for 13 objects . Six of these are cups . One
restored cup has a three and a half inch rim diameter and a one and three quarter
inch diameter foot ring (Plate 9) . The decorat ion combines pastel green and red
leaves with purple stems and single red bands on the interior and exterior rim.
Two cups are represented by single pastel coloured sherds. The sherds of one
vitreous cup show a possible "all-ever" fed and blue design. There is one paneled
cup with pastel floral decoration end a simple "sprig " decorated cup with black
stem , green leaves and a red bud (Plate 9) .
The collection includes three ten inch diamete r plates with pastel green, fed
and blue leaves (Plate 9) . Two vessels have purple rim and centre bands. The
thi rd plate has a yellow centre band.
Two six inch saucers are ident ified in the polychrome group. One contai ns a
f loral sprig similar to the above cup and the second is decorated with pastel red
and green leaves.
Two vessels, uniquelv different from the identif ied objects, are represented in
the undiagnost ic group. These include one bright blue, red and yellow
undiagnosti c hollow object and a paneled twelve clded hollow ware with a fou r
inch base, pastel red banding and green leaves.
Two cups are decorated wi th underglaze printi ng and overglaze handpainting.
On one object the print is brown with overglaze bright orange painting . The
second cup has a th ree inch diameter, contains a black print with overglaze
bright red, blue, green and brown colour. A. a.com wide by 3.0cm high letter "A ft
is included as part of the decoration (Flate 101.
The thi rd handpainted categorv includes 149 sherds representing seven
objects. One cup and saucer set (set 10) have three red stripes encirc ling the rim
and brim portions (Table 17). A second cup and saucer set (set 4) have a red
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stripe over 8 thin red line IPlata 9). One cup and saucor are decorated with single
red lines. An undiagnostic hollow ware vessel is determined from a !.ri que handle
fragment.
Handpainted nineteenth cenllSY fine eanhenw are is generally decorated with
floral mot ifs Of simp le band ing . Noel Hume 11976 :1291 notes the use of
handpainted mot ifs on pre-1775 creamwa re and 179 5-1835 period pearlw are.
These early examples of handpainting were produced by painting - in· stenciled
designs on the biscuit ware.
In the post-1 830 e ra of white earthenware producti on. handpainle d designs
fall into several categories. Th e metho dological groupings of · f ineline." · sprig,"
" broeoune" and "banded" (Price 1979 :20 -211 ere used in thi s analysis. Other
terms like "thin line," "thick line: " sprigged," "bord er-lined" (Majews ki and
O'Brien 1987 :157 ) and divi sions into "early, middle or late Gaudy Dutch"
(Demeter and Lowery 1977 :66·67 1are also found in archaeologic al reports .
Broadline polychro me floral designs are characterize d by moti fs that occupy
most 01 the vessel surface. Generally , the decoration Is painte d freehand or is
stenci led. This sty le occurs on peariwar a and continues on whi te earthen ware
ootil 1860 . Handpaint ed sprig decorat ion consis ts of smaller mot ifs. for example
a stem with two leaves and a bud , repeated two or three t imes on the ware.
Handpainted banded decorat ion consists of single or multi ple painted lines
encircling the vessel. Polychrom e painted vessels generally include a banded rim
as part of the decoration . As note d by Price 11979 :211 and others (Majew ski and
O'Brien 19 8 7:1601 this poses a problem since rim banded "sherds" are lik ely part
of handpainted vessels in anot her group.
The colours used in handpainti ng range from red to violet and occur in earth
and chromium based hues. On 179 5-18 15 era pearlwa re. earthen or pastel
colours are generally used wh ile brighter blue, orange, green and red are frequent
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popularity betwee n 1840-1860.
Paint ed ceramic s persisted througho ut the 1800s and became popular again in
the tw ent ieth century. At the 1785-1977 period. Harper's Ferry site in Virginia.
the frequency of painted w are remains at 21% in 183 8-1896 contex ts and rises
to 27% in the post- 190a erJ (Blee 1983 :14). Based on decorative sty le and
body fa bric, the Area G painted cerumics are grouped in an 1840- 1870 context.
A formul a date of 185 5 is suggested.
Pla jn/m Qulded ne cO/ation
This category includes plain, undecorated and moulded relief decorated sherds
H able 10). Wherever possi ble, mou lde d relief vessels are ident ified. This ;5
indicated in the descr ipt ive invent ory (Appendix 21. A total of 4,56 2 sherds were
sorted int o rim . base and brim vessel groups. The minimum vessel count was
based on various critera, such as moulded design, vessel diameter . thickness,
shape. fabric . and uniqueness. The prim ary dete rminat ion is a result of isolating
the maximum number of vessel rims. brims and bases and est ablishing the
minimum number of vesse ls. This is discussed here to explain the list ing of
3.3 65 undiaqnoatie w hite earthenware sherds (Table 10 1. These shards ware
neitt·· grouped by poro us or vitreous fabric nor by a flatware/hollow ware
distinc ti on. They represent body fragments from plain end moulded vessels and
sherds from undecorated port ions of other objects . The 1,117 sherds in the
plain/moulded category are diagnostic of the 105 identified vessels.
Plain undecorated and moulded relief vessels account for 30 % of t he fine
earthenwares . a total of 105 objects (Table 31. Withi n this group, 77% are
tableware s and 23% compr ise storage and sanitary wares. The most f requent
vessel fo rms are plates 122.8%1, saucers 116.1 %1. cups (16. 1% 1 and bowls
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from th en until ab out 1835 (Noel Hume 197 6: 129). On t he whitewares, brighter
chromi um based colours occur in the period between 1830·18 60 (Price
1979 :2 11. Earth t oned co lours have a suggested range of 1840 -1860 (Majews ki
and O'Brien 1987:157 1.
Painted decoration occurs on most vessel forms alt hough tea sets and
tableware s are recovered most frequently in archaeological contexts . Similarly,
although a class of expensive handpainted ceramics existed in th e nineteenth
century, the type generally found on excavated sites is the ch eaper variety .
Throughout the 1800s. painted wares cost less than transfer-pr inted vessels
(Miller 1980 :4).
TABLE 9.
Painted Dec orat ion
PAI NTED
"'"
RW' TOTAL TOTAL
VESSELS SWO VAL BWO VBL BaO VBL
POL YCHROHE
CUPS 21 27
PLA TE S 14 14
SAUCERS 5 5
UNO.FjW 30 36 66
UNO. KjW 21 5 26 2
s jT 13e 13
OVERGLAZE
CUPS BIT
RED BAN;JS
CUPS 47 11 58
SAUCE RS 7 11 18
UNO. FjW 49 49
UND.Kj W 24 24 1
SIT 149 7
TOT AL 30 1 22
CUPS 11, PLATES 3, SAUCERS 5, UND . F / w 0 , UND.H/N 3
The period of popu lari t y for handpaint ed decoration on w hite earthenwa re is
between 1820·1 8 15 (Grange 1971a:96 ; Price 19 19 :31 ; Garrow 1981 :31;
Maje ws ki and O' Brien 1981 :159). These researchers sugg est an era of peak
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113.1%), The undecorated and moulded vessels are described in their form
groups . Fourteen objects wit h makers mark s are discusse d in the following
chapter .
~ Tw enty-seven fragments of fourteen plain vessels were ident if ied. Th e
basal diame ters measure betwee n t wo to th ree inches and the rim diamete rs
between th ree and a half and four inches.
~ Seventeen cups we re identified from 93 sherds. Six vessels ere of
moulded design including one "wheat Pattern," a design registered in 1859 and
still manufactured (Sussman 1985:7). The cup rim diameters measure three and
four inches.
~ One 8g9 cup was identified from th ree shards.
~ Three moulded pit chers were identified from nine spout fragm ents.
~ This is the largest group of plain and moulded vessels wi th 24 objec ts
represented by 202 fragm ents. The plain and moulded plate rim diamete rs
measure between seven and ten inches. Elev en plates include a mould ed relief
design. These include the "wheat," and "wheat and daisy · pat terns.
Two seve n inch vessels were identif ied as "children' s plates " with the
alphabet in relief encircling the plate rims {Plate 11. Identical vessels. listed as a
chi ld's or advertising plates are illust rated in other stu dies (Sussman 1979 :24 3 ;
Barber 1981 :37; Collard 19 82 :11 2; 1984 : Pla tes 23 ,24,471. In these examples.
the plate includes a cent ral t ranster-prlnted design and an educa tional or religiou s
aphorism. Since the "alphabet " plates of Area G are rocognized from rim shard s
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it is impossible to determine whet her they too contained similar moti fs but it is
probable. Int erestingly , Collard's (19 82:112" 131 811ample is a mid-nineteenth
cent ury child 's plate wi th "a history of ownership in Newfoundland ," The seven
inch alphabet plate discussed by Barber (1981 :37) is from an 1855-18 60
context , corr oborating Wills' (1969 :1801 assertion that childrens plates were
popu lar betwee n 1830 and 1860.
~ There is one moulded platter in the collect ion.
~ There are seven moulded relief saucers in a total group of seventeen .
One "wheat" pettem object is back -marked with the stamp of a Scotti sh
manu facturer . The saucer measurements show a consistent rim diameter of six
inches .
~ Three plain vesse ls v.i th ten inch rim diameters are inte rpreted as
serving bow ls .
~ One plain sligar bowl is represented by a rim fragmont with an
inte rior ledge lor supporting the vessel lid.
~ There are four vessels in this category . One "ccm merctar' container
has a three inch diameter and a string rim f inish. Two containers include basal
moulded relief bands. One is a four inch vessel wi th a 1.2cm wide area of
bandin g. The second is a three inch conta iner wi th an a.cmm. wide banded area.
The fou rth co ntainer is represented by a four inch diameter rim shard with a
decorat ive but ncn-tuncnooat st ring rim finish located 2.0cm below the rim .
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~ Tw o vitrif iod plain w hite ointme nt jars are ident ifi ed. One is
represented by two basal fr agments wi th a one and three quarte r inch diameter .
Th e second object is based on a rim sherd with a two inch diameter.
~ One ten inch diamete r plain wash basin is represented by six
she rds .
Undjagnoslic Flatware In this group of 470 sberos. 171 are brim and rim
fragments and 117 are basal shards. These fragments are rela ted to the
identi fied uetw ares (Append ices 1 and 21.
TA BLE 10 .
Plain and Moulded Earthenware
VES SEL WE RWE roTRL
FORll
'W' VOL 'W' "L sac VSL
BOWLS 19 ,
"
14
CONTAINER S J9 ,
"
4
CUPS
"
14 OJ
"EeG CUPS J 1 J ,
OINTMENT POTS 4 2 4 2
PITCHERS 4 2 5 , J
PLATES 18J aa 19 aoa 24
PLATTERS 2 1 2 ,
SAUCERS
'19 15 5 124
"SERVING BOWLS 11 2 J 14 J
SUGAR BOWLS 1 1 1
UNO.F/W JB5 85 4 70
Ut<lD.H/W ' 60 11
"
m
"WASil BASINS , 1 , 1
1171 105
PLA IN WHITE Ejw SHERDS 336S
4S 42
Undiag nostic Hollow ware From a to tal of 171 shards, 16 are basal f ragments .
3 5 are rim portions and 38 are handle parts . Seventeen objects are identified
based on vesse l diamete r. fa bric ty pe and thick ness. There lire three. three and a
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half inch rim diameter objects , one three inch and one five inch diameter vessel.
Objects represented by basal fragments include two, two inch bases. two three
inch , two four inch, two six inc h, and one ten inc h diameter base (Appendices 1
and 21.
This category of plain/moulded earthenware combines two technologica l
variet ies in one group. From the perspective of technology or decorative
tec hnique, plain and moulded wares may be categorized as vessels with a
modified or unmodified surface (Majewski and O'Brien 1987 :1361 or as vessels
with a plain or raised decoration (Worthy 1982:3411. These distin ctions were
recorded in the Area G inventory and BrB identified in Appendices 1 and 2.
Although moulded relief sherds can be obviously sorted it is difficult to
distingu ish non-moulded body shards of moulded vessels from plain vessel
shards. In this research, both types are grouped into a single catego ry.
The terms "cc ware," "common creamware ." undecorated, plain , whiteware,
and plain ironstone are commonplace in archaeological literature. In this research,
the undecorated and moulded relief Objects occur in both vit reous and
non-vitreous fabric. Only 22% of the vessels are porous suggesting that most
(78%) objects post-date 1840 . These ere calied "ironstone." Miller's
(1980:31 ,32) analysis of ceramic price indices suggests that undecorated
ironsto ne emerged in the 1850s at a price equivalent to printed ware . There is no
substantia l evidence to suggest that a prico difference existed between plain and
moulded types (Miller 1980:291 _
Plain undecorated end moulded relief vessels are ubiquitous on pcst - taso
period sites but do occur th roughout the century. The range of 1820-1900
(South 1972: Figure 1) has been restr icted in recent years to account for
differences in paste, glaze and form styles ,
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In Price's (1979:31) analysis of ceramics from the Ozark Border region, plain
undecorated vessels occur in 1850 to 1880 deposits and. moulded objects
between 1845-1870. An analysis of "wbite bodied jrcnstone" in both plain and
moulded varieties from Washington, D,C.. indicates an era of popularity between
1840-1885 (Garrow 1981 :33) . Majewski and O'Brien (1987:15 4.155) assign
more restricted dates based on decorat ive and shape popularity trends: Gothic
hexagona l and octagonal shapes w ith moulded panels and ribs 1840-1870;
natur e mot ifs such as grains . berries, fl ow ers and reeves 1850s -1860s; Greek
rev ival shapes wi th moulded berry, cha in and bud motifs, post-la65: thinner
bodied wares with moulded floral and abstract mot ifs on rounder and less linear
vessel shapes, ncst-taac.
The histor ical evidence also supports the 1850- 1880 era for plain and
moulded wares . The raised motif moulded patterns like "w heat " and "w heat and
daisy " are typica l of ironstone vessels manufactured in this era. Sussman
11985 :7) notes that between 1848·1883, twe nty Mgrain-inspired" designs were
registered in the British Patent Off ice. In the same period. 42 factories produced
fourteen diffe rent wheat motif patterns on ironst one (Sussman 1985:71.
The production history of ironstone indicates growth within the industry afte r
1850 as we ll. Jewitt (quoted in Sussman 1985:81 observed th at some potte rs
converted their ent ire factories to the production of ironstone for American and
Canadian markets . From the factory list ing in Wet herbee's 11980:27-30 ) study
of w hite ironstone , I constructed a bar graph illustrating the sterting date of
ironstone manufactu re in 110 Staffo rdshire factories (Figure 51. Based on five
year intervals between 1820- 1900 . the graph illustrates that initial produc tion of
ironstone at British pott eries increased between 1840-45 . The maximum growth
however, occurred in the 1850 -1855 era when nearly 17% of "new" ironstone
production occurred. From the sample of 48 North American ironstone
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FIGURE 5. Initia l and Total sectorv Product ion of Ironstone
producers, the period of highest initial productio n (29 %1 is between 1875 -1879 .
The graph also records the total numbe r of Brit ish factor ies producing
ironston e in the same period. From a list of 96 factories , it is clear that mos t
ironston e was produced between 1850-1880 with the greatest increase
occurring betwee n 1845-1855.
Collard 11984:131) indicates that ironstone ente red Victorian Canada in
"quantities which stagger the imagination . " Undoubtedly. some 01these pieces
were m anufact ured alte r 1860 by the Britannia Potte ry 01 Glasgo...... This firm
manuf act ured ironstone wares solely fo r the North America market . produc ing
"one t ho usand dozens of plates , and as ma ny cups and saucers" daily (Flem ming
1923: 11 1I. For f ifteen years the Britannia Pottery maintainod 600 wor kers at the
production of w heat patte rn vessels lFlemming 1923:11 21.
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Ironstone (decorated or non owed its immediat e success t o several
cond itions. Beginning in 1850 the populati on of North America increased
dramat ically and settle ment frontiers were pushed further we st and north . As
North America expanded, sturdier vessels we re required to reach the newly
sett led parts of easte rn North America end the prairies. Collard 11984:132 .133 )
suggests th at durable. plain ironston es till ed the niche in this expanding
consumer mark et because the wares did not break easily and lasted in frontier
locati ons w here replac ements might not be readily availabl e.
Merchant s in Canada marketed ironst one as a ware suitable for the country
trad e (Collard 1984 :13 21. It was cheap and outsold all other ceramic types
(Collard 1984:134). 8etween 1850 and 1865 th e cost of ironstone increased to
a point equal to the more expensive printed wa res (Miller 1980:32). It decreased
in price afte r this and by 1897 was the least expensive t ype of dinnerware sold
in th e T. Eaton Catalogue (Sussman 1985 :91.
The popu larity of plain and moulded ironst one declined afte r 1880 (Collard
1984: 135; Majewski and O'Brien 1987 :1231 . Manuf acturer s cont inued to
produce iron st one int o the twentieth century but the era of most int ensive use
had ended. An 1840- 1885 date is suggested fo r plain and moulded w ares wi th a
formul a dat e of 1862.5.
MI SCELLANEO US DECORATIVE TYPES
Three ves sels in two fabrics are identified with gilded decorat ion (Table 11). A
Bone China three inc h diameter cup and six inch saucer set {set 11are decorated
with a t .Omm. wide overglaze bright gilt line encir cling the rims . The third object
6 5
has 8 2 .0mm . wide overglaze gilt slip on a vitrified white earthenware cup
handle.
Gilded decoration generally includes thin painted gold 101111 lines or bands
encircling vessel rims. The initi al production data is unknow n, but English
potte rs were us ing gilt as a decorative element on bone china and earthenware
af ter 1855 {Majewski and O'Brien 1987 :1531. tn the 1894 Montgomery Ward
and Company Cataloou.~. gildoo ceram ics account lor five 01 nine ad vertis ed
patterns {Wegers and Carley 1982 : 81. A popular !1ilded design of this era was
the ~Sprig · or "ctover- leef" patter n; a single g ilt rim band and a cent ral gill
painted "clever-teet" mo ti f . The Area G vessels are likely of this design .
Gilded vit rif ied white earthenwa re has been recovered from 1880 contexts al
Fort Wa lsh. Saskat chewan (Hamilton 19 79:22 .351 and Sussman 11979:41 notes
that the · Clover-Ieaf· pattern is so common in the late nineteenth and early
tw entieth centu ries that it may be expec ted on sites of that date . Sussman
(1978: 13 41 and others (Majewski and O'Brien 1987:1S3I r&Cord that ~bright
gi lding.- the type on the Area G ceram ics, has been in use since 1860 . An
1860-1900 date is suggested with a form ula dat e 01 1880 .
This decorat ion is often called Victorian majo lica 10 distinguish it from the
earlier eighteenth.century variety or by the descr ipti ve term , green glazed wa re,
Two undiagnostic hollow ware vessels wi th exte rior mouldod lines and possible
fo liage are identified ITabie 11), The ext erior surface is decorated with pastel
yellow and green colour while the interior is solely green. Both vessels occur on
vitr ified white earthenwa re fabric .
Nineteenth century British majolica is an earth enwa re characterized by a
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decoration of brightly coloured semi-translucent glazes lGoddin 1966 :xxvjj . The
process involved multiple coatings 01 various coloured glazes over pattern
moulded vessel bodies, As a style and name, majolica
attempted to imit ate the earlier Italian metouce and British "clouded" Of"t ortoise
shell" Whi eldon typo wares . Whether the titl e majolica wa s "absurd" or not
taemrcse 19 51:4 91. it st uck and the ware remained popula r through out the
victcrteo ere.
Majolica appeared on the Brit ish market in the second half of the nineteenth
ce ntury. probably first in 18 50 at the Minton pott ery in Stoke -upon- Trent (Jew itt
1878:1951. From its inception, majolica · styleM object s were primarily
ornamental with bold relief decoration. omerr.cnts, spitto ons, teapots, shaped
platt ers, cheese stands and cream and sugar sets were the common items. As
Collard 11984 :1531 notes, majolica itemo were both ornamental and uti litarian,
that is, obj'l cts primarily funct ioned as display pieces. In Montreal of the 1880s it
was advert ised under headings of "New Novelties " and " anc-a-erec" (Collard
1984:1531 .
Although majolica appeared in 1850 the period of consumer popularity
occurred in the 1870s and 1880s. The St. Johns Rockingham and Yellow Ware
Pottery of Quebec w as manufacturing majolica in 1879 IConard 1984 :2931 and
the American pottery firm Griffen , Smith & Hill won a gold medal for their
"Etruscan Majolica" at the 1804 New Orleans Exhibition tWatkins 1968:102).
Majolica is rarely recorded from archaeological contexts but it is present in
two late nineteenth century sites: the 1885 midden deposit at Butlers Barracks,
Ontario (Jacobs 1983:241 and an 1880-1895 deposit at the Custer Road Dump
site in Michigan tarcse 1967:59). A suggested popularit y span for the Ar ea G
majolica is 1860· 1900 with a peak date at 1880 .
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This decorative style occurs on a vitr ified three and a half inch cup and sil(
inch saucer set (#12) ITable 111. The mould is a 1.0cm square pale blue ltoral
sprig 01 of stem, leaves and berries (Plate 10) .
Sprig moulded decoration consists of the application or ~ spri ggingM of a
separately moulded relief design to the glaze of a vessel. The occurrence of sprig
mou lded vessels in nineteenth centu ry line earthenwares contexts is rare; it is
ge nerally associated with dry-body stonewares of the eighteenth end nineteenth
centuries. For nineteenth century Canadian merchants. a shipment 01 "china
ornamented with sprigs in blue" presented an opportunity lor special advertising
(Collard 1984:167).
Gam..v (1981 :35) refers to the decorative style as "ecpucoe" and dates it to
1830-1880 . Typica l designs include blue to purplo moulded sprigs of grapevines.
thistles . human figures. and floral baskets that commonly occur on tea sets
(Garrow 198 1:35) . Sprigged decoration is rarely noted in archaeological reports
(Garrow 's Washington, O.C.site , the 001'1' reference tccatedt. Garrow's
1830-1880 range is used in this analysis with a formula date of 18 55.
This decorative category is also known as "dipped" or Rindustrial slip ~ ware .
Wit llin the group . various terms are used to denote specif ic deccrenve sty les.
These include "enoular banded," "mocha," "finger trailed " "eat's eva swi rl, "
"cable," "marbled," "engine tomod " and "qrave l textu red" wares.
As illust rated in Table 11. the greatest number 117) of slip decorated vessels
are undiagnostic hollow wares. This is not unusual though since slipped
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decoration is rereiv (if ever) reco vered in flatware forms . From the sample of 105
shards, 17 objects were ident if ied based on motif, rim/base diamet er, shape and
vessel thicknes s.
One vessel is decorated with a 5.0mm. wide blue annular band between
raised beaded bands z .omm. below the rim. Two objects conta in gravel texture
decorat ion. One has an inte rior white graze and a primarily white tex tured
exterior decoration tha t occurs within an engine tu rned inden ted band . The
second object has an interior and exterior buff coloured glaze w ith a cob alt blue
exterior slip band and an indented textured band of blue and black colour.
Fourteen vessels are iden tif ied based on unique, annular banded colour end band
width characteristi cs (Plale 10) and the presence of one "cable or worm" motif
{Appendix 11.
Only two vessels we re identi f ied with certain ty . On e is a gray and brown
annular banded bowl with a six inch basal diameter. Tt-:e second object is a four
inch diameter measure cup (jug , mug) represented by sixty-two shards (Plate
10). This object combi nes several elements typical of slip decoration . The central
design is a black mocha motif slipped over a grayish brown band. Below the
vessel rim , t .ocm w ide blue slipped raised bands are confine d within brown
annular bands. A 2.5cm moulded white crown has been applied to both sides of
the vesse l at a point 2 .0 cm below the rim. The restored vessel is similar to the
"tall and spcuttess " (Figure 6) variety of measure cup illustrated in en 1895
advertisement by Maling and Sons , of Newcastle- On-Ty ne (Good in 1972 :2 12;.
As a decorative proce ss, tra iled slip annular bands and associated motifs were
in use since 1780 (South 1977:2121 and persisted throughout the nineteenth
centur y (Noel Hume 1976:131 ). Consequently , the f abric of slip deco rated
vessels is an importan t temporal att ribute. For example, the Area G vessels are
relined white eart henweres tcost- ceenw eret end vitrifie d wares suggesting an
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c. T.. MALING &SONS"
A AND B FORD POTTERIES, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.
Manufacturers of EVERYDESCRIPTION of SUPERIOR EARTIlEl'lWARE
FOB HOME ..I.YD BXl"QBr' TB4DB&
COVERNMENT STAMPED
.....". nlR WMOLEULI! .. .... ....NU.... CTlJRIERI •
......nARY.ARII:,
&rt....- '" .If...., Po'...ltd lI""t~.. "t>tl~t JI~.. , 1",,10 .. .. ,f
B"'tl~..
FIGURE 6 . 189 5 Maling and Sons advertisement . The Area G mocha measu re
cup is simila r to the tall " w it h or without spout" type . Plate
reproduced from the Pottery Gazette in Goddin 1972 :21 2.
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era of manufacture af te r 1820 and 1840 respectively.
The techniques used in the manufacture of these wares were simple and cost
efficient . For the annular design, horizontal bands of colour we re trailed around
the vessettrece r Hume 1976:13 1). Frequently, the bands we re in slight relief. An
object might be further decorated through an applicat ion 01 co loured slips over
the bands. The predominant secondary motifs included a variety of swirled
coloured slips descriptively termed "cet's eye swir l," "fingef painted ; "worm,"
"cable " "marbleized" and "mocha." Al though mocha is a speci fic decorative
attribute , it is often and mistakenly used as a waretvpe name.
The distinctive moc ha patte rn is characte rized by a br own seeweed or fern
design. The technique of application required the mixing of a slip comprised of
stale urine. nicotine or hop tea " and an oil such as turpent ine {Raybould
1984:4 11. When the mixture is dripped onto the slipped body it penetrates that
surface and spreads int o tree. seaweed or frond like designs.
Slip decorated vessels are m ost frequently found on holl ow wa re forms. Mugs
and bowls are the most frequently discussed vessel shapes but condiment pots,
teapots, shakers and beakers were manufactured (Foshee 1981 :1 151.
In nineteenth cent u ry Brita in, slip decorated wa res were produced as
inexpensive, functiona l items for export and local use (Van Rensselaer
1966:340). In North America. slip trailed bow ls were the cheapest decorated
bowls available Hvliller 1 980:3 41.
In Canada, "dipped" wares were advertised most often in the 1840·1870 era
with imports cont inuing into the twentieth centu ry ICollard 1984 : 144), The years
of popular use for slip decorated wares assumed from archaeological contexts
generally supports the historica l Informat ion: 1830·18 70 in Quebec (Grange
1977a:102) and 183 0 ·1 860 in Washington , D,C. (Garrow 1981:301. The
frequency of slip decorated vessels decreases alter t he third quarter of the
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nineteent h century: less than 1 % in both the 1885 midden et Butler 's Barracks.
Ontario (Jacobs 1983: 241 and the 1875 ·1881 deposits at FOft Walsh.
Saskatchewa n (Hamilto n 1979 :11 0-124). An 184Q. 1870 date is suggested with
a formula date of 1855 .
lustre DecQ!'. t Bd
Three lustr e decora ted hollow ware vessels are present on non-porous
brownis h red fabric ITa b le 11 , Plate 11. Two vesser s BTO de corate d with an -a ll
over" exterior copper lust re and an lntertcr white slip under a lead glaze. On one
object the glaze is sim ilar to the characte ristic yellow creamw are glaze . The
second is ident ical to the blue tceed peanw are glaze. The third vessel Is
represent ed by a single f ragment wit h an interior white sl ip under a creemwere
type glaze and a dark blue exterior glaze. A minute nece o f copper lustre at the
shard edge suggests th a t it may be a stenciled or "resrsr" style lustra decceated
object .
These vessels are of a style similar to ponery manufactured in the Tyneside
Ponefies of Eng land in t he nineteenth cennsv, A description 01 vessels mede at
the Tyne Pott ery 11830 · 19 001 states that their - brown ware was made from •••
common bl'ick clay land I alt er dr ying was lined inside wi th white slip. and made
waterproof wi th a lead Alaze- {Bell and Gill 1973:341.
Lustr e deco ration consists of the applicat ion of a metalli c film to an
earthenw are fab ric. When fired. the vessel imparts a dist in c tive m etal colour at
iridescence (Bedfo rd 19 6 6:8). Through experimant etion wit h d iff erent metal
(ixides. pott ers created a r8ng8 of unique vessel sheens.
"All over lust re- is as the nam e suggests, a completel y lustred vessel that
imitates silver or gold p late objects. Stenciled lust re is c reated by placing a
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pre-cut pattern on the biscu it ware w hich is t hen waxed. The patt ern is removed
and the non-waxed portion is paint ed wi th lustre, then f ired to fi x the paint
(Bedford 1966 :13) . " aestst" lustre is a crccesa in which the design is fixed to a
fabric and covered by a solution tha t "res ters" penetrati on by metallic oxides.
The "resiat " solution is removed bef ore fi ring and the design stands out against
t he ground colour (Mi ller 1974 :14).
Comme rcial production 01 lust re decoration in England occ urred arou nd 18 00
(Keefe 19 69:384 , Hahn 197 1:1 7). Between then and 184 5 most of the
Ste lfordshire pot te rs produced lust rad items IKeefe 19 69: 384) and acco rding to
8emrose 11951 :4 9) after 1845 most lust re was "w ithout interest or merit .~ It
was most popular in the early 18 00s but potters continued to produce it in
Quant ity unti l the end of the 18505 when its popularit y declined txee te
19 69 :386 ,3B81. Copper lustre is the most commo n type recove red from
excavations : it generally occu rs on red earthenware w ith an inter ior white slip .
This style is associate d wi th a ccst - taec manufa cture date and a period of
popula rity t hroughout the Victorian era (Goddin 1980: 21 5),
The standard lustr e decorated vesse ls inclu de tea sets. jugs and pitchers.
Since m ost were manufactu red lo r cottage use (the country tra de). the for ms
remai ned "simp le and unsophist icated " (Hahn 1971:1 11. Canadians imported a
9reat deal 01 lustre (Hahn 19 71:17) and nineteenth century advertisements show
it was "pa rt icularly admired " in New foundland (Collard 19B4:xvi) , Inte restingly . a
vesse l base from Saddl9 Island is ident ical to the base of an 1840 coppe r lust re
jug in the collection of the Newfoundland Museum (illust rated in Collard
1984:Plate 301.
Although lustre wa res are not recovered in high numbers th ey are found in
contexts throughout the nineteenth century . In Ontar io, lust re was located in
1820-1880 contexts (Jouppien 1980:27) and in Michigan at the Custe r Road
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Dump site in 1819-1895 contexts (Brose 1967 : 591. An accurat e method of
dating lust re is t o isolate sty le, fab ric and colo ur attr ibutes that may be temporal
ind icat ors. For example . purple lustre and a lustre w ith a bubbly surface are at
post -laso manufa cture (Hahn 197 1:181. The lustre objects of Area G are from
th e period afte r 1840 to 1880. The formu la data is 1860.
TABLE 11 .
Misc ellaneous Decorative Types
Ty pe
Shd Ve l
I I T ype
Colored Gl a ze Und. H/ W 5 a (RWE)
" " mould J a r s J2 1 ( WE I
Gild ed CUP 8 20 1 (B / c)
Sa uc ers , 1 (BIC )
Cup o J 1 ( ViolE)
Lustr e Un d . H/ W 1 1 (8 /1011
Lust r e (Co pper) Und .H /W J a IB/WI
Ma j o lica Und. H/ W J a ( ViolE)
s lip Decorated Bo wl ll 11 1 IRWE)
Mea 8u re CUpll
"
1 IRWEJ
Un d . H/ W sa r s (RWEI
12 a (WE )
Sprig mould Cu p s , 1 (WEI
Saucers z 1 (ViolE}
Ti n Gl ue Und . H/ W . 1 (W/E J
Tot al as 3J ] 5
Und . H/ W 125 125 , Cups 25 13 , Saucer s 11: 2 , Howls 11: 1
Mea s ur e Cup s 6 2 11 , J a r s ]2 : 1
Three vessels are identif ied in th is category (Table 11). One is an undiagn ostic
hollow ware objec t with a cobalt blue exterior glaze over a white slip. The
interior surfa ce is covered with a buff slip . A second hollow w are object is
represented I)y fou r sherds with a buff coloured exte rior glaze and an inter ior
w hite glaze. The t hird vessel is a thr ee and a half inch diameter mould od
7.
embossed jar. This vessel has a buff colou red exterior glaze over a moulded
f o liate motif and 8 ca ble rim band (Plate 1 I . The vesse l int erior is wh ite .
Because this deco rative process is rarely reported in archaeol ogica l li tera ture,
the ves se ls a re not used in formula date ca lculatio ns .
Four shards 01 an undiagnosti c hollow wa re for m we re id entified in t he
collection {Tab le 11 1. Although generally associated with the eighteenth ce ntu ry .
tin D'al e persist ed int o the nineteenth as a medium fo r tiles. drug pots. and
specia lized containers. Noel Hume f1976:2091 records the presence of French
tin -glaze ointment and mus ta rd pete in contexts da t ing to , 830.
The inf orma tion presented in this section provided a complete descriptio n of
t he Area G ceram ics . The ma nu facturing range and archaeological context dates
o f most ce ramics we re included as well . To some extent, var ious aspects of the
re search design we re addressed, however the conclusions will be presonted in
th e following chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
Interpre tation of the Area G Al se mblage
In this chapter. the Area G ceramics are used to interpret several aspect s of
the use of Saddl e Islan d. The c ha pte r is organizod into sections that begin with
an overview of t he ceramics. This is foll ow ed by 8 discussion of the assemblage
date , manufacture. trade, socioeconomic value and use on Saddle Island.
General Overview of the Ceramics
The Area G collec tion includes 7.283 sherds representing 388 vessels.
Transfer-printed ceramics comprise 31.9 'l6 (Table 121o f the total w ith plain and
moulded vessels ranked at 27%. The lin e earthenwa re class domina tes the
assem btage 189.2 %1 in vessel frequenc y 13491 and stone wares are the least
receesemed class at 1.7%. Coarse earthenwares wore not recovered in the
exc avation .
The p1ainlm oulded shard count of 4,542 is a combined tota l 01 uv ee
sub-g roups within the plain/mou lded ca tegory . The first group includes vitrified
white earthenw are or ironstone sherds tha t represent unique vessels. The second
group includes refin ed white earthe nware or plain undecorated nonvit reous
sherds that represent unique vessels. The final group consists 01 3,365
undiagnost ic body sherds from both groups.
Th e assemb lage includes 30 decorati ve or w are type st yles ITable 13 1 on 22
unique vessel forms rrable 141. Plates are most frequent (1011 but the combined
cup and saucer coun t (1111 is higher . Additional cups and bow ls may be
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represented in the count of 84 undiagnostic hollow wa re vessels but without
identifiable shapes (rims/bases/handles/etc .' a determination of presumed form
was not made.
Finally, 13 manufacturer's marks (Fig. 61 and 16 distinct "sets" of dishes
'T able 171 were recorded.
TABLE 12 .
Decoration Totals and Percentages
WA RE/ OECORATI ON TYPE SHERDS
STONEWARE
BROWN SALT GLAZE 7 3
."ALBANY SLIP 1 1 .2\
BLACK BASA LT 4 1 . 2\
BRISTOL GLAZE 2 1 . 2\
COARSE FABRI C 5 ! W rs 1 . 2\
UNDIAC NOST IC BURNED 1 1 . 2\
30 . 1. "
FINE EARTHENWARE
TRANSFE R 1 51 5 l 24 31 . 9'
PLAIN /MOULDED 4 542 l05 27. 0"
SPONGE/STAMP 3 44 4J 11 .0"
PAI NTED 30l 22 5 . 6\
SLIP DECORATED l 78 19 4 .8 \
EDGE D
.3 re 4 .6\
FLOW BLUE J9 4 1. 0\
GIL DED J2 3
·"COLOREO GLAZE J7 3
·"LUSTER 4 3
·"MAJOLICA 3 2 . s.
SPRIG MOULD 4 2 .s.
TI N- GLAZE 4 1 . 2\
7 146 349 8 9 . 2 \
YELLOW WARE
ROCKINGHAM 562 re 4 .6\
UNDECORATED 55 8 2 . 0 \
MOCHA 19 4 1.0\
SLIP DECORATED II 1 .n
647 ar 7 .8
Tot a l ShQrdll 72B 3 Total Ve seelB 3BB
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Table 13.
Total Ceramic Tablew are Variety: Decorat ion and Type with Minimum
Vessel Count s
1 BLACK BASALT 1
2 COLORED GLA ZE 3
3 EOOED aLUE MOULDED 3
4 EDGED BLUE PU NTED 14
5 EDGED RED PAI NTED 1
6 GILT RIM BAND 3
7 L USTER 3
B MAJOLICA 2
9 MOCHA 4
10 PAI NTED O/ G POLl'. 2
11 PAINTED POLYCHROME 13
12 PAI NTED REO BANDS 7
13 PLA I N/M OULDE D 10 5
14 ROCKINGHII.K 14
1 5 SLIP OECORATED 19
16 SPONGE BLACK 4
17 SPONGE BLUE 13
IB SPONGE BLUE IBROWN 7
19 SPONGE GREEN a
20 SPONGE PURPLE 5
21 SPONGE RED 1
22 SPONGE REDI GREEN 5
23 SPRIG MOULO 2
24 TPJlt.NS, ER BLAC K 10
2 5 TRANSFER BLUE 39
26 TRANSFER BL UE WI LLOW 39
27 TRANSFER BROWN 18
28 TRANSFER GREEN 5
29 TRANSFER PURPLE 6
30 '1RANSFER REO 7
TOTAL VESSEL S 36 J I MATCHED VESSELS 82 / 22 .6 ' " UNHATCHED 28 1 / 71 . 4'
TABLE 14 .
Vessel Form Total and Percentage
PL ATES
UND.H/W
CUPS
SAUCERS
BOWLS
TEAPOT S
UNO.F/W
SERVI NG SOWLS
OINTMENT POTS
PITCHERS
CONTAINERS
SUGAR smlLS
10126
8 4 21.6
6 2 15 . 9
4812 . 3
22 5 . 6
20 5 . 1
11 2 .B
5 1 . 2
5 1.2
4 1 .0
4 1.0
J . 7
PLATTER S
T UREENS
J ARS
SOUP PLA TES
WASH BASIN S
STORAGE J ARS
MEASURE CUPS
EGG-CUPS
COLANDERS
CREAMERS
UNDI AGNOSTIC
. 7
.7
. 7
. S
. S
.2
.2
.2
. 2
. 2
. 2
TOTAL VESSELS 3aB
Chronology
Manufacturers ' Marks and Identif ied Pattern s
In addition to refining the date of an archae~logical deposit, makers' marks
7.
and dated patterns may provide information on trade and patte rns of activity at a
site . It is essential how ever, that the narrowest manufact uring range is
delineated. For example, the -As iatic Phellsants~ pat tern (see below) dating from
1830 to 1900 appears on a vit rified whi te earthenwa re vessel that was
manufactu red after 184 0 . Although George Jones' Pott ery manufact ured
ceramics betwee n 186 1 and 1951, the ti tl e "end $o n5- was not added to t he
beck-mark untu 18 73 rsee below ). Since the t itle does not include ~ Eng l BndM in
the back -mark a pre- ISBO manufacture date is likely.
For years , archaeologists assumed that potter s did not incorpo rate the name
of the country of manu fac ture into their marks unt il 1891 to comply with the
McKinley Ta riff Act. This policy required th e identif ication by origin of all United
Sta tes imports. Ceram ics research proves how ever t hat count ry names occ urred
before 1891 and a post- t 880 date is now suggested (Goddin 1972 :257; Collard
1984 :323· 24). Several overviews of back-marks, patte rn names , trademar ks and
registration numbe rs are discussed in the lite rat ure (Goddin 197 2:257 · 25 9;
Collard 1984 :323- 3 27: Majewski and O'Brien 1987:1 6 5·1 70 ).
The fo llowing manu factu rers' marks and patt ern names were ident if ied in the
Area G Collect ion.
Hollow ay' s Ointment
This name is represen ted on two vi trified w hite eart henwa re drug pots containing
a "miracle remedy " made by a Mr. Hollow ay (Plate 11). In England, Holloway' s
was first produced in 1838 and continue d product ion until 18 99 (Lynn Sussman
personal communication). The partia l address on one Area G. vessel is 80
Malden Lane. A December 27 , 1860 advert isement in Nova Scotia's Wtem
~ (Vo1.xv ii. no.51 , p.4) states tha t 80 Malden Lane. New York is
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·Pro fesso r Holloway's Manufactory.· A lthough 8 few 01 Holloway's London
vessels are refere nced in the archaeolog ical lit erature, inf ormation on the New
York vesse ls is scarce (Deslauriers 1964:24; ly nn Sussman personal
communicatio nl . In this research , the objects are assigned a date between
1838-1899.
Thompson & m Implorter) Mont (re all
This black transfer -printed name occurs on the base 01 a plain iron stone plate
(Plate 11), Thompson was a Montreat china import er in th e 18405 and 1850s
llvnn Sussman personal communicaticm. There wa s also a James Thompson 01
Mont real w ho acqui red the china import f irm of Robert Anderson in 1854.
Anderso n, a form er employee of the Verreville. subsequently the Britannia
Pottery. had established the most lucrative ceramic import business in Canada.
Many of his wares were im ported from Scotland (CoUllrd 1984:881.
S8
Th is basal black transfer occurs on one moulded ironstone plate (Plate 111.
Several possible source s exist inc luding: (1) Samuel Bell. Strasbourg, Virginia
18 51 (Kovel & Kovel 1953:1 161, (21 Seft on & Brown, Ferrvbridge Pott ery.
Yorkshire. 1897-19 19 (Roebacker & Roebacker 19 78:951 and the most likely
ma nufacturer. Sharpe arctners, Derbyshire. 1838·1895 (Goddin 19 72 :225 1. This
firm produced a variety of inexpensive ware s for the home and American market
wi th large quant it ies exported to Canada and Nova Scotia (Jewi tt 18 78 :1 571.
Since th e country name does not appear in the m ark the vessel w as
manu factu red before 1891 .
(WILLIA M BIAKER(& COl
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There is one ironstone plate in the collect ion manufact ured in Fenton,
Sta ffo rdshire (Plate 11 I. The Baker pottery manufactured printed. sponged, and
plain ironstone w ares for the British North America n marke t bet ween 1839-1932
IJe witt 18 78 :40 81. This vessel was manuf actured befo re 1891.
Wm ADAM S & ICOI ENGLAND Wm ADAMS & CO ENGLAND
The Adams' f irm is represen ted bV two moulded wheat patte rn plates (Plate 11l.
l ocated in Tunstall. England. t he firm's trade was enti rely foreign w ith ironstone
specially made for the American market between 1853 u ewtn 1878:4261 and
1900. These vessels are of post·l SBOmanufacture.
MELllOR, TAYLO R. BURSlEM. ENGLANDj R.D. NO. 42831
MELLOR. ITAYLO R,BURSl EIM ENGLAND (MELl IDR, TAYLOR, IBURSLEIM
ENGLAND
This firm operated betwee n 1883 and 1904 speciali zing in durable ironstone
wares for the Ameri can market (Goddin 1972:381. Thr ee marke d vessels are
represented (Plate 111. Two ironstone plates include MEnglandft in the mark
suggest ing a post- 18BO manufact ure. The third object is an undiagnost ic hollow
ware , probably a teapot . It has an oblong base w ith the im pressed mark: RD.NO.
4283 1. This number was regi stered between January t st . 1886 and January
t st . 1887 IGoddin 1972:259) and illustrates that the Mello r, Taylor firm included
the country name before the 1891 Tariff Act .
[J &. G MIEAKIN. BUR(SLEM)
The Eagle Wo rks Pottery of brothers James and George Meakin (1852- 1930s)
special ized in the product ion of white granite-ware (ironstone) IGoddin 1972 :7 5).
Because the Meakin Firm included "aurslem" in t heir mark since 1869
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(Weathe rbee 1980:211. the manufac turing date of this vessel (Plata 111 is
between 18 6 9 and 18 91 (Plate 11 I.
IGEORlGE J ONES & (SO/NS ROYAL PATENT IRONSTONE
The collection includes one ironstone plate made by th;s fi rm (Plate 11) between
1861· 195 1 at Stoke-Upon- Trent. The title "& Sons" was added to the mar k
after 1873 (Goddin 1966:187) and since "England" does not appear in the mark
the vessel probably dates between 1873 and 1891. This fi rm manufactured
white granite wa res (ironstones) for the United States and the colonies fGoddin
1972:126) .
OJ & Co, STOKE-UPON·TRENT. SUT HERLAND
One vessel includes the brow n printed monog ram "J " and "G" (Plate 111. the
mark used by George Jones and Co., between 1861 and 1873 fGoddin
1966:187). Sutherland is the pattern name.
(FO RD, CHAlUNJDR & CO. S TONE CHINA
This firm is represented by a single ironstone plate manufactured betwee n
1862-1880 in Tunstall, England. Th e li rm produced earthenwares for the
domestic and foreign markets IGoddin 1972:1 41 ).
Glasgow, Great Britain
One wheat pet tem saucer includes this transfe r-printed name. it may be a vessel
marked by the Britannia Potte ry ot Glasgow , Scotla nd. The inclus ion of
"Scottand " in the name implies a manufacture of 1880 or later .
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MANUFACTURING DATE BRACKETS
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FIGURE 7 . Manuf actu ring Date Brackets 101' Mark ed Ves sels
Asiatic Phea sants (Pattern Name)
This transfer -printed patt ern (Plete 11) was produced by countl ess potter s
between 1830-1900 tsu eemen 1978 :6 1so an exect identification is un likely ,
One ceramic historian noted in 1878 that the pattern "has become so popular as
to be considered one of the standard pattern s of this country (Britai n) and the
colonies IJewitt 1878:425),~
The date after which the most rece nt object could have entered the
archaeological context (terminus post quem) is January t at . 1886. The earliest
deposi t date (terminus ante quem) for a marke d vessel is 1838 . The 18 30 date
lor the "A siatic Pheasants " pattern is discounted eeceuse the vessel fabric is of
post- 1840 manufacture.
Based solely on manufacturing date s (Figure 7) the marked vessels w ere made
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between 1838 -1886. The mid-date is 186 2.
O ther Cerami c Dat ing Met h ods
South's (19721 "mea n ceramic dat ing formula" produces a ceramic
assemblage date that is derived from individual we rewne mid-manufacturing
dates and their frequency or absence wi thin an assemb lage. As a me tho dologica l
t ool it assumes that ceramics are · roughly contemporary on all sites at which
they are found and .. , the midrange date of manufacture app roximates the moda l
dele of popularity (Majews ki & O'Br ion 19 87:1 70).
Although South devised this method for use with eighteenth century ceramics
and noted 11974:249) it s inapplicability to tater periods, he did encourage
archaeologists to exte nd the form ula's temporal application by adding ninoteenth
cent ury ceramic types (South 1977 :213). In practice however , the applicat ion of
fo rmula dating to nineteenth century ceramics has "produced uneven resorts"
(Majews ki & O'Brien 1987:17 11.
These "uneven result sR are in part a consequence of using were-based
manufac turing ranges that cover a broad period of t ime. Although nineteonth
century fine earthenwa res are limited to four or rive ware-types , potters
int roduced dozens of now decorat ive techniques throughout the century. Since
the manufact uring range for many of these are know n the dates may be used to
extend South 's formula into the nine teenth century .
The use of the mean ceramic date formula on later sites has been limited as
well by a dearth of chronological and comparative data and confo unded by an
inconsistent te rminology. These problems contr ibute to the inability to test or
ellen assess the result s of formula dating on ninetee nth century ceramics. An
attemp t has been made in this analysis to establish a consistent ware- and
decoration-based ty pology , In addit ion, a chronOlogical prof ile for each ceramic
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Criticism of the mean ceramic date formula has focused upon the underlying
assumption that a wa re's mid-manufactur e dale corresponds to its period of
maximum popularity. Several archaeologists questioned th'l representat ion of an
art ifact 's life history as a normal unimodal curve through time (Cleland
, 9 72 :186 ; Walker 19 7 2:131 ; Grange 19 778 :1 1). The recogn ition tha t mOSI
ty pes show their greatest popula ritv soon after inception (and not at a
manufactu rin g mid-point) suggested that a mean or modal date 01 popularit y
provided a mora relia ble assem blage date.
Al though several st ud ies (Grange 1977b: Lofstrum ~; Jacobs 198 3) have
inco rporated popularity ranges, the results are preliminary and inconclusive. The
date ranges are presented in this study as an aid to refini ng the nineteenth
cent ury ceramic chronology for sites in Atlantic cenecu . The mean ceramic date
formula provi des only a median date of occupation.
Figure 8 illustrates the concurrent popularity of many ware and decorat ion
types in the Area G assemblage. The earliest ceramic date is 1830 and the meet
recent is 19 10. The median date of occupation based on sherd counts is
18 61.2 . The median date of occupation based on vessel frequency is 1859.4 .
The median date based on makers' marks is 1862. These are shown in Figure 9.
Althoug h the historical record indicates that stat ioners from Carbonear fished
from Red Bay as early as 1025 (Thornton 1971:170), the general occupation
dates are betw een 1837-1884 . The tirst phase of family sett lement occurred
betw een 183 7 and 184 8. In 1848, a c arbonaar merchant established premises
in Red Bay IGosling 1903:409 1 and "lreighted~ one hundred stationers t J his
fishing rooms. Forty of this graup remained far the winter seal fishery IThOfntan
1977 :1701. The second phase of sett lement by family units occurred later,
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"type" was compiled from site reports and histo rical documentation.
The resulting date ranges are based primarily on ware-type or decoration
manufacturing eras. Whenever possible, the productio n bracket is supported by
dates that reflect 8 " type's " fr equency and temporal range in other
archaeological deposits . The chrono logy is refined or supporte d by inclusion of
ceramic data from potters' price lists, newspa per advertisements, and other
documents. The media n or mid-point ot the ceram ic range is used in the formula
calculat ion. The date ranges are derived from archaeological and histo rical data
that were presented in Chapte r 3. The formula calcu lations are illustrated in
Table 15 and may be expressed as follows:
The sherd number (freQuency) of each type is multiplied by the median
date.
2 The sum of the products of each calculation are divided by the sum of
the to tal shard frequency.
TABLE15
Ceramic Types Used in Formula Dating
DATE RANGE FREQUENcr
ALBANY SLIP 18 7 5- 1910 1892 .5 1 1892. 5
8 ASALT 1850-1875 18 6 2 . 5 4 7450
BRISTOL GLAZE 18 35 -1900 18 6 7 . 5 2 3735
8ROWN SALT-GLAZE 18 40 · 189 0 1865 7 13055
YELLOW WARE 1840-1'·'00 1 8 70 647 1209890
SPONGED/STAMPED 1840-1870 1855 344 638 120
FLOWN 1840-1B70 1 8 5 5 J9 72345
TRANSFER-PRINTED 1830-1885 1857 .5 1575 2925562 .5
EDGEO 18 3 0- 18 70 1850 83 153550
PAINTED 1840-1870 1855 301 55S355
PLAI N/MOULDED 1840-1885 1862.5 4542 8459475
GILDED 1860- 1900 1880
"
60160
MAJOLICA 1860-1900 1880 J 5640
SPR IG 1830-1S80 1855 4 7420
SLIPP~D 1840-1870 1855
'"
330190
LUSTRE 18 40-18S0 1860 4 7440
TOTALS 7766 14454280.0
14454280. 0 / 7766 - MEDIAN DATE 1861.2
I VESSELS SUBSTITUTED FOR SHERDS 1859.4)
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19TH CENTUR Y CERAMIC DATE RANGES
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FIGUREa. 19th Century Ceramic Date Ranges
between 1865 and 1870 ,
The peak years of the Labrador cod fishery. 1860 -1875. correspond to the
peak years fo r Newfoundland-based Labrador sett lement (Thornto n 1977: 171).
In 1863. the northe rn Lebracor cod f ishery began (Gosling 1903:413) and by
1870 a large "Heater" fishery was established on th e northe rn coast. From 1880
to 1900. the annual Labrador cod export steadily declined from a high of
398,000 to 178,000 Quintals (Gosling 1903 :478 -479 1. These facts suggest that
afte r 1880 , the ceo fish ery w as not a sett lement fact or rrt.omton 1977:177). In
1880, Red Bay's resident populat ion consisted of 13 1 persons in twenty-one
fam ilies {Dyke 19691. According to a resident questioned in 1884, this number
w as never larger (at least unt ill 1884) except in summer {Stearns 188 4:2421.
The median site occupation date of 1859.4 corresponds to both the peak era
of Newfoundland-based labrador sett lement and the peak era of Newfoundland
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FIGURE 9. Summary of Historical and Archaeological Dale Brackets
transient or stat ioner occupatio n on the southern Labrador coast. Even though
the median dates cluster at 1860 , the presence of more recent ceramic objects
suggests the use of the Area G midden area unti l at least 1886 .
It is probable the Area G artifacts accumulated near the tilts and fishing rooms
in an annual cycle. The practice of rubbish or waste disposa l across yards or into
gullies and depressions is a pattern dat ing to antiquity. Browne (1909 :64)
records the act ivity at a sta tioner tilt in the 1890s and it doubtless occurred at
many 01 the seasonally occupied fishing rooms. Archaeological deposits of th is
nature are characterized by numerous small fragments. These occur when
discarded items are stepped upon or modif ied by other act iv ities. The number
and smaller fragment size of most Area G ceramics suggests that discarded
items w ere exposed for some time. The presence of rounded and eroded sberde
imply that refuse was exposed to water as well .
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Although it is probable that Saddle Island's most intensive use as a summer
base occurred after 1837 and before 1884, the presence of more recent objects
in the collectio n mus t be explained. It re known from Red Bay's ora! tradition that
afte r several decades of sett lement in the basin, the communi ty shifte d to the
outer harbour and several dwellings were built on Saddle Island (Tuck 1984:73).
This occurred in the 1880s and the more recent ceram ic objects are att ributed 10
this latte r occupat ion.
Th e ceramic assemblage date of 185 9.4 reflect s only the median date of
occupation, The ceramic data convey an impression that seasonal occupants of
Saddle Island disposed of trash in at least one area {Area Gl next to their living
quarters and this locat ion was used throughout the seco nd half of the nineteenth
century . The size of family units or number of persons occupying Saddle Island is
unknown. althoug h the median date of 1859.4 corres ponds to the peak years
(1860-75) of the labrador statione r fishery and to the second phase of
permanent settlement (1860-65 ) in Red Bay.
Whether the ceramics were deposited by statio ners or liveveres is un known .
Both groups lived on Saddle Island between 1830·90 and the median date can
only be used to suggest a probable occu pation in 1859.
Trade and Commerce in Red Bay
During their occu pation 01 Saddle Island in the second half of the nineteenth
centu ry, Area G settlers acqui red products in exchange for cash or barte r in the
local economy. Unlik e many communit ies in the Strait of Bette Isle, tho economy
01 Red Bay was organized around a single Newfoundland merchant and not
I
direct ly involved wi th a British mercan tile firm. Documents record that regional
cent res (St Joh n's, Halifax and Quebec City) traded into and supplied adjacent
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areas like Newf oundland' s West Coast but tha evidence for tr ade and supply into
Red aev is scant . It is almost certain however that Red Bay's merchant fir m
acquired British- made goods in ce rbc.iea r and St John's and dist ributed t hese
products f rom the Red Bay premises. Red Bay however, existed on the periphery
01 several trade and supply routes funct ioning w ith in larger nat ional and
interna tiona l market economies. As 8 result , opportunit ies to obtain goods from a
source other than the local merchant must have arisen. Similarly, there we re
opport unities toe a merchant selling direct to European markets to obtain
produc ts beyond the regional or local markets of Atl ant ic Canada.
Manufacturers' marks on Area G vessels indicate the dominance of
Staffordshire potters in ninetee nth century ceramic trade. Of twelve marked
vessets. ten are from Staffordshire, one is from Glasgow and one is stamped
Mont real. Nineteenth centu ry ceramic fi rms rarely marked wares for foreign trade
IRobacker 1978:81 ) however. and this was especially true of Scott ish pot ters
who were reluctant to mark cheaper wares destined for Canada (Finlayson
1972:55). "Back -marks" are obvious sources for the provenance of vessels but
other methods may determine origin as well. Shipping lists, merchants '
inventories, diaries and pott er's records also provide clues to trade and supply
patterns. The followin g section examines se....eral sources as an aid to identifying
one group of unmarked ceramics .
Only the w heat-patterned saucer of Glasgow's Britannia Pott ery can be
attributed to the Scottis h pott eries w ith certainty but infe rentia l evidence may
connect the sponged and stamped w ares to Scot land. The 43 vessels in this
group comprise 12.3% of the f ine earthenw are tota l, a higher than normal rat io
of sponged ceramics in nineteenth century contexts . By compa rison, sponged
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wares account for 2 % of the Signal Hill, 5t John's co llection IJelks
19 73 :101 -1231. 2 % in the 18 75 -83 deposits 8t Fort Walsh . Sask atche wa n
IHamilton 1979 : 18180 d 3.1% in an 184 0 -80 deposit in Northeastern Missouri
IO' Brien and Majewski ' 989 :8 1).
The high num ber of discarded sponged vessels on Saddle Island may be
inte rple ted two wa ys. Either the cccucents desired sponge decoration or it wa s
available in higher Quant itie s than in other regions. Regardless of the immediate
a nswer, the freque ncy implies that a lIl ique trade patt ern or acquisition of goods
occurred in Red Bay during the occupat ion of Saddle Island .
It is evident f rom seve ral sources that tr ade links exis te d betwee n Scotland
and Newf oundland throughout the nineteenth century. This trade brought
considerable quantit ies of Scotti sh tableware to Ne..... foundland as .....ell.
In the four year period between 1806·1 8 10. 23 tons of Scottish potte ry
cleared the ports of Glasgo and Greenock for Ne..... foundland fLight 19861. By
comparison. only 11 Ions ere shipped to Montreal and Quebec (Light 19861. At
mid-.century. an histonan of the scotusn pott ery industr y wr ote that wGreenock
.....as an important market for the Newf oundland seal-lishers . who carried large
quantiti es of crockery . .. back in payment for thei r oilw (Flemming 1923:2 11I.
Jewrn (1878 :518 1. in his history of British Ceramics. Slates that in 185 7. the
Clyde Pott ery of Greenock acquired the adjoining -Blubber Yard - (from the teet
that fo rmerly the blubber obtained at the wha le·f ishing wa s boiled theral,W The
importan t Scott ish whale fishery out of Greenock was in decline by 1850
(Flemmi ng 1923:2 09). however the Dundee Seal and Whale Fishing Co. still sent
boats to t he Labrador in 1862 . 1867 .1876 and 1881 tc eodcw 1985:331. This
two-wa y traffic is no doubt a fact or in Jewtn'e 11878 :518 ·91 observation that
the Clyde Pott ery produced "various kinds of ware to suit partic ular fOfeign
market s •.. and considerable business is done abroad with •.• New foundland end
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Canada," A Canadian potter y authorit y has noted t hat it is st ill possible to - find
nineteenth century w ares t ypical of the potteri es of the Clyde- in Newfoundland
(Collard 1984 ;101.
There is furth er evidence of Scotti sh ceramics in Newf oundland record ed in
1832 by a Scott ish immig rant en rout e fro m Aberdeen to Montreal. Driven out of
th e Gulf by high win ds, the ship made for the west coast of Newfoundland
w here Walte r Callum Sr. spent the night v isiting houses ashore . He wr ote:
And then proceeded to the hous es .. . all built of woo d and that ched
with the same ..• th e people are very mannerly and civi l •.. and have
expressly clean houses but scarcely any furniture to be seen but a
table and plate rack fuU of all kinds of crockery~ (my emphasis!
to Scotland some l ine cr ystal tu mblers and China tea dishes wi th all oth er
instruments necessary for coo king below (Callum 1832:5 ).
There is also evidence link ing the Scotti sh potter ies to merch ants and sett lers
in eastern Canada. Th e bright ly col oured sponged and banded potte ry ceueo
" Portneut, " arrived in Canada from potter ies in Brita in and partic ularly Scot land
betw een 1840-1 860 and wa s distributed primarily along the St . l awrence River
from Ouebec and Montr eal ;Finlayso n 1972 :52 -31. In the same study, Finl !>yson
(1 972 :54 1 noted that although sp ooge decorated pottery was manufa ctured
throughout Great Britain , most wa s manufactured in the Scottish potteries after
1850. Robacker (1978:831 even suggests that sponged wares made in England
w ere destined for export to the United States whi le Scottish sponged wares
we re produced for the Canadian tr ade. This w as cert ainly tru e in 1855 at the
Robert Heron Potte ry, in Fife. which recorded the importance of sponged w are in
th e Canadian market IFinlayson 1972:145 ).
J. Arnold Flemming , a pott er and historian of Scott ish cerami cs, believed that
m ass omigration trom Scot land to canade in the 1850s created a ready market
for Scotti sh wa res f1923: 10B). lt is known as w ell that many succes sful pott ery
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importe rs in Canada were Scots wh o maint ained connect ions with $coltish firms
{Collar:! 1984:2291. In Canada. Scotti sh ceramics competed w ith Staff ordshire
w ares t lv ol'ghout the nineteenth century and several firm s maint ained Canadian
agents to dist ributo thei r croc kery. FOf example . the BfitaM ia Pott ery 01
Glasgow , 185 7·1896. distr ibuted potte ry f rom a w arehouse in Montreal
(Ram ming 1923 :1111. A speci fic cas e of this distribution is repeasanted by the
Area G plate imported by Thomps on of Montreal. In all lik elihood ThompSOfl
acquired Robert And erson's ceramic import fi rm wh ich had tradit ionally
purchased most w ares from Scotland (Collard 1984 :881.
Although it cann ot be said with .;:ertainty that sponge d ceramic s from Saddle
Island were made by Scott ish potte rs it is diff icult to avoid the conclusion that
many probably were. The trade links between Newf oundland and Scotland were
we ll establ ished alte r 1850 and the poten tial to acquire goods in Glasgow or
Greenoc k wa s high. It is clear from the clay pipe data. for example. that Sco tti sh
product s did circulate to Red Bay in substa ntial num bers. The marked pipe stoms
indicat e produc tion by four Glasgow pipe makers: William Christ ie, William
White , D~n McDOlI9all and Willia m "-"ray. A single Montreal...made r.; pe is
the only non-Scottish pipe identified in the collection .
Besides Scotland , good s arrived in Red Bay from Lower Canada alld Nova
Scot ia. The ceramic plate and clay pipe from Montr eal support documents
suggest ing tha t high numbers of Quebec-based traders operated in the Strait of
Belle Isle (Brow n 1908 :8 1: Innis 1954:4071. A pharmaceutic al bott le embossed.
J.R. GORDON, HALIFAX indicates that Red Bay received goods from Nova
Scotia n suppliers as w ell .
The Saddle Isli nd assemblage is predominantly of British origi n. The Albany
slip decorated container is North American and it is assumed that some yellow
wa re. Rockingham and plain or moulded vessels are as well . Scotland and
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England however, produced print ed. painted , sponged , yellow ware , rockingham
and plain/moulded vesse ls in immense quantities for expo rt . These products are
ubiqui to us in eu nineteenth century horizo ns.
The ceramic analysis confi rms tha t Red Bay participa ted in ove rlapping t rade
spheres. In general, settlers obta ined goods from a local merchan t who outf itted
his sto re trom regional supplie rs in St . John's . Generic evidence points out
however . tha t New fou ndland merchants purchase d goods directly f rom expo rters
in overseas port s and this is likely a fac to r in t he com position of the Area G
assemblage. Residents of Saddle Island received items f rom Nova Scotian and
Quebec-based traders as weH. It is unclea r if residents acquired these direct ly or
bartered all goo ds from the local merchant , Eit her way, Montr eal or Hali fax
derived goods suggest that regional markets other than St John's were availab le
to merchants and fishermen in nine teenth centu ry Red Bay.
Social and Economic Int erpretation
In the past decade, many stud ies have focused upon the interpreta t ion of
socioecono mic behaviour from ceramic artifacts (Miller 19 80; De Cunzo 1982 ;
Dyson 1982; Otto 1984; Spencer-Wood 1984,198 7; Baugher and Ven ables
19 87; O' Brien and Majewski 19 89 ). Although several ana lytica l app roaches have
deve loped, the use of Miller 's (1980; 1991 1ceramic price indices have become a
primary research tool.
Ceramic price scaling or economic scaling is based on the assumptions that :
(1I socioeconomic status of a ceramic object is related to its cost and (21 that
the value of a ceramic assemblage is more a product of the owner 's status than
of othor facto rs, The scale indices were devise d by Miller 119801 and are based
on ninetee nth centu ry cotte rs' price fixing lists , invoices. and ot her documents.
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The indices measure values that relate to the cost at purchasi ng decora tive
varieties of cups. saucers, plates and bowls relat ive to the leas t expensive type,
undecorated wh ite earthenwa re. For examp le, the Index value 01 a deco rated
wa re is calculated with reference to a fixed value of 1.00 for an undeco rated
vesse l. The 1875 index value of 1.17 for a hand painted cup is only slight ly
higher than the value of 1.00 assigned to an undecora ted cup. A transfer -printed
cup however, with an index value of 4.00 . cost four times more than the
cheapest cup available in 187 5.
To calcu late fo rm indices, the numbe r 01 vessels of oach form within each
deco ra tive group is multiplied by the rati o value for that 9rouP to tho yea r closes t
to the site occupa tion (Miller 1980:121. The form totals (cup and saucer, plate,
bowl) are summe d and the product is div ided by the total number of vessels. The
resultin g index number is a measure of a site's ceramic buying power or
expenditure level; it is not in itself an indication of status or even cos tfiness .
During the course of th is thesis I undertook an assessment of the Area G
assemb lage that included a calculation of the mean ceramic index value.
Recent ly publ ished informat ion however, has led to the abandon ment of th is
approach. In order to complete the initial calculations for an assemblage spanning
at least 5 decades, it was necessary to use mult iple scale years , a pract ice that
Miller (1991 :31 and others (Klein 1991 :8 1) show is unwo rkable . M ore important,
Miller (1991 :4) has stated that "Generating average CC index va lues for lumped
assemblages represent ing over 20 years of occupation seems to be a
meaningless exercise ,"
Alt hough economic scaling is not applicab le to the Area G assemb lage.
individual vessel/decoration indices have been used to examine speci fic objects
wit hin the collec tion.
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Settlers on the Labrador coast w ere as likely to display ceramic objects as
they were throughout New foundland. A descript ion of an 1880s Labrador house
recorded the presence of open shelving ~ ho l d i ng the plates, cups and saucers, a
platt er, a bowl and one or two pit chers" (Moyles 1975 :1301. Walter Callum's
1832 diary noled a house interior w ith a "plate rack full of all kinds of crockery
.. . some fine crystal tumble rs and China tea dishes" (Callum 1832 :51. In a
generalized descriptio n of a pre·1870 Irish Newfoun dland kitc hen, Mannion
(197 4: 153 1 records that on the "upper section of the (kit chenl dresser •.. the
large willow patterned plates were stacked. all standing on edge and facing out
•.. lust re jugs were hung on pegs." It may be significant to note that w illow
pattern dishes and lustra jugs are prominent in the Area G collect ion.
Three vessels , an 11W blue transfe r-printed wash basin [Plate 6), an
undiagnost ic blue printed flatware, and a grean transfer-pr inted saucer show
clear evidence of repair bstc re their final discard. In aach, a small 13.0mm.1
drilled hole next to the break line was probablv matched bV a similar hole on the
corresponding sherd. With wire or lead braces betwee n the points the mended
vessel remained functi onal. at teest in a displav contex t . The process of mend ing
however. is less im portant than what it implies. It is possible that expensive
non-tablew are objects like transfer-prin ted wash basins were uoavauebre to the
residents of Area G. It is equallV reasonable to assume that occupants could not
affo rd a replacement vessel. Either way , it suggests that socioeconomic status
prevented occupants from acquiring replacement items and that curatic n and
reuse pract ices occurred among Red aev's fi shermen.
The sale of expensive ceramic tea and tableware sets began in the eariV
nineteenth century [Miller 1980:1 31. But wit h improveme nts in pott ery
manufact uring techn ologv and a trend to ward mass product ion, matched ceramic
pieces became available at lowe r costs in three basic sets . A tab lewa re set
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consisted of plates, platter s. cups. saucers and more specialized forms such as
tureens. pitchers and teapots. Chamber pots . wash basins, soap dishes and large
ewe rs we re produced in sets of sanita ry ware. Tea sets consisting of cups and
saucers ofte n included funct ionally related objects like teapots. creamers and
sugar bowls.
TABLE 16.
Identifi ed Ceramic "s ets"
SET PAINTED GILT RIK BAND
SE T SPR IG HOULD, BLUE STEM , LEAVES
AND BERRIES
SET BLACK T RANS FER , FLORAL MOTI F
SET PAINTED RED BANDS, IN TERIOR
AND EXTERIOR OF RIM
S PONGED BLACK ROSETTE S ON
BLUE CROUND
SET S PONGED BLUE SNOWFLAKE DESIGN
SET SPONGE D GREEN GEOMETRI C DESIOI'
WITH CREEI' RIM BAND
SPONGED PURPL E STYLI ZEO MAPL E
LEAF S
S ET 9 REO TRANS FER, FLORAL MOTIF
S ET 10 PAI NTED REO BANDS, T HREE ON
CUP EXTERIOR, SAUCER I NTER I OR
SET 11 GREEN TRANSFER PASTORAL MOTIF
S ET 12 BLUE T RANSF ER FLORAL MOTIF
BROWN TRANSF ER, GEOKETRIC
CABLE BORDER DESIGN
PURPLE TRANS FER CABLE MOTIF
SET 16 BLUE TRANSFER ASIATIC PHEASANTS
1 CUP , 1 S/lUCER
1 CUP , 1 S/l UCER
1 CUP, 1 S/l UCER, 1 PL/I TE
2 cues, 2 S/lUCERS
1 CUP , 1 S AUCER,
1 CUP, 1 PLATE
1 CUP, 1 PLATE
1 CUP, 1 PLATE
1 CUP, 1 SAUCER
1 CUP, 1 SAUCER
2 CUPS , 2 SAUCERS
5 CUPS , 1 TEAPOT ,
1 UND. H! W
1 SAUCER , 1 TEAP OT,
1 PLATE
1 CUP, 1 PLATE , 1 SUGAR
'OWL
5 CUPS , 1 SAUCER , 30
PLATES, 2 P LATTERS , 1
SOUP PLATE
2 P L/ITES
The presence of identified sets in archaeologica l contex ts is inte rpreted as an
indication of socioeconomic status (Garrow 1980 ; De Cunzo 1987 :288;
Shephard 1987 :192 ]. A study by De Cunzo (1987:288-29 11 illust rated that
fami lies of higher socioeconomic levels acquired targer sets and Dilen comple te
dinner services white families with lower purchasing pow er acquired quantit ies of
diverse ceramic types and decorati ve vartenes.
During analysis of the Area G assemblage, recurring decorat ive patterns were
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individualiV grouped leading to the identificat ion of at least 16 sets (Table 16).
For this eoarvere a set is defined by two or more vessel shapes wit h identica l
decorati ve designs.
Th e Red Bay assembl age cont ained sill cup and saucer sets and ten tablew are
sets. The 39 blue w illow pattern object s (set 151 account fo r 3 1% of the
trans fer-printed vessels and represent 10.7% of the tab lewa re group . The
rema ining S8tS INl to # 16) consist of two to seven vessel remnants and account
lor 22 .6% of the t otal tableware assemblage. Cup and saucer sets represent
33.6 % of the total cup and saucer vessel count.
Four 01 th e six cup and saucer sets were very likely acqui red and used as
teew eres on Saddle Island. The painted gilt rim banded porcelain cup and saucer
tse t 1). the sprig moulded cup and saucer ISet 21 and both painted sets Isets
4,1 01 are minimally decorated but moderate to expens ive in cost . These wares
are primarily w hite in colour and may have com plemented a transfer-printed table
service . The remaining sets (Sets 3.5 .6.7,8.9 .11,1 2. 13 ,14.16) indicat e the use
01nine additional tea and tab le services on Saddle Island.
Th e table sets date between 184 0 and 187 0. Only set # 15 and possibly 11 12
can be inter preted as being from full table sets in use on Saddle Island. The
remainder must be considered as set remnants, especially in view of Saddle
Island's seasonal occ upation. Presumably. other objects associated wit h Red Bay
sets might be located in refu se deposits in Carbonear• in middens of th e uvevere
winter quarters in the Basin. or at ot her statione r locations on the Southern
l abrador coast, In his analysis of several Washington D.C. sites, Garrow
11980 :24) noted that presence of multiple ceramic sets on a site may be an
indicat ion t hat several famil ies contributed to the deposit. This is cer tai nly the
case on Saddle rsrenc.
There are at least 30 decorative sty les occurring on 363 vessels in the
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tableware colle ction (Table 131. The 16 sets account for only 82 or 22.6% of
these objects. If the 105 plain and moulded vessels func t ioned as matched
pieces in table setting contexts then 48.5 % or nearly half the tota l assemb lage
was comprised of unique vessels.
This implies that plates. cups, saucers. bowls and other forms in the latt er
group were acquired by piece and not in sets. It suggests that funct ion and not
deco ration was an impo rtant factor in ceramic acquisit ion. Additionally. the Area
G ce ramics conform to several observations that contrast assemb lage
diffe rences between sites of documented high and low soctceconomlo status.
The profile of a lowe r class assemblage is charac terized by a greater quantity
and variety of ceram ic types with few er matched sets, fewer numbers 01
matche d pieces and lower numbers of expens ive objects and specialized table
ware forms lOtto 19 77:Appendix C; De Cunzo 1987:291 ; Shephard 198 7: 192) .
A lthough the blue willow service acqui red by occupants of Area G was the
least expensive transfer -prin ted ware available (Miller 1980 :24), it cost more
than a plain set. The Asiatic Pheasant s set , so popu lar in the nineteenth ...:entury
that potters considere d it a standard patt ern {Jewitt 1878:4251 illust rates that
Red Bay consumers were awa re of and part icipated in the international marketi ng
mi lieu. The quan tity of low to moderate ly priced sponged, printed and painted
vesse ls im plies that families regularl y spent more on ceramics than was
necessary . The 187 1 cost of tw o children's plates was almost seven times the
expense at an undeco rated plate (MUIer 1991 :1 3),
The purchase of expensive items occurred less but interes tingly two of Area
G's higher cost objec ts are teasets and a teapot (Set 1. Set 2, black basalt) . The
porcelain teesets cost three times more than the least expens ive ware in 1871
and the basa lt teapot was six times the cost of an undecorated ve.rsel in 1846
(Miller 199 1). The presence of higher cost teewe res in Area G corresponds to a
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range of Nort h America sites ...mere te awares fu nct ioned as stat u s objects IMilIer
198 4 :4 7; Spencer-Wood and Hebetlin!l 1987 :7 8; Shephard 19 87:182). In the
tilts and fish ing room s 01 L.a brador, t ea drinking and it s equipage. presumably
func tioned in a simila r context .
functional A nalysis
Th ere are 20 ident ified vesse l forms in the Area G assem blage (Ta ble 14,
Figura 101. T wo categories. undiagnostic flatware and hollow w are acco unt for
95 dis crete vessels. The thi ckness and shape of she rds in both undiagn os"ic
grou ps indicat e that m ost vessels are CUllS, saucers. pl ates an d bowls and not
larger table. s torage or toilet ware s.
In studies where ce ramic ar ti facts are grouped int o function al Of behavioural
categories. th e objec tive is to assess site variability in v iew of ec onomic status,
ethn icit yor site func t ion lOUD 1977; Baker 19 80; Cre ssey I:.1..JI.\ 1982; Worthy
19821_ These approac hes build on South 's 1197 2;991 ObseIV8t ion that ceramic
analysis by shape · w ould see m to be a more sensitive indicator 01 funct ion and
possible soci oeconom ic level · than an analysis by type. In man y studies .,f thi s
natu re two ()I more deposit s are con traste d Irom dissimilar ethnic , status
assoc iated or f lJl"oCt ionally different sites.
The interpretation of · foodways" is anot he, bene fil of vessel funcl ion
analysis. Foodways is defined as the conceptualization , procurement ,
distribution , preservarien, prep aration and con sumpti on of food shared by a
particular group (Blanc hette 1981 :10) . This mod el defin es ceram ic presence as a
variable of fo ur factors: availa bility. need . function and status (Deetz 19 73:19 ).
In a study of foodway s, vesse l functio n is use d to int erpret the use of " wet or
dry toods" an d to prov ide info rmation on food s torage. pr eparation and
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RANK OF TOTAL VESSEL FORMS
Ceramic Fo rm
Creamen
Col,nde,.
Egg- Cu PI
Mealure CUPI
Sio rage J a r.
Wash Bas in,
Soup Platee
Ja r,
Tureen ,
PlaU e,.
Sugar Bowl,
Conla iner,
Pitch er.
Oin tmen t J ar.
Serving Bow l,
Und o F fW
Tea pota
Bowl,
Saucer.
Cup.
Und.H/ W
Plate,
20 oiO 60 eo
Vellael Fr equency
'---- - -- - -- -- -
FIGURE 10. Rank 01all Vessel Forms
consumption h abits.
The Aree G deposit is the ros ult of diff erent pl ocessos tha t shoul d result in
specific ceramic patte rns . To be gin with. the accumulation of disca rded objec ts
occurred during seaso na l occupa tions . The residents . either stat ioner Of nvevere
families. were members af a single occupational group w ho traveled by boat
from 8 home bas e to t emporary quarters and home again each year . The ceramic
needs of a group in thi s situation should differ fr om those of grMps in similar
socio-economic circum stances occupying a full time rosidence.
The relative vessel fr equenci es of ceramic functional groups in Area G are:
tablewa re 58.4%, teawar e 36 .3%. storage ware 2.6% and chamberwara .6 %.
(Note: chamberware inc ludes wesh basins. Undiagnostic hollow we re vessels are
not included in any categOly l The combined table and teewe re group comprises
94.7% of the assemblage (Table 17l.
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FIGURE 11 . Comparative Ceramic Group Frequencies
The Area G assemblage exhibits II similari ty and divergence to data from other
sites (Figure 11 and Table 171. The sites chosen for comparison cont rast sharply
to Red Bay. The King and Gibbon Street assemblages represent mid-nineteenth
century occupation in Alexandria, Virginia . King Street. in the urban core of the
city. is occupied by white. middle status families and Gibbon Street occupied by
poorer Black residents exists on the city's periphery (Cressey n.m 1982: 1591.
The third site is the Overseer's House at Cannon's Point. Georgia. dating to the
middle of the nineteenth century (Otto 1977). DUB to a Jack of baseline data
from similar Atlantic Canadian sites these very dissimilar geographic and site
function contexts are used stncuv as a contrast to the Saddle Island data.
The percentage of Red Bay tablewa re is simila r to percentages from the King
Street and Cannon's Point Overseer house and higher than the Gibbon Street
tableware percen tage . The slime holds true for the teaware assemblage. When
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comparing chamberware and kitchen storage vessels though, the Red Bay
assemblage exhibits ma rked variat ion. In the Saddle Island date , the
chamberware group of two washbasins comprise only .6% of the collection . This
is low er than the report ed 7.1% and 6.2% for the King and Gibbon Street
assemblages. The low 2% freQuency at the Cannon's Point overseer's house is
likely a result of sampling bias since the kitchen refuse area w as not excavated.
Similarly, Red Bay's kitc hen storage group at 2.6 % is considerab ly lower than
the percentage at both King (8.3% ) and Gibbon Streets (37 .5 %1.
Table 17 .
Comparative Ceramic and Tablew are Group Frequencies
C!: RAlUC ORO\1PS CANNON' S POI NT·
TABLEWARE 58 .4 41 .2 29 . 2 '8 .
TEAWARE 36 .3 36 .8 20. e 31 .
STORAGE WARE 2. 6 8 .3 37 .5 2 .
CHAMBERWARE . 6 '. 1 6 .2 2.
OTHeR 1.' J.
TABLEWARE CROUP
SERVING VESSELS 11 .9 31 .9 J.l
BOWLS 15 .4 ,., 57 .1
PLATES 72.5 60 .4 35 . 8
* KING I GIBBON STREETS , ALEXANORIA, VI RGINI A. MID-19TH C.
(CRESSEY n...AL, . 1982 1163). *CANNON'S POINT , GEORGIA MI D- 19TH C.
(OTTO 1977198),
There are further differences within the tablewa re group (Table 181. Almost
one third of the tableware discarded at the middle status site in King street were
serving vessels while on Saddle Island just over one tenth of th e tableware
discards were of this form. Alt hough the Saddle Island tablewa re assemblage
includes 7.7% more bow ls than th e King Street collect ion. bowls accounted for
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mere than hall of the table wares at the Gibbon Street site . In cont rast . plates
accounted for three quarters of the Red Bay ta bleware but less than half at
Gibbon Street .
The documentary evidence illust rates that Saddle Island residents w ere in the
lower end of the Atlant ic Canadian socioeconomic scale. Their plate, bowl and
teaw are discards howeve r, correspond to percentages for higher sta tus sites.
The occurrence of moderate numbers of serving vessets 111.9%) and low
frequencies of sto rage vessels 12.6 %1 is also associated wi th more afflu ent sites
IShephard 1987:1931 but in this context vessel frequencies are th e result of
spec ific needs and acti vities.
The seasonal occupation of Saddle Island and the natu re of that occupation
are fact ors in the divergent ceramic patt erns. For example, the kitc hen s:orage
group comprises eight vessels, Only one is a large container; there are three
small jars and four commercial food or condiment conta iners . Three important
attributes of kitchen storage vessels inhibit their use and availability during Red
Bay's seasonal occupation . Thase are size, shape and fabric quality. Ut ilitarian
con tainers are large and bulky; fragile when potted from earthen-ware . sturdier in
stoneware but susceptible to breakage because of their size and shape.
The historical record shows that ships carrying families to the l abrador
summer fisheries were over packed and crowded. Brown e {1909 :65 1 recorded
that in one "freighter- the holds " were stacked to wi thin four or five feet of the
deck with barrels, boxes and the various etce tera which families raqulre."
Anothe r ship carried - 130 men, wom en, and children .. . and provisions for the
whole partv" (Moyles 19 75:1231. In conditions like these it is presumed that
Jorge storage conta iners became liabilit ies.
This t ype of ceramic patte rn is rarely encountered in historic sites.
Prehisto rians on the ot her hand consistently interpret data relat ive to
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pre-industria l potte ry manufacture and exchange. As a result , the property of
ceramic transportability is often discussed. Renfrew 11977 :77 1 formalizes the
precess by stating that a ceramic object 's transportability is a ratio of its \/aIUBto
both weight and breakage ra ts in transit.
In nineteenth century Atla ntic Canada, a storage vessel 's value derived
primanlv from its function in the sto rage en d preservation of home processed
foods. But in the fishing rooms of Labrador. many traditional roles of women and
children were replaced by time-consuming partic ipation in the fish preparation
process. The author of an 1858 article in Harper's Weekly w rote that besides
"preparing meals [andl mending clothes" women repaired fishing tackle.
processed the cod oil and most important, salted and dried the cod (De Volpi
1972: Plate 60). In this situation , a decreased reliance on home processed food
during the period of residence would decrease the need for storage cont ainers as
well . In addition , food creservettcn and stOlage would occ ur when families
returned to their winter homes. , ., ';lg Renfrew 's equation as a guide it seems
reasonable that storage conta iners, larger table and chambe r vessels and
possibly bowls would rank lowe r than plates. cups and saucers in
transportability.
The low number of chamber vessels (2\ results from specif ic site occupat ion
behaviour as well. The summer homes were temporary and functi onal. Historical
references imply that chamber objects were minimal. Brown e (1909:631 wrote
that Metin pan and ... soap" were the only items he saw in one tilt . But outdoor
privies existed and it is probable that specific ceramic forms such as chamber
pots, washbasins, ewers, soap dishes and shaving mugs we re replaced by
available and funct ionally equivalent vessels in wood or tin.
l ambert DeBoiHeu was in charge of operations on the l abrador coast for a
British merchant house between 1850 and 1855. During tha t time he kept a
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dia ry and h is observat ions p rovide a useful ill ustration 01how the bar ter system
may have contr ibuted to a material c ulture pa tt ern unique to l a brador . Hewrote:
The mode of ba rter is as follows. A man comes to the office of the
house and delivers a ~weight note" or a MQuantity note" • the former lor
fish, the ratter f or oil. The price of this is filled in to his credit
and away he takes it to t he wa rehouseman (who on the coast is a very
independent sort 01fellow) and exchanges it for food, Such a system. [
needscarcely say, is c lumsy and inconv enient . Should t he man want tea or
sugar. he must buye canvas frock and convert t he sleeves into bags in
which to carry i t .., if ru m is bought it entails the additional purchase
of a new tea-kettle {jars and bottles are rara and pricales s } IDeBoilieu
1969 :1 8).
Tea-kett les are common ly made f rom met al but an 1857 use refe rence in the
Oxford English Dict ionary discusses the prob lem of ship ping "frag ile taa-kett tes "
across the ocean to Australia. Regardless of whethe r tea-kettles were pottery or
metal, the stateme nt illustrates that a diffe rent model 01 acquisi tio n, need and
avai lability occurred on the lab rador coast. If the system demanded that
residents acquire a containe r with each purchase then besides selecting one t hat
"contained" the item , they presu mab ly chose items based on cost.
In the Area G collection, t eapots account fo r 5,1% of the assemblage , ranking
sixt h in vesse l frequency in a collection of 2 2 forms ITable 141.Tea or coffee
drinking is amply represent ed (37.8% 1 in t he assemblage but the number of
teapots is higher than expected. Only four teapots are white ea rthenwa re;
fou rteen are inexpensive Bocklrubem glaze vessels. In the context of a seasonal
occupation in l abrador it is probab le that teapots also functione d as liq uid
containers. In an 1871 print for example, (Figure 121 one member of a
Newfound land handlining crew is shown drinkiflQ from the spout of a teapot . Ifl
this context the beverage is cold; t he teapot may have contained tea or other
liquids such as wate r or rem . The vessel shape, particularly t he IOflg s pout,
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FIGURE 12 . The Newfound land Cod Fisher ies. From The Canadian Illustrated
~. November 18. 18 71. Reproduced in De Volpi , 1972 . Plate
120 . Note the fishe rmen drinking from a teapot.
' 0 7
sugge st s 8 sim ilarity to the brown Rock ingham tea or coffee pots found in the
Area G deposit . Whether these parallels apply to Red Bay it is evide nt in the
histor ical context that teapots functioned as liquid conta iners in the fishing
stations of Newfoundland and Labr ador.
The Red Bay data impl:, tbct most meals prepared on Saddle Island were
consumed from plates and app ro ximate ly a sheth of the meals were served in
bowls . Socioec onomic status is oft en inferre d fr om a high plate I low bowl site
ratio on the assumpt ion that meat or fish and vegetable meals are more
expen si ve than soups or stews . The bas ic dichoto my between w et and dry food
consum ption however should not autom at ically result in a dichotomy between
plates (dry foods ) and bow ls (soup and stew! {Otto 1977 :104; WOIthy
1982:3 48; Blanchette 1981:29 1. Nor should ther e be an unquali fied association
betwe en plates and mo re cost ly types of meals . It is probable for examp le that
during the occu pation of Saddle Island residents ate stews from plates . More
important thoug h, the occupants were employed at fi shing and acquired fish
daily. This food was free in t he sense that families acquired fish without
purchase or cred it. As a result , f ish was the primary food available to residents
and, excepting soup or chowde r , fish me als are consumed from plates. Because
of the seasonal reliance upon an d availabi lit y of fish , there was a great er need
for plates than bo'."k ;,
The t{llJle of a Sadd le Island residenc e was set with serving dishes as well .
'rc reens . platt ar." pitchers, sugar bowls and creamers are represent ed (4 .1%) in
the assemblage . The base of one tureen is blac kened from use on a stove top,
There i s OIY. ll(; P'("" P and a stoneware co lander (Plate 11. The occur rence of two
children 's plates indicate that vessels w ere acqui red for both a child' s enjoymen t
and u se. The presence of small containers (7) is lin indicati on that some
commerciall y m anufact ur ed tee ds were acquired,
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusion
Th e histori cal record indicates that Saddle Island was occupied betw een 1830
and 1890 . The occupation occurr ed over many years but was seasonal in nature
and corresponded to the summer cod fisheries. The oral history ot Red Bay
suggests tha t full tim e residents (Iiveye resl may have occupied Saddle Island in
t he 188 0s and it is possible that liveveres moved from winter homes on t he inner
harbour to a summer home on the Islan d at any time alte r 1830. It is also very
likely that Carbo near stat ioners to Red Bay occupied Sadd le Island .
Whet her arti facts were deposited by statio ner or livevere families could not be
resolved by th e ceramic analysis. The median site occupation 01 1859 only
suggests that the ceramic assemblage was prob ably in use and discarded at that
t ime. Although this date correspond s to both the peak years of the labrador
stationer fishery and the peak years for Newfoundland-based labrador
sett lement (1860-751. the ceramic evid ence does not preclude the poss ibility of
a liveyere occupat ion before the 18 80s. The ceramic vessels dat ing to the
post -1880 era how ever, can be interpr eted as evidence of a late nin eteenth
centu ry ftvevere occupat ion. Based on historica l and archaeological evi dence it
seems likely tha t both stati oners and nveveres lived at various times on Saddle
Island.
The ceram ic data represent tea and table wares discarded by the summer
resident s of Saddle Island. In genera l, the cfHamics are typica l of post-1 830
wares and styles found throughout North America. The Saddle Island asse mblage
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conf orms to t he prof ile 01wares distribu ted by British potte rs to the " mid dle and
working cresses" in the "I oreign markets " IJe w itt 18 7 8 :2 ,161 of the w orld. In
Red Bay, and in all " outmarkets of th e world" IJewitt 18 78:5 641, klw income
fami lies that lacked funds fOf expensive tablew ares acqJired instead, sponged
designed ceram ics market ed for "the ra nk and f ile of work ing folks" (Flemming
19 23; 651. These ceramics we re manu factured for the kitchen and sold to the
coun tr y trade.
Th e corami c evidence indicates as well tha t residents acquired tableware!
that by cash or credit , cost more than t he chea pest ty pes. They acquired dishes
at a higher cost despite the fact tha t all the wealth inherent in the Labrador
fisheri es seems not to have enriched th eir lifest yle. The historical record includes
frequen t accounts of indebted fisherme n for w hom "money lw asl seldom used
and its value still less seldom know n " {Stearns 188 4 :73-41. In the summer
fishing camps however, et the end of work or when families gathered in tilts ,
teew ares costing three times more than tbe chea pest kind were set on ta bles.
At least some of the time, ' ami6es c onsumed their meals from matc hed sets
of dishes. They owned "willow pattern" tablewar e; it was the least exp ensive
pattern but it provided tbe same elements of colour and design as more
expensive ones . Hist orical records suggest that lustre jugs end "winow pattern"
dishes Wafe di splayed in nineteenth c entury Newfoundland kitchens and these
are both represented on Saddle Island. In addition, tureens, sugar bowls , platters,
pitchers and c reamers were included in table settings .
Beca use each fami ly member had a clearly d ef ined rol e in the seasonal fishing
stat io n and du e to the nature of the occupation , specifi c ceramic patterns have
result ed. The high number of plates an d the co ntrasting low frequency o f bowls
is 8 result of the kind 01 meals eaten. Since it was both readily avai lable and
free, f ish was the primary food item.
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In the fishing stat ion, women and children worked long hours in the
prepara t ion of fish and oil for market . T hese activities hindered and perhaps
eliminated tradit ional ac t ivities such as be rry picking, preserving and preparat ion
of home processed foods. This is reflected in the assemblage by a low number of
s torage vessels a nd a higher numbe r of commercia l food conta ine rs. The fact
that fam ilies tra nsported their household requirem en ts to th e seasonal loca ti on is
signific a nt in thi s regard too.
The hi storical evidence suggests that co ntainers were scarce on the Labr ador
coast a nd that fi shermen consumed liquid beverages from teapots . A low number
o f the former and 5 high f requency of the latt er su pport thi s vie..... .
The residents of Saddle Island accessed the Co lonial market through regional
distribu t ion cent res at St John's , Halif ax and Quebec. It is probable lhal
residents acqui red all ceramic objects on credit from 8 merchant or th rough
barter wi th a coast al tr ader. In this situation. it is unlikely that resldem s had
access t o the ran ge and quanti ty 01 vessels ava ilable in urban or less rem ote
locatio ns. The repaired vessels may be an indic ation that ceramics were not
always available or affo rdable. In addit ion, a portion of t he ceramic assemblaga
was pr ob ably acquired in a stat ioners' home po rt and transported to Saddle
Island. T his may explain the diverse range of type s anddecorative styles pr esent
on Sadd le Island.
In th e context 01nine teenth century ce ramic s tudy, thi s thesis has presented
8 preliminary ce ramic chronology and inv entory o f ceramic types, ceccren oos.
and forms in use at one location in the north east At lanli c . The data is prese nted
as an initial step toward standardizing frames of ref erence lor Ihe examinat ion 01
nineteenth century sites in Atlant ic Canada .
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Abbreviations use d in Appendices 1 and 2
alc
FIW
HIW
RW'
SHON a.
SIW
VW'
VR'
VSl No .
YIW
pat .
Undo
undec.
ext .
int o
"I,
01,
frag .
red
green
blue
brow n
purple
yellow
Bone China
Flatware
Hollow w are
Refined White Earthenware
Sherd Number
Stoneware
Vitrified White Earthenware
Vitri fied Red Earthenw are
Vessel Number
Yellow ware
patt ern
Undiagnastic
undecorated
Exter ior
Interior
under glaze
over glaze
fragment
rd
"blu /blbr
prpl
ylw
In the label "OTHER", information listed as - 3:1.9 "; 8:1.9 ft - means three
sherds of one a" diameter vessel and eight sherds of one 9 ft vessel.
' 26
~. DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY: AREA a, CERAMICS
VESSEL SHD VS L WARE
FORK No . No. TYPE
TYPE: edged blue moulded Plates
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER g il
TYPE : edged b Lue. moulded Plates
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 3 :1,9"; 8:1,9 11;
10
12
(VWE)
(RWE)
TYPE : edged blue pain ted Plates 15
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 2:1 ,8" ; 8: 1 ,10" , 4 :2 ,10"; 1 : 1 ,10"
TYPE: edged blue painted Plates 14
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER 6 :1 ,9" ; 1 :1 , 10"; 2 :1,8"; 3 : 1, 9 "; 2:1,9 ";
TYPE: edged blue painted Saucers
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 6 "
TYPE : edged b lue painted Saucers
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 3 : 1,6"; 1 :1,6";
TYPE: edged blu e painted Soup Plate s 2
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER 10 "
(RWE)
(VWE)
( RWE)
( VWE)
( RWE )
TYPE : edged b lue painted Und . F / W
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
24 ( RWE )
TYPE: e dged red painted
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 8"
TYPE: flow b lue
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER 3 " ;
Plat es
Cups
( RWE )
(W E)
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APPENDI X 1 . DESCRUTI VE INVENTORY: AREA G. CE~ICB
VESSEL SBD VSL WARE
FORK No . No . TYPE
TYPE: Albany s lip
MARKS
MOT I F
OTHER
TYPE: Blac k Basalt
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
TYPE: Bristol g l a ze
MARKS
MOTIF'
OTHER
Und .H /W
Teapots
Und . H/ W
( S jW)
(S/W)
(S /W)
TYPE: b r own salt glaze colanders
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 8", rim glazed only
(S /W )
TYPE: brown salt glaze
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 3 " , r 1m mou l d e d
TYPE: brown salt glaze
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
Und .H /W
Und. H/W
(StW)
(S /W)
TYPE : c oarse fabri c St ora g e Jars 15
MARKS
MOTIF pea coc k / s un/ f l ower s
OTHER mould embossed ext .
TYPE: colored glaze Und . H/W
MARK S
MOTIF brown gla ze
OTHER brown ext . /white int o
(S/W)
(RWE)
TYPE: col ored glaze u nd . H/ W (RWE)
MARKS
MOTIF c o ba l t bl ue g laze
OTHER e xt:cobalt blue over white s lip i i nt: brown s lip
TYPE: colored glaze Jars 32 (VWE )
MARKS
MOTIF mould foliage a nd cable r im
OTHER 3 1/ 2" r im. buff exterior - white interior
'27
APPEN pIX 1. DESCRIPTIVE I:NVEN'1'ORY: AREA G, CERAMICS
VESSEL SBD ver. WARE
FORM. No. No . TYPE
TYPE : fl ow blu e Plates 30
MARKS
MOTI F mou lded brim
OTHER 2 6 : 1 , 8 " mould brim; 4-1 :1 base fra gs
(W E)
TYPE: flo w b lue
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER
TYPE: flow blue
MARKS
MOTI F
OT HER hand le frags.
Und.F/W
Und . H/ W
(WE)
(WE)
TYPE: gilded Cups
MARKS
MOTI F overglaze gilded stripe
OTHER (BET 1). 3 " r i m
TYPE: gi lded Sau c e r s
MARKS
MOTIF overglaze g i l d e d stripe
OTHER (SET 1) , 6" rim
TYPE : gi l ded Cups
MARKS
MOTI F overglaze g i l ded l ine
OTHER handle frag.
TYP E: l uster blue Und. H/W
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER blue ex t . c reamware int o
ao (B /C)
(S IC)
( W E)
( VRE)
TYPE: luster c opper Und . H/ W (VRE)
MARKS
MO'rIF
OTHER 2:1, i nt .pearlware g l a ze ; l: l,inter ior cr eemwer e gla ze
TYPE : majolica
MARKS
MOTI F r im moulded
OTHER 2 :1 ; 1:1, 2" r i m
T YPE: mocha
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER blue
Und . H/W
Und . H/W 17
(WE)
( Y/ W)
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APP f::H!llX...l . DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY : AREA G, CERAMI CS
VESSEL SHD VSL WARE
rORM No. No . TYPE
TYP E: moch a Und .H !W
MARKS
MOTIF qreen mocha
OTHER brown annular bands
1</")
TYPE: pa inted polychrome
MARKS
MOTI F f l o ra l
OT HER
Cups (WEI
TYP E: painted polychrome Cups 21 (RWE)
MARKS l-gr,rd ,blu
MOTI F l-rd , grn , pr pl floral ; l-rd,ylw ,blu ,grn f loral ;
OTHER 15 :1,3 1 / 2" ; 1 :1; 2 : 1,
TYPE: painted po lychrome Plates
MARK S
MOTIF blue, yellow ,red ,green floral
OTHER 2 : 1 base ; 7 : 1 , 1 0"; 5:1,10 "
TYPE: painted polyc hrom e Saucer s
MARKS
MOTIF I - f l or a l, r e d/ g r een; l - flo r a l sprig
OTHER 2 :1 , 6"; 3:1 ,6"
14 ( RWE)
( RWE)
TYPE : pain ted polychrome
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER und , body shds
TYPE: painted polychrome
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER une • body she r ds
TYPE: painted polyc hrom e
MARKS
MOT I F
OTHER und o body sh e r ds
Und.F /W
Und.F /W
Und.H/W
36
15
(VWE)
( RWE)
( VWE)
TYPE: painted polychrome Und. H/W (VWE)
MARKS
MOTIF I - f l or a l , 4"base, panelled; I-r ed , yel low , blue
OTHER 3 : 1 ; 3:1;
TYPE : painted po lychrome
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER und . h /w
Und . H/ W (RWE)
' 29
APPEN DIX 1 . DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY : AREA G. CERAMICS
VESSEL SHD VSL WARE
FORM No . No. TYPE
TYPE : painted red bands Cups 47
MARKS
MOTIF painted bands lnt /ext
OTHER 38 :1 , 3 1/ 2 " - (S ET of) ; 9: 1,3 1 /2 " ;
(WE)
TYPE : painted red bands Cups
MARKS
MOT I F 3 red ext . rim bands, 1 int o
OTHER 3" (SET 10)
TYPE : painted red bands Saucers
MARKS
MOT IF
OTHER 6 :1 ,6" (SET 4) ; 1 :1,6" ;
11 (RWE )
(WE)
TYPE : pa inted r e d bands
MARKS
MOT I F 3 l n t . b rim bands
OTHER 6 " (SET 10) ;
TYPE: pa inted red bands
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
Saucers
Und .F/W
11
49
(RWE)
(WE)
TYPE : painted red bands Und.H/W 24 (WE)
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 2 distinct hand l e frags/ 22 und . body sn ds
TYPE: painted overglaze Cups 11 (WE)
MAR KS
MOTIF I -contains l e tte r "A" as decoration
OTHER both printed u/g wi th olg brigh t painting
TYPE : plain undec ,
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
Serving Bowls 13 (Y /W)
TYPE: plain unde c ,
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
TYPE: p la i n undec .
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
Und . F/ W
Und . H/W
31
11
( Y/W)
(Y/W)
' 30
~. DESCRIPTIVE J:NVENTORY: AREA G, CERAH.ICS
VESSEL SHD VSL WARE
FORK No. No . TYPE
TYP E: plain/mould Bowls
MARRS
MOTI F
OTHER see vitrified t abl e
TYPE : p lain/mould Bowls
MARRS
MOTIF p lain
OTHER 2 ",2 1/2 " , 3 " ; bases
TYPE: p lain /mou l d container
MARRS
MOTIF 2= raised an nu l ar bands
OTHER 3" i 4 11
19 (VWE)
(RWE )
(RWE)
TYPE: p lain /mould
MARRS
MOTIF
OTHER 3"; string rim
cont a i ne r 39 (WE)
TYPE : plain/mould cups
MARRS
MOT IF
OTHER see vit rified t abl e
TYPE : p lain/mould Cups
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 2 " base; 2 :1 ;3 :1i l: 1
B7 14 (VWE)
(RWE)
TYPE : p lain/mo uld
MARRS
MOT IF
OT HER
Egg Cups (VWE)
TYPE ; p l ain/mould Oi ntment pot 4
MARRS
MOTIF lc;(riml , 2 = (ba s e )
OTHER 2 "rim; 1 3/ 4 11 base ;
(VWE)
TYPE : p la in/mould
MARRS
MOTIF plain
OT HER spout f rag .
TYPE : p lain/mould
MARRS
MOT IF
OT HER 2-spouts
Pitchers
Pitche rs
(RWE)
(VWE)
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Am~. DESCRIPTIVE I NVENTORY: .AREA G, CERAMICS
V ES SEL BBD VS L WARE
FORM No. No . TYPE
TYPE: plain/mou ld
MARKS
MOTI F p lai n
OTHER g il
Plates 19 (RWE)
TYPE: plain/mould Pla t e s
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER see vitrified ta b le
TYPE: plain/mould Platters
Mr>RKS
MOTIF
OTHER see vitri f ied table
177 21 (W E)
(VWE)
TYPE: p lain/mould
MARKS
MOTIF plain
OTHER 4 :1,6" ; 1 : 1 , 6 " ;
Sa ucers (RWE)
TYPE: p lain/mould Saucers
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER see v i trified table
12 5 17 (VWE)
TYPE: plain/mould
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER rim 1 0"
TYPE: plain/mould
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 1:1 ,10 ";10: 1, 10"
TYPE: plain /mould
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
serving Bowls J
Serving Bowls 11
Sug ar Bowl s 1
(RWE)
(VWE)
(RWE)
TYPE: p lain /mould
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER und . s her d s
Un d. F / W 85 (RWE)
TYPE: p l a in / mould Und . F/ W 385
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER see v itrified table
(VWE j
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~. DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY : AREA 0, CERAMI CS
VE SSEL SBD VSL WARE
FORM No . No . TYPE
TYPE ; p lain /mould Un d . H/ W
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER s ee vitrified tab l e
TYPE : pla in/mould Und.H /W
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER see vitrified table
70
'0
1l (VWE)
(VWE)
TYPE ; plain/mould Und .H /W 17
MARKS
MOTIF b ases
OTHER 2 11=(2 )1 :1 ; 3";(2)2:1 ; 6 '1=1 :1 ;10"=1 0 :1;
TYPE: pla i n /mould Und o 3 365
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER u ndiagnostic bod y sher d s , (RWE) ( VWE)
(RWE)
( WE )
TYPE: plain/mould
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 1 0 "
Wash Basins 6 ( VWE)
TYPE: Rockingham
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
TYPE: Rockingham
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
Jars
Teapots
28
11 7 1 4
(Y/W)
(V /W)
TYPE : Rockingham
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
Und .H /W 41 7 (V/W)
TYPE : slip decorated Bowls
MARKS
MOTI F annular ba nding grey/brown
OTHER 6 " ;
11 ( RWE)
TYPE : slip de corated Measure Cups 62 (RWE)
MARKS
MOTIF black lIIocha /blue-white-brown annu lar bands
OTHER 4 f t • mould applied white crowns
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APPENDIX 1 . DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY: AREA G, CERJI..MI CB
VESSEL SHo VaL WARE
FORK No . No. 'l'YilE
TYP E: slip decorated
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER bro....n/white
Pitchers 11 (Y/W)
TYPE: slip decorated Und.H/W 12
MARKS
MOTI F annu lar banding blue; blue/brown
OTHER 4 " , 6";
TY PE : s lip decorated Und . H/W
MARKS
MOTI F g rave l t e xtur e ware
OT HER 4: 1; 1 :1 , 4" ;
(WE)
(RWE)
TYPE: slip decorated Und . H/W 86 12 (RWE)
MARKS
MOTI F an nu lar banding/cats eye swirl/various colors
OTHER 50 sherds u nd.; 1 11 ;1;1 ;1;2 ;214;516;6;6;
TYPE: s lip decorated
MAR KS
MOT I F beaded r i m
OTHER b lue ba nding
und .H/W eRWE)
TYPE : sponge/stamp black Cups
MARKS
MOT IF b l a c k on blue ground
OTHER 4" ; (SET 5 )
eRWE)
TYPE: sponge/stamp black
MA RKS
M0 'I\IF
OT HER S" ISET 5 1
Plates (kWE)
TYPE : s ponge/stamp black Saucers
MAR KS
MOTIF b lack on b lue ground
OTHER 6" i (BET SI
T YPE: sponge/stamp black Und .H/W
MARKS
MOT I F
OTHER
( RWE )
(RWE)
TYPE: s ponge/stamp blue
MARKS
MOT IF
OTHER J 1 / 2";
cups (WE)
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APPENDIX 1 . DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY : AREA G, CERAMICS
VES SEL SHO VSL WARE
FORM. No. No. TYPE
TYPE : sponge/stamp blue
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER 4 "; (SET 6)
Cups (RWE)
TYPE : sponge/stamp b lue Cups
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 4 : 1 , 4 " ; 2:1,31/2" ; 2 : 1 ,4";
(RWE)
TYPE : sponge/stamp blue
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 14:1, 10 "; 8 : 1 ,8"i
TYPE : sponge/stamp blue
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 1 0"
TYPE: sponge/stamp blue
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 7"; (S ET 6)
TYPE : sponge/stamp blue
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 6 11
TYPE: sponge/stamp blue
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
TYPE : sponge/stamp blue
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 6 :1; 14:1; 1:1,3"
TYPE: sponge/stamp bl : br
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER 4 :1,6"; 5: 1 ,6" ;
TYPE: sponge/stamp b l : b r
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 6 " ;
Plates
Plates
Plates
Sa ucers
Und.FfW
Und .H!W
Bow ls
Bowls
22
3J
31
21
42
(RWE)
(VWE)
(R WE)
(R WE)
(R WE)
( RWE)
(WE)
(R WE)
13 5
~. DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY ; AREA G, CERAMICS
V ESSEL SBD VSL WARE
FORM No. No . TYPE
TYPE: sponge/stamp h I: br
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 3 " ;
Cups (RWE)
TYPE : sponge/stamp bI: br Plates
MARKS
MOTIF 9 : 1"'fleur-de-lis p a ttern
OTHER 9 : 1,8"; 6:1,8" ;
15 (RWE)
TYPE: sponge/stamp b l:br
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER
TYPE : sponge /stamp bl :br
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
TYPE: sponge/stamp bl :br
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
TYPE : s p onge /stamp green
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 3 1/2";
TYPE : sponge/stamp green
MARKS
MOTIf
OTHER 3 1 /2 11 ; (8E'1' 7 j
TYPE : sponge/stamp green
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 8 "; (SET 7)
TYPE: s po nge/stamp green
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
TYPE : s po nge/stamp green
KAR KS
MOTIF
OTHER
Und.H/W
Und .H /W
Und .H /W
Cups
Cu p s
P lates
Und .F/W
Und.F/W
31
1 5
14
(RWE )
(RWE )
(VWE)
(VWE)
(R WE)
(RWE)
(WE)
(RWE )
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APPENDIX 1. DESCRIP'l'IVE I NVENTORY: AREA G, CERAMICS
VESSEL SaD VSL WARE
FORK No . No. 'lYPS
TYPE : sponge/stamp green Un d. H/ W
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 3: 1 ,4 "; 4:1,4 "; 2,1: 1
(VWE)
TYPE : sponge/stamp green
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
Und .H/W (RWE)
TYPE: sponge/stamp pu r p l e Bo wl s
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 8";
TYPE: sponge/stamp pu rple Cu ps
MARKS
MOTIF l nt / e xt red band
OTHER 3 1/2"
TYPE : sponge/stamp purple Cups
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 4 "; (S ET 8)
TYPE : sponge/stamp p urp le Plate s
MARKS
MOTI F
OT HER 8"; (SET 8)
TYPE: s ponge/stamp purple Plates
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 8";
(RWE)
(RWE)
(VWE)
(VWE)
(RWE)
TYP E: sponge/stamp red
MARKS
MOTIF
OTH ER
Und.F/W ( RWE )
TYPE : sponge/stamp red:gr Creamer
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER 3";
TYPE : sponge/stamp red :gr Cups
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER 7 :1, 1:1 , 4 " ;
(R WE)
(VWE)
13 7
APPEHp:r U . DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY : AREA G, CERAMICS
VES S EL SHD VSL WARE
FORK No . No. TYPE
TYPE: sponge /stamp red :gr Plates
MARJ<S
MOTIF
OTHER ~O " ;
TYPE : sponge/stamp red:gr Te a p ot s
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
TYPE: sponge/stamp r e d : gr Un d .F/W
MARJ<S
MOTIF
OTHE R
(VWE )
(RWE)
(RWE)
TYPE : sprig mould
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 3 1/2", (SET 2) ;
TYPE: sprig mo ul d
MARKS
MOTIF
OT HER 6 " , (BET 2)
TYPE: ti Ln-qLa ae
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
TYPE : transfe r black
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 3" ; (BET 3 )
Cups
Saucer s
Und .H /W
Cups
(VWE)
( VWE )
( WE)
(RWE)
TYPE: t r ans f e r bl a ck Plates
MARKS
MOTIF cabl e border pattern
OTHER 9"; (SET 3 1
TYPE: t r ans f er black Plates
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 5 :1 ' 10" ; 2:1 ; 4 :1,9";
12
11
(RWE)
(VWE)
TYPE: t ransfer black
MARKS
MOT I F
OTHER 6 "; IBET 3)
Sa ucers 26 (RWE)
1 38
~. DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY: AREA c, CERAKICS
VES SEL SHD VSL WARE
FORM No. No . TYPE
TYPE: transfer black Saucers
MARKS
MOTIF 6:1/Little Red Riding Hoo d Pattern
OTHER 6 :1 ,6"; 2:1 '6" ;
(WE)
TYPE: trans f e r black
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER spout f r ag.
TYPE: transfer black
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER
Teapots
Und .F/W ra
(WE )
(VWE)
TYPE: trans f e r black Und.F/W (VWE)
MARKS
MOTIF F ibre p a t t e r n , 184 0 - 70, Sussma n ,78,p .l0 ,4 1
OTHER
TYPE : t r ans f e r bl ue Cups 13 (VWE)
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER 3:1 (SET 121 ; 1 : 1, 4" ; 2 : 1,3 1/2" ; 6 : 1,4"; 1 :1 , 31 / 2 " ;
TYPE : t r ans f er blue
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 2 "; strinq r i m
Oi ntment pot (WE)
T YPE: trans f e r b l ue Plates 19 (VWE)
MARKS
MOTIF two As iatic Pheasan ts
OTHER 4: 1 , 10 " ; 4 : 1, 9" ; 6 :1, 9", 2 :1 , 9" 1 2 :1 ,8" ; 1 :1 (8ET 16)
TYPE: transfe r b l uE! Plates
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER all 9", (3)1: 1 ; 2 : 1 ;
TYPE: t r ans f e r blue Sa u cers
MARKS
MOTIF o ne coral patter n
OTHER a ll 6 " ; (4)1 :1;(2)4 : 1; 6: 1,
ia
(RWE)
(RWE)
TYPE: t r ans f e r blue
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER both 6"
Sa ucers (WE)
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~. DESC RIPT:IVE I NVENTORY : AREA 0 , CERAMICS
VESSEL SBD VaL WARE
FORM No . No. TYPE
TYPE: transfer b l ue Teapots
MARKS
MOTIF flora l pattern
OTHER (SET 12) 4" lid, 6" base,
32 ( W E)
TYPE : transfer blue
MARKS
MOTI F GUIid
OTHER
Tureens (VWE)
TYPE: transfer blu e Und.F/ W 200
MARKS
MOTIF one has a drill hole , evidence of repair
OTHER 3:1 ; 1: 1 ; 1 95 und.sherds
(RWE)
TYPE: transfer b lue
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
und.F/W 197 (VWE)
TYPE: transfer b l ue Und .h/w
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 2:1; 1 :1; 1:1 ; 10 undo s herds
14 (RWE)
TYPE: transfer blue Und.H/W 23 (VWE)
HARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 1: 1 (B ET 1 2) ; 2:1,4"; 1 : 1; 2:1 ; 5:1; 1: 1; 11 undo
TYPE: transfer b lue Wash basins 19
MARKS drill hole for repair
MOTIF
OTHER 6" foot rim
(WE)
TYPE: t r ans f er b l ue wi llow cu ps
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER J 1/2" (SET 15)
72 (VWE)
TYPE : t r an s f er blue willow P lates 92 10 (RWE)
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER 8" _ 7: 1,3:1 ,4 :1,2:1; 9ft -( 4 )2 :1 ;10 :1,3 : 1 ; (3)1 : 1; 3: 1 ,4:1
45 und .F/W sherds (SET 15)
TYPE : t r a n s f er b lue willow P lates 6 7 15 (WE)
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER 10"=2r:1, (2) 1:1, 3: 1, 4 : 1; 9 "= ( 2) 1 : 1, (2)4 : 1, (2) 3 : 1 ;
8"=4: 1,5 :1; (8£'1' 15 )
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APPENDIX 1. DEBCRIPT.IVE INVENTORY: AREA G, CERAMICS
VESSEL BBD VaL WARE
FORM No . No. TYPE
TYPE : tra n s fe r b lue willow platters
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER (SET 15)
TYPE: tran s fer blu e willow Plat ters
MARKS
MOT IF
OTHER
TYPE: transfer blue wi llow SaUCQrs
MARKS
HOT I F
OTHER 6"; (SET lSI
TYPE : trans f er blue wil low soup Pla t e s 4
MARKS
MOT IF
OTHER 9" (SET 15 )
(RWE )
( VWE)
(VWE)
( V WE)
TYPE: t r ans f er blu e wi llow Und .F/W
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER un d , sherds
TYPE : trans f er b lue wi llow Und .H/W
MARKS
MOTI F
OTHER
TYPE : t ransfer b r own Bowls
MARKS
MOTI F cou r tier & Horse p a t .
OTHER 52: 1 , 7" ; 1 : 1, 6" ; 10:1 ,6";
1 28
79
.J
( V WE)
(WE)
(WE)
TYPE : transfer b r own
MARKS
MOT IF
OTHER 4 :1 , 3" ; 4 : 1,2 11
Cups ( RWE)
TYPE: transfer br own ointmen t pot
MARKS Hol l oway 1 s ointme nt
MOTIF
OTHER both are 2 ", stri ng rim
(VWE)
TYPE: transfer b r own
MARKS
MOTIF bot h geo metric
OTHER 17 :1, 10" ; 26 :1 ,9 " ;
Pla t e s
"
( W E)
'4'
~.e:NDIX 1. DESCRIPTIVE IN VENTORY: AREA G, CERAMICS
VESSEL aHD VSL WARE
FORK No . No . TYPE
TYPE : t r ans f er brown
MARKS
MOTI F flora 1
OTHER 10 "
TYPE : transfer b rown
MARKS
MOTIF floral
OTHER 6"
TYPE : t r an s f e r br own
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 6 " (SET 13 )
TYPE : transfer brown
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 6 "
Plates
Saucers
Sa ucers
Sa ucers 22
(RWE )
(VWE )
(WE)
(RWE)
TYPE: transfer crcvn
MAR KS
MOTIF
OTHER 2" base
TYPE: t ransfer brown
MARK S
MOTI F
OTHER lid frag. (SET 13 )
TYPE: transfer brown
MARKS
MOTIF flora l
OTHER lid f r ag .
Sugar Bowls 3
Te ap ots
Tureen s
(RWE)
(VWE)
(RWEI
TYPE: transfer brown
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
TYPE : t r an s fe r brown
MARI(S
MOTI F 2 :1- wi llow patte rn
OTHER
TYPE : t r an s f e r b rown
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 3 1 / 2" base f rag .
Und . F/W
Und .II/ W
Und .H / W
67
25
(WE)
(WE)
(RWE)
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APP ENDIX 1 . DESCRIPTIVE I NVENTORY: MEA G, CERAMI CS
VES SEL SHD VOL WARE
FORK No . No . TYPE
TYPE: transfer green Cups
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 3:1, 3 " IBET 11) ; 2 : 1
(RWE)
TYPE: transfer gr e e n
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 1:1, (SET 11)
TYPE: t r an s f e r green
MARKS
MOTIF pastoral
OTHER 2 : 1
TYPE: transfer green
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
TYPE: transfer purple
MARKS
MOTIF c a b l e pattern
OTHER 3 1 /2"; (BET 14)
TYPE : t r a ns f er purple
MARKS
MOTIF cable pa tter n
OTHER 8 tl ; (SET 141
Sau cers
Und .F/W
Und. H/W
Cups
Plates
13
45
63
(RW£)
(WE)
(VHE)
(VHE)
( VHE)
TYPE : transfer purple
MARKS
MOTIF cable pattern
OTHER 4 ", (SET 14)
TYPE: tra nsfe r pu rp le
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
TYPE: transfer purple
MARKS
MOTIF octagona l s hape
OTHER 3";
Suga r BoWls 7
Und oF/W
Und .H /W
(V HE)
(VHE)
( VWE)
TYPE : t r an s fe r r ed
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 3 1 / 2" ; (S ET 9)
Cups 13 ( VWE)
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~. DESCRI P TIVE INV EN'rORYt AREA a , CERAMICS
VESSEL aBD VSL WARE
FORK No . No . TY PE
TYPE: transfer red
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER 6"; (BET 9)
TYPE : transfer red
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER spout frag .
Saucers
Teapots
(WE)
(WE)
TYPE : t ransfer red Tur een s 16
MARKS
MOTI F base bla c kene d f rom stove t op
OTHER bodyjbase/ lid/handle frags . base&lid 4";
(WE)
TYPE : transfer red
MARi<S
MOTIF
OTHER 2 :1; 18 :0
TYPE: transfer red
MA RKS
MOTI F
OT HER
TYPE : und o burned
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER
Und .F/W
Und.H/W
Und.H/W
22 (WE)
(R WE)
(SjW)
~.
DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY:
AREA G, CERAMICS
FORM: bowls
MARKS
MOTIF plain (b a s e )
OTHER 3 1/2 "
FORM: bowls
MARKS
MOTIF pla in ( base)
OTHER 3 "
FORM: bow ls
MARKS
MOTIF (base)
OTHER 2 1 / 2"
FORM: bow l s
MARKS
MOTIF pla in (base)
OTHER 2 "
FORM: bowls
MARKS
MOTIF (base)
OTHER 3 1 / 2"
FORM: bowls
MARKS
MOTIF p lain (base)
OTHER 3"
FORM: bow l s
MARKS
MOTIF (base)
OTHER 4 "
FORM: bow ls
MARKS
MOTIF p lain ( ba s e )
OTHER 3"
FORM: bowls
MARKS
MOTIF ( base )
OTHER 3 "
FORM: cups
MARKS
HOTIF pla in (rim)
OTHER 4"
'44
Plain/Moulded Wbite Earthenware
Sbard No . Vessel No.
1 1
145
~.
DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY: Plain/Moulded whit_ Earthenware
UEA G. CElU.MICS 8berd No . Ve ssel Ho .
FORK: cups 8 1
IlARJ<S
MOTIF pla i n (bas e)
FORK : cups 26
KARXS
MOTIF mo u l d (ri.)
OTHER 3"
FORM: c ups
KARXS
MOTIF plain (rim)
OTHER 3"
FORM: c ups
MARKS
MOT I F mould (rim)
OTHER 3 "
FORM: c ups
MARKS
MOTIF pla i n (rim)
OTHER J 1 / 2 "
FORM: cu ps
KARX S
MOTI F plain (ri.)
OTHER 3"
FORM: cups
KARX S
MOTIF p l a i n (rim)
OTHER 3 l/ Z"
FORM : cups
KARXS
MOTIF plain (rim)
OTHER 3 1 / 2"
FORM: c ups
MARKS
MOTIF mould ( r i m)
OTHER 3"
FORM: cups
MARK S
MOTI F mould (rim)
OTHER 3 1/ 2 1•
APPENDIX 2.
DESCRIPTIVE INVENT ORY;
AREA G, CERAMI CS
FORM: cups
MARKS
MOTIF p lain (rim)
OTHER 4 "
FORM: cups
MARKS
MOTIF mould wheat (rim)
OTHER 3 1/2"
FORM: cups
MARKS
MOTI F mould (rim)
OTHER 4"
14 6
Plain/KouldelJ Wbite Earthenware
Sherd No. Vessel No.
J J
FORM: plates 44
MARKS
MOTIF mould whea t and daisey
OTHER 8"
FORM: plates
MARKS
MOTIF p lain
OTHER 9"
FORM: plates
MARKS: S8
MOTIF mou ld
OTHER 9 "
FORM: plates
MARKS
MOTI F p lain
OTHER 9 "
FORM: plates
MARKS
MOTIF plain
OTHER 10"
FORM: p lates
MARKS
MOTIF mould
OTHER 9 11
"
FORM: plates
MARKS
MOTIF mould daisey pattern
OTHER 8 "
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APP ENDIl: 2.
DESCRIPTIVE INV ENTORY:
AREA a, CERAMICS
FORM: p lates
MARK S
MOTIF mould
OTHER 7 "
Pl ain/ Mou l d ed White Earthenware
Sherd No . Vessel No .
14 1
FORM: p lates 1
MARKS: Thomson , M.on t real
MOTIF plain
OTHER 10"
FORM: plates
MARKS
MOTI F mould
OTHER 9"
FORM: p lates
MARKS
MOTIF plain
OTHER 10"
FORM: plates
MARKS
MOTI F mould
OTHER 8 "
FORM: plates
MARKS
MOTIF plain
OTHER
FORM: plates
MARKS
MOTIF p lain
OTHER 9"
FORM: plates
MARKS
MOTIF mould
OTHER 10 "
FORM: plates
MARKS
MOTIF mould
OTHER 10"
FORM: plates
tolARKS
MOTIF mould
OTHER 10 "
16
1 0
10
1 4
~.
DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY :
AREA G, CERAMICS
FORM: p l a tes
HARKS
MOTI F pla i n
OTHER 9 "
FORM: plates
MARKS
MOTIF p l ain
OTHER 9"
FORM: p lates
MARKS
MOTIF p lain
OTHER 10 "
FORM: plates
MARKS
MOTIF mould
OTHER 9 "
FORM: platters
MARKS
MOTI F mo u ld
OTHER
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Plain /MOUlded White Earthenware
Sberd No . Vessel No .
S 1
FORM: saucers 1 2
MARKS
MOTI F mou ld
OTHER 6"
FORM: s a uc e r s
MARKS
MOTI F mou ld
OTHER 6"
FORM: s a uc e r s
MARKS
MOTIF mould
OTHER 6 "
FORM: plates
MARKS
MOTI F mou ld a l p habet
OTHER bo t h 7 ", 4 :1,2 :1
FORM: sa ucers 2 1
HARKS
MOTIF p la i n
OTHER 6 "
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APPENDI X 2.
DESCRIPTIVE I NVENTORY: Plain/Moulded White Earthenware
UEA a, CER1\MICS Sherd No . Ve ssel NO.
FORM: saucers 12 1
HARKS
MOTI F plain
OT HER 6"
FORM: saucers
MARKS
MOTIF pl t.lin
OTHER 6 "
FORM : saucers
HARKS
MOTI F plain
OTHER 6"
FORM: saucers 34
HARKS: Gl a s gow , Br ita i n
MOTIF mould wheat pattern
OTHER 6"
FORM: saucers
MARKS
MOTI F plain
OTHER 6"
FORM: saucers
MARKS
MOTI F mou ld
OTHER 6"
FORM: saucers
MARK S
MOTIF mou ld
OTHER 6"
FORM: saucers
MARKS
MOTIF p lain
OTHER 6"
FORM: saucers
MARKS
MOTI F plain
OTHER 6"
FORM: saucers
MARKS
MOTIF mould
OT HER 6 11
15 0
APPENDIX 2.
DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY : Plain/HOUHled Wbite Eartbenware
AR~ G, CERAMICS Shard No . Vessel No.
FORM: saucers 6 1
MARK S
MOTI F p l ain
OT HER 6"
FORM: servi ng b owl s 11
MARKS
MOTIF p l a i n
OTHER 1 0: 1, 10"; 1: 1 ,10"
FORM: undo f/w 171
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER b rim frags.
FORM: un d.f/w 40
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER body frags .
FORM: und.!fw 117
MARK S
MOT I F
OTHER ba s al f rags .
FORM: u nd . h /w 16
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER basa l frags.
FORM: und .h/w 36
MARKS
MOT I F
OTHER rim f r ags .
FORM: un d . h/w
MARKS
MOTIF (base)
OTHER 11 "
FORM: und , h/w
'-lARKS
MOTI F mou ld ( rim)
OTHER 3 1/ 2"
FORM: uod .h / w
MARKS
MOTIF (base)
OTHER 5"
'"
DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY: Plain/Moulded White Earthenware
DBA G, CERAMICS Sherd No . Ve s sel No.
FORM: und . h /w 22 1
MARKS
MOT I F (rim)
OTHER 3 1/2"
FORM: und .h/w 26
MARKS
MOTIF (rim)
OTHER 3 1 / 2 "
FORM: und .h/ w
MARKS
MOTIF (rim)
OTHER 3 "
FORM: und.h /w
MARKS
MOTIF (base)
OT HER J "
FORM : und . h / w
MARKS
MOTIF ( bas e )
OTHER 4 "
FORM: u nd .h /w
MARKS
MOTIF (base)
OTHER 6 "
FORM: und. h /w
MARKS
MOTIF (base)
OTHER 3"
FORM: u nd .h /w
MARKS
MOTIF ( ba se )
OTHER 4 "
FORM: und . h /w 38
MARKS
MOTIF
OTHER han d l e f rags .
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PLATE 1. Misce llaneous Ceramics from - EkBc·l : Area G. Saddle Island.
a ~ three brown stoneware colander rim fragments
b • brow n stonewa re, undiagnost ic hollow ware vessel
c . black basalt teapot lid fragment
d • copper lustre undiagnostic hollow ware basal fragment
e • two copper lustre undiagnostic hollow ware fragments
fIg ' two rim fragments of childrens' plates; f contains a raised,
capital - M N 0 " and 9 contains "0 P"
hli· exterior and interior portions of an undiagnost ic . mou ld relief
container
j - undiagnost ic Bristol glaze type hollow ware
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PLATE 2. Yellow ware and Rockingham glazed ware from -EkBc- 1: Saddle
Island.
a - complete Rockingham glaze teapot lid
b • Rockingham glaze teapot lid fragment
c - Rockingham glaze teapot lid f ragment
d - Rocking ham glaze teapot basal fragment
e - undiag nostic Rockingham glaze hollow ware fragments
f • yellow wa re with blue mocha decoration, undiagnostic hollow
ware fragments
9 • yellow ware with green mocha decoration. undiagnostic hollow
ware fragments
h - yellow wa re bowl, rim fragment
i - annular banded yellow wa re pitcher fragment
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PLATE 3. Sponged and Stamped Earthenware from ·EkBc· 1: Saddle Island.
a • blue sponged plate rim
b • blue stamp decorated. cup rim exte rior
c . blue stamp decora ted. cup rim exterior: part of set 6
d · blue stam p decorated saucer rim with red int erior rim band
e - blue stamped and ha ndpainted plate rim
f • stamped blu e roset tes . green leaves. and red lines: cup rim
9 • two brown starnped "f leur de lis" saucer fragments
h • brown stamped and blue handpainted cup fragm ent
157
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PLATE 4. Sponged and Stam ped Earth enware from -EkBc-l : Saddle Island.
a • purple stamped plate rim
b • stamped black rosettes on a blue ground : saucer and plate
fragment s part of set 5
c - blue sta mped snow flake design wi th red rim band. cup
frag ment
d • brown stamped rosette s on two cup rim shards
e • purple stamped cup fragment
f • purple stam ped saucer fra gment
9 • brow n stamped dot and cable mot if on cup rim fragm ents
h • green stamped cup fragment
i- purple stamped and banded cup fragment
j • green and red sta mped plate fragment
k • stamped green rosettes on an undiagnosti c hollow ware
159
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PLATE 5. Brown Transfer-Print ed Earthenware from ·EkBc· l : Saddle Island.
a • two brow n transfe r-printed plate rim fragments. set 13
b • brown transfer..printed saucer rim fragment
c - brown trensfer-pr inted bowl fragment
d • brow n transfer- printed bowl fragment
e • brow n transfer-p rinted plate rim fragment
f • brown transfer-printed bowl fragment, Court ier and Horse
pattern

16 2
PlATE 6. Blue Transfer-Print ed Eart henwarL' f rom ·EkBc·1 : Saddle Island .
8 • blue t ransfer-printed t eapot or sugar bowl rim fragment , set t 2
b- blue transter.p rinted t eapot or sugar bow l base fragment . set
"
c • bluo transfer-pr inted cup or bowl rim fr agment . set 12
d • blue transfer-printed w ash basin body hagment
e • blue transfer-printed wash basin body fragment
f • blue transfer-printed w ash basin rim fragment with evidenc e of
mending
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PLATE 7. Miscellaneous Blue Transfer-Printed Earthenware from ·EkBc· l:
Saddlo Island.
a • blue willow pattern plate fragment
b • blue willow pat tern platte r fragment
c • blue willow patte rn plate fragment
d - blue willow patte rn plate fragment
e • unidentif ied blue trans fer- printed saucer fragmen t
t • Asiatic Pheasants patte rn
165
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PLATE8. EdgeDecorated Ceramics from - EkBc· 1: Saddle Island.
e.b .c. d .e . simula ted or hand pai n ted edged plates
t,g,h - moulded edge. painted blue
i ,j,k • simulated or hand painted edged plates
167
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PLATE 9. Miscellaneous Hand Painted Earthen ware from ·EkBc-l: Saddle
Islan d.
a • polychrome: red, areen. purple and blue plate fragment
b • CUP. exterior red rim bands. set 4
c - hand painted sprig decor ation, re d, green. black
d • sauce r. exterior red rim bands, set 4
e • potychr ema: red, green, purple c up fragme nt
169
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Pl.ATE '0, Miscellaneous Ceramic Earthenwa re from -eaac. t : Saddle Island.
a.b.c - slip decorated mocha measure cup fragments
c.e.t • slip decorated, annular banded, undiagnostic holloware.
9 - blue sprig mould saucer fragment, set 2
h - cup basal fragme nt, tet ter "A " decoration
i - unidentified black trans fer saucer fragment
j • unidenti fied purp le t ransfer sugar bowl rim, set 14
k · unident ified purple transfer saucer rim, set 14
I • unidenti f ied purple transfer cup rim. set 14
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PLATE'1 . Ident ified Makers' Marks from -ekac- t : Saddle Island.
a - MELLOR,TAYLOR, BURSlEM,ENGlANO
b - GEORGE JONES & SONS ROYAL PATENT IRONSTONE
c - Holl ow ay's Ointment
d • Wm ADAMS & CO ENGLAND
e - GJ Be Co. STO KE-UPON-T RENT, SUTHERLA ND
f • J Be G MEAKIN, BURSLEM
9 • Wm ADAMS & CO ENGLAND
h - W ILLIAM BAKER Be CO
i . Thom pson & P I Importer Montreal
j • Sharpe Brolh ers & Co .





